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Abstract
The observations discussed in this thesis are o f regions o f star-form ation where 
outflow is believed to be occurring. Specifically, radio, m illim eter/sub-m illim eter 
and infrared observations are m ade to illustrate the m olecular structure o f out­
flows and related phenomena.
CO J= 2-1 observations o f the molecular outflow from  the infrared reflection 
nebulae GG D 27 IRS com plem ent earlier CO J = l-0  observations and further al­
low  us to revise previous estimates o f the outflow  mass and energetics. The mass 
derived here is com parable to mass estimates for other outflows from  similarly 
luminous sources, though it is a factor o f ~  1 0  less than that derived from  the 
earlier CO 1-0 observations. This difference is due to the choice o f excitation  tem ­
perature used in deriving the outflow mass; here com bining CO 2-1 observations 
with the 1-0 studies allows us to calculate Tex m ore precisely. I also show that the 
conical outflow overlaps the plane o f the sky, and find that the observed molecular 
flow is not powerful enough to excite the associated HH nebulae HH 80/81.
Studies o f the m olecular environment around the HH objects HH1 and 2, and 
towards the optical je t /H H  bow -shock system HH34 reveal the presence o f dense, 
quiescent m olecular material associated with all three HH objects . The presence 
o f such stationary, molecular clumps, particularly evident in HH2 and HH34, does 
not support current popular HH models.
Observations o f these regions in a number o f m olecular species also show 
how contrasting and sometimes misleading observations in different m olecular 
gas tracers can be: In HH2 peaks seen in NH 3 (1,1) do not coincide with the 
well resolved clum p observed in H C O + J=3-2 , whilst the C 180  J = 2 -l  emission 
shows no clear peak at all. These contrasting m orphologies are thought to be due 
to  the differing excitation requirements o f the observed lines. However, in HH34 
chemical abundance variations are also significant: Towards the exciting source 
o f the optical stellar jet and HH bow -shock, the NH 3 is underabundant. Indeed, 
in m any other outflow sources, a similar NH 3 depletion is observed towards the 
central source. Instead, the NH3 delineates a toroidal structure that encircles the 
central gas-density peak and the outflow source.
I also show how near-IR imaging o f the shocked H 2 emission from  m olecular 
outflows (particularly those em bedded within m olecular clouds) m ay be used 
to search for infrared counterparts to optical stellar jets. The H 2 structure in 
L1448 is thought to illustrate the interface between the m olecular outflow  and 
an associated stellar wind. These observations thus support the idea that CO
(m olecular) outflows result from  an entrainment process as an atom ic stellar 
wind shocks ambient cloud gas. M oreover, they represent the first steps towards 
observing collim ated stellar jets in m ost, if not all, CO outflows.
Future m illim eter/sub-m illim eter and infrared observations and pertinent ques­
tions concerning the outflow process are also discussed.
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1.1 IN T R O D U C T IO N
How does a star form by actually losing mass? How can a star simultaneously undergo 
infall and outflow? These perplexing questions (and many subsequent queries) have 
prompted a great surge in the study of mass outflows from young stellar ob jects. Indeed, 
with the advent of ever-more sensitive line and continuum receivers at millimeter and 
sub-millimeter wavelengths, and with the recent advances in near-infrared imaging and 
spectroscopy we have over the last 1 0  or so years come a long way toward understanding 
this remarkable process. However, these detailed studies yield not only answers, but 
additional questions, and so there remains much to be done before a coherent and 
universal model for outflow is reached.
Here I present line-observations and imaging at centimeter, millimeter/sub-millimeter 
and near-infrared wavelengths, studies which illustrate the processes associated with 
outflow. I also discuss the techniques used to observe and quantify these phenomena 
and argue the pros and cons of simple models which may account for many o f the 
observed features.
1.2 M O L E C U L A R  O U T F L O W S
Molecular outflows from young stars are predominantly observed in the rotational lines 
o f CO. The majority of known outflows are bipolar and almost all are associated with 
embedded infrared sources —  known as Class I  sources or protostars (Lada 1991), 
though a small number of Class II  stars (e.g. T-Tauri stars) also possess similar out­
flows. These latter, often optically visible sources are thought to represent the later 
stages of a stars early life. It has thus been suggested on statistical grounds that molecu­
lar outflows correspond to an evolutionary status prior to the Class II or T-Tauri period 
(Lada 1985). Surveys of T-Tauri stars have uncovered molecular outflows towards only 
~ 1 0 % of the observed sources, whilst surveys of more embedded infrared sources find 
molecular outflows towards nearly 80% of the candidate objects. Furthermore, it seems 
likely that the outflow period of a star’s early evolution lasts for only a fraction o f the 
time associated with the T-Tauri phase (Fukui 1989). Typically an outflow size o f ~  
lp c  and velocity of 1 0  km s- 1  corresponds to a dynamical time scale for the flow of
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~  105 years; a value roughly 1/lOth the apparent life-span o f a T-Tauri star (Cohen & 
Kuhi 1979).
Bolometric luminosities o f known outflow sources range from ~  1 to 105 L0 ; colli­
mated mass loss therefore appears to be a universal stage in the formation and early 
evolution o f all stars.
Fukui (1989) has catalogued 144 molecular outflows, and has studied in detail 48 
IRAS point sources in the dark cloud L1641. From the observed 25//m  excess Fukui 
infers that outflow sources possess more massive circumstellar dust envelopes than T- 
Tauri stars in the same region, once again supporting the above association o f outflows 
with very early stages o f star formation. He further shows that outflow sources appear 
far more luminous, by a factor of ~10, than the observed T-Tauri stars. He attributes 
the excess luminosity to gravitational energy release during the accretion o f material 
onto the protostellar core. In addition, since the accretion time-scale (taccr =M /M core) 
is typically 105 years for his sample of low mass stars in L1641, outflow must be taking 
place over almost the entire accretion phase.
The source and mechanism for powering such outflows represents a considerable 
challenge to theorists. The derived momenta and kinetic energies o f molecular outflows 
are indeed huge (see table 1.1). Bally & Lada (1983) find that, over the dynamical time 
scales of observed flows each central source has radiated sufficient luminous energy to 
drive the flow. Typically, the ratio of mechanical luminosity (the energy supply rate, 
M V 3/2R = M V 2/2 )  to radiant luminosity is ~ 0 .0 0 2 - 0 .0 2  (figure 1 .1 ). However, on 
considering the momentum supply rate, M V  of the flow and comparing this with the 
force exerted on the gas by radiation pressure, L^/c, in all cases M V  >  T * /c (figure 
1.2). It seems that for the outflows to be driven by stellar radiation each photon would 
need to be scattered 1 0 0 - 1 0 0 0  times before escaping from the outflow environment. 
This would only be possible very close to the embedded source, where dust opacities 
could be as high as 1 0 0 .
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Table 1 .1 : M olecu lar o u tflo w  s ta tis tics  taken fro m  recent CO observations.
References: 1. Yam ashita et al. 1989, 2. W o lf et al. 1990, 3. C abrit et al. 1988, 4. Fukui
1989, 5. M oriarty-Schieven &  Snell 1989, 6. M itch e ll &  Hasegawa 1991, 7. S hultz  et al.
1989., 8. chapter 2 o f th is  thesis, 9. Knee 1992.
“ Full exten t o f o u tflo w  (b lue and red lobe). 
















1GGD27-IRS 1.5 13 460 5300 8 6
8GGD27-IRS - - >60 >185 2.7 1.7
2 Mon R2 3.8 24 2 0 2 2400 29 16
6NGC7538 ~  1 ~  8 50 400 4 40
3RN043 ~  1.4 ~  5 13 134 1.3 0 .8
7V645-Cygb ~ 1 16 1 0 ~160 2.7 3
4 Ori-KL 0.04 <60 5 <300 0 .2 0.04
9HH52-53 ~  0 .2  - 2.4 7.5 0.03 0.033
9 HH54 - - 0 .6 8 1 .6 0.004 0 .0 1
sB335 ~  0.9 ~  5 0.13 1.3 0 .0 2 -


















LUM INOSITY (L o)
F ig u r e  1 .1 : A  p lo t o f  mechanical luminosity, MV2/2, against source luminosity, L* 
fo r  a num ber o f ou tflow s (fro m  Ba lly  &  Lane 1991). On the  d iagonal line the m echanical 








F ig u r e  1 .2 : A  p lo t o f  momentum supply rate, MV, against source luminosity, L* fo r 
the same sam ple o f ou tflow s as in figu re  2.1 (fro m  Bally &  Lane 1991). T he d iagonal line 
shows the  radiation pressure, exerted by the rad ia tion fie ld  fro m  the  source.
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Conversely, the observed flow o f molecular material may be driven by an internal 
“stellar wind” or “jet” , the CO outflow thus being ambient molecular material that has 
been swept up into a hollow shell. Infra-red spectroscopy towards heavily obscured, 
luminous young stellar objects revea^compact regions of hydrogen recombination line 
emission, emission that is too luminous to be due to compact HII regions around zero- 
age main sequence stars (ZAM S) of the same luminosity (Thompson 1981). Also, line 
widths are greater (~  100 km s-1 ) than expected for thermal motions (~  30 km s-1 ), 
and high-resolution radio continuum studies show peaks towards outflow sources that 
are extended along the flow axis (Rodriguez et al. 1990{>Rodriguez & Reipurth 1990). 
The evidence thus points strongly towards the existence o f an ionised wind component 
in molecular outflows.
We may estimate the force of an ionised wind, (M V )wind, from radio continuum 
observations (which give M, Panagia 1988) and from IR-line observations (giving V ) 
and compare these with the momentum supply rates of the associated CO outflows. 
In virtually all cases, (M V )wind <C (M V )c o . Evidently the observed ionised winds 
cannot directly drive swept-up molecular gas in a molecular outflow. This has led 
theorists to postulate that winds may be time variable, or only partially ionised so 
that a predominantly neutral component carries most of the wind momentum and 
energy: Evidence for a neutral wind associated with the molecular outflow in HH7-11 
has recently been presented by Lizano et al. (1988).
There is also observational evidence that molecular outflows are hollow: In L1551 
the lowest velocity molecular gas, observed in CO, lies along the periphery of the flow, 
whilst the highest velocity gas is found towards the outflow axis (Snell & Schloerb 
1985). Model fits to the data predict that the CO lies in a (molecular) shell that 
is both expanding and moving radially away from the source. Such a shell-like CO 
structure has however only been observed towards a small number of outflows, though 
this may be due to a lack of angular resolution.
The characteristics of a number of outflows are listed in table 1 .1 : Clearly, what 
is commonly termed a high velocity molecular outflow represents an extremely massive 
(l-100M g) flow of cold (10-90K), low to moderate density molecular material (Lada
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1985) from an often heavily embedded young stellar object.
1.3 H E R B IG -H A R O  OBJECTS
Often found to be associated with molecular outflows are the rather peculiar emission 
nebulae known as Herbig-Haro objects. First detected independently by G. Herbig 
and G. Haro during Ha emission line star surveys in the early 50s (Herbig 1951, Haro 
1952), much has since been learnt of these objects, in many cases by the aforementioned 
astronomers, via high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy at optical and, in more 
recent years, infrared wavelengths. The optical spectra o f HHs are typically dominated 
by hydrogen Balrner emission lines but also by low-excitation lines o f [01], [SII], [NI], 
[Fell], and to a lesser extent [Oil], [Nil] and [OIII]. The relative strengths o f these 
emission lines over hydrogen recombination lines distinguish HHs from HII regions; the 
ionisation in HHs was recognised early on as being due to a process other than photo­
ionisation by stellar radiation (Bohm 1956, Osterbrock 1958). Species such as oxygen, 
carbon and nitrogen within an HII region are mostly stripped o f their electrons, so 
atoms, or singly or doubly ionised particles such as 01 and N il will only exist within 
a thin shell between the HII region and the molecular surroundings. Emission from 
these ions will consequently be relatively weak with respect to that from hydrogen 
recombination from within the Stromgren sphere, and so the optical spectra o f HII 
regions differ greatly from those of HHs.
The prototype objects HH1,2 and 3, located near NGC 1999 in Orion, show struc­
ture on scales smaller than O.Olpc; similar clumping has been seen since in other sources 
(e.g. Biihrke et al. 1988, Raga, Barnes & Mateo 1990). These HH objects also ap­
pear to be moving rapidly away from nearby IR sources. Optical emission lines are 
often shifted by as much as ~  100km s'“ 1 whilst proper motions approach 200-400 
km s_ 1  (e.g. for HH1/2 see Hartmann & Raymond 1984 and Herbig & Jones 1981). 
The observed optical and IR lines are also rather wide, typically o f the order 100 and 
50 km s_ 1  FWHM respectively. It is these high velocities, and the apparent associa­
tion with outflows from embedded sources that link HHs with the early stages o f star 
formation. Indeed, HH objects are now thought to represent visible shocks, produced 
when outflowing material from an IR source or T-Tauri star encounters the ambient
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medium. Herbig-Haro objects are thus powerful tools that enable us to examine the 
interaction between energetic outflows and the ambient cloud envelope.
Early attempts to explain the optical spectra o f HH objects were based on plane- 
parallel shock models, though to some extent these failed to account for the observed 
UV and visible line strengths (Dopita 1978, Raymond 1979): Because low-excitation 
emission lines are frequently accompanied by bright lines from highly ionised species 
such as OIII and CIV, later work instead modeled HH spectra using bow-sliaped shocks. 
The oblique shock-angles (and so low shock velocities) in the wings o f such a bow- 
shock, together with the higher shock velocities produced at the head of the bow-shock, 
were more successful in accounting for the mixture o f observed low and high-excitation 
emission lines (Hartigan, Raymond & Hartmann 1987). These bow-shocks further 
explain the wide and often double-peaked line profiles observed in most HH nebulae.
At the same time, theorists were developing dynamical models which might produce 
these HH bow-shocks (reviewed in Dyson 1987): Schwartz (1978) considered the effects 
o f a continuous flow impacting dense, stationary clumps in the ambient cloud, whilst 
Norman & Silk (1979) proposed a model where the line emission derives from rapidly 
moving clumps or “bullets” within the outflow (essentially the inverse o f Schwartz’s 
model). These bullets were thought to result from Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities which 
develop in the cloud envelope as it collapses onto the central source. The bullets are 
subsequently swept up and accelerated by the outflow; as they travel supersonically 
through the slower-moving (or stationary) molecular surroundings, the resulting bow- 
shock produces the observed line emission. Recent high-resolution imaging has shown 
that a number of HHs actually consist o f a cluster o f small, optical knots, such as 
might be produced by either scenario. However, the former “shocked cloudlet” model 
(Schwartz 1978) does not account for the high proper motions seen in HH objects. The 
radiating bow-shock around a stationary cloudlet would itself be at rest, and although 
acceleration o f the cloudlet would alleviate this problem, it would at the same time 
reduce the shock velocity (since vbs =  vwind — vcloudlet) and so less outflow kinetic 
energy would be transported to luminous energy.
A  third model has been proposed by Canto"’ (1980), linking HHs with a more contin­
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uous outflow phenomenon: He firstly considered the effects of a spherically symmetric
/
stellar wind on a uniform ambient cloud medium (Canto 1980). Initially an expanding 
spherical cavity is produced. The cavity is bounded by an inner shock which decelerates 
the wind and an outer shock that accelerates the ambient cloud gas. Ultimately how­
ever, a static configuration is reached where the ram pressure of the stellar wind equals 
the gas pressure in the surrounding cloud envelope. In this way a spherical cavity of 
unshocked wind gas bounded by a shock is produced.
The addition of a density gradient to the ambient cloud in Canto’s model produces 
an ovoidal cavity, with the longer shock radius occurring in the direction of decreasing 
cloud density (Canto & Rodriguez 1980). The stellar wind is now refracted by the 
oblique shock angles produced by this geometry and so it runs along the walls of the 
cavity. At increased distances from the source, the ambient gas pressure exceeds the 
ram-pressure o f the wind; the previously expanding cavity thus begins to narrow down 
until ultimately the annular stream running along the cavity wall shocks against itself 
(at the point in the cavity farthest from the source). The authors identify the HH 
object with this latter shock, where part of the kinetic energy o f the gas flowing over 
the cavity wall is converted to radiated energy (Canto, Tenorio-Tagle & Rozyczka [1988] 
have also recently identified the flow of shocked gas from the tip of the ovoidal cavity, 
away from the source, with the optical jets discussed below). The optical emission from 
the shock along the cavity wall is thought to be associated with the faint nebulosity 
often found to surround HH nebulae and their exciting sources.
In this way, the Canto model accounts for the small solid angles subtended by the 
HH objects with respect to the associated source. Further, since a large fraction of 
momentum and kinetic energy in the stellar wind is deposited at the HH, the model 
also alleviates the need for unrealistically powerful stellar winds, though because it 
describes a steady-state situation, the HH objects are expected to be near-stationary. 
As previously mentioned, this latter requirement contradicts more recent observations 
o f a number of HH systems (e.g. Herbig & Jones 1981).
Whilst the above models each go some way to accounting for the observed features in 
some Herbig-Haro objects, it is never-the-less unlikely that any one scenario will account
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for all HH objects. Indeed, very recent imaging has linked some HHs with yet another 
excitation process: A  number of HH objects are now known to be associated with faint 
though optically visible jets and bow-shocks produced by stellar winds emerging from 
cloud envelopes (discussed in more detail below).
1.4 O P T IC A L  JETS
Over the past six or seven years, optical CCD imaging has identified a, number o f “jet­
like” nebulae associated with low to moderate luminosity (L =  1 — 1 0 0  L0 ) T-Tauri stars 
and infra-red sources (Mundt et al. 1987). These jets are seen to be highly collimated 
-  with aspect ratios typically greater than 1 0 :1  (as compared to the relatively poorly 
collimated molecular outflows, where the ratio is more often less than 5:1) -  and they 
are frequently optically bipolar. The jets are seen to consist of many small knots (knot 
spacings of the order 1015 cm, Mundt et al. 1990) and whilst on a large scale they 
appear quite straight and well aligned with the associated source, they also exhibit 
small-scale “wiggling” (Mundt 1988).
Optical jets are thought to be closely related to Herbig-Haro objects (Mundt 1988); 
both HHs and jets exhibit the same type of low-excitation optical emission line spec­
trum predicted by radiative shock models (Raymond 1979). Also akin to HHs, optical 
spectroscopy and proper motion studies assign radial velocities of 100-400 km s_ 1  to 
the knotty structures within these jets. Indeed, several long-known HHs have recently 
been identified as being the brightest knots within erstwhile unobserved jets (Mundt
1988).
In approximately 60% of known cases, the optical jets are seen to terminate in 
a bow-shaped (HH-like) nebula (see HH34 and HH1 1 1  for perhaps the most striking 
examples; Bulirke et al. 1988, Reipurth 1989). These bow-shocks are thought to 
represent the point where the jet terminates, the shock structure being produced by 
the jet as it burrows through the ambient gas.
Modelling aimed at accounting for the above collimated jet structures has been 
conducted by a number of theorists (Dyson 1984, Falle et al. 1987, Tenorio-Tagle 1989, 
Konigl 1982, reviewed in Raga 1989). Initially, the jet is thought to be overpressured
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with respect to the local environment, which (unlike Canto’s model above) is assumed 
to be homogeneous. The jet expands (approximately in a Mach cone) until the jet 
pressure drops below the ambient gas pressure. The resulting underpressured though 
still supersonic flow is then recollimated by a shock (the incident shock) after which 
the flow reconverges towards the axis o f symmetry. The converging flow eventually 
collides on itself; a conical or collimator shock is produced at this point which funnels 
the now overpressured flow along the symmetry axis. Further downstream the jet again 
expands and the cycle is repeated. A  series of incident and collimator shocks is thus 
produced along the flow; these shocks are identified with some HH objects and the 
knots in optical jets.
However, these initially very promising models again describe a steady-state situa­
tion; once again they fail to account for the high proper motions of both the HH objects 
and the knots in stellar jets (Eiseloeff, private communication, Reipurth 1989). This 
severe flaw has led Raga, Canto et al. (1990) to consider the effects o f stellar jets from 
intrinsically varying sources. The resulting variable ejection velocities produce noil- 
stationary internal working surfaces within the flow which go some way to explaining 
the observed high proper motions.
Are these optical jets linked to molecular flows? Whilst a small number o f jets de­
rive from embedded infrared sources, the majority seem to be associated with T-Tauri 
stars, in contrast to their molecular counterparts. Moreover, a large number o f known 
optical jets have no observable associated molecular flow. Both findings are most prob­
ably subject to selection effects; jets are more readily observed towards T-Tauris where 
the optical extinction is relatively low (perhaps only 5-10 magnitudes), whilst at the 
same time this lack of a molecular environment is not conducive to the entrainment 
of molecular material and so the formation of an observable CO outflow. Conversely, 
towards the more heavily embedded IR sources where the molecular envelope is suffi­
cient to produce an observable CO outflow, any associated jet would most likely be too 
heavily extinctioned to be visible.
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T a b le  1 .2 : O ptica l Jet s ta tistics.
References: 1. M u n d t et al. 1987, 2. M und t et al. 1990. 
a H e liocentric  radia l velocities.
b A  com parison is made here between the je t  mass o u tflo w  rate and th a t measured fo r  any 
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A v to 
source 
(mag)
1L1551 0.015 -70 to -350 0.3 40-70 0 .0 2 ~ 2 0
XHH7-11 0 .1 -35 to -170 0.4 400 0.03 > 2 0
1HH34 0.05 -60 to -135 < 0 .1 - < 0.008 5
1H H l/2 0.15 ~-3 2 .6 - 0 .2 > 2 0
2HL Tau 0.04 1 2 0  to 180 0.03 - 0 .0 0 1 -
2XZ Tau 0.008 45 to 77 0.05 - 0 .0 0 2 -
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From their sample of optical jets, Mundt et al. (1987) estimate that for each source 
the mechanical luminosity o f the jet is typically 1 0 ~ 3 the bolometric luminosities o f the 
associated source. However, as was the case for molecular flows, the source radiation 
pressure remains insufficient to power the observed jets.
Do these optical jets represent the driving mechanism for the more extensive molec­
ular outflows? The momentum supply rate, or ram pressure of optical jets from low to 
intermediate mass stars is typically 0.1 — 4 X 10- 6  Mq yr_ 1  km s“ 1 (Mundt et al. 1987), 
a factor of 1 0 - 1 0 0  less than that measured for equivalent molecular outflows (Edwards 
& Snell 1984). It therefore remains uncertain as to whether optical jets power molecu­
lar flows, though a number of jet parameters are not known accurately and once again 
one should not exclude the possible presence of a neutral stellar wind component. The 
characteristics of a number of jets are listed in table 1 .2 .
A  number of excellent reviews exist which discuss present theories of star formation 
(Lada & Shu 1991, Lada 1991, Shu & Adams 1987, Pudritz 1986), molecular outflows 
(Bachiller & Gomez-Gonzales 1991, Fukui 1989, Lada 1985) and HH objects and optical 
jets (Reipurth 1989, Raga. 1989, Dyson 1987, Mundt 1988).
1.5 SH O CKS IN STELLAR  JETS A N D  HH OBJECTS
1.5.1 Perfect Gas, B = 0
Shock waves within molecular clouds are driven by a variety o f processes including 
stellar winds from embedded IR sources and T-Tauri stars. Indeed, as discussed above 
Herbig-Haro objects and optical jets are most probably manifestations of shocks pro­
duced in this way. A shock will develop when the sound speed of the ambient medium 
is less than the velocity of the gas that is impacting or expanding into it. We have seen 
that emission lines from HHs and optical jets greatly exceed the likely sound speed of 
the cold ambient cloud envelope (few km s-1 ). The effect o f such a shock will be to 
compress, heat, chemically alter and accelerate the ambient gas (Hollenbach & McKee
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1989).
In order to understand the conditions associated with such shocks, it is constructive 
to consider the interaction of a plane parallel flow, which is constant in time, with a 
homogeneous ambient medium (Raymond 1979). It is further desirable to operate in a 
frame o f reference where the shock is stationary, i.e. by following a parcel of gas as it 
passes through the shock, and also to treat the gas as a single fluid. The shock “region” 
may be split up into four areas;
1 ) a radiative precursor in which the ambient gas ahead o f the shock is moderately 
heated and partially ionised by UV photons produced in the shocked layer.
2 ) the adiabatic shock front, a thin layer in which the ambient gas is accelerated, heated 
and compressed.
3) a much broader layer where inelastic collisions produce radiative cooling, emission,
recombination, and further compression downstream from the front.
4 ) a final region further downstream from the shock where the gas has cooled to essen­
tially the ambient, pre-sliock temperature.
The rapid transition between regions 1 and 2 occurs within a distance equivalent to 
several mean free paths of the particles in the gas, typically ~  1 0 ~J — 1 0 “ 'p c  ( 1 0 - 2  — 
10- 4  axcseconds in Orion at a distance of 460pc) for an ambient gas density, px ~  
1000 — 1 0 cm-3 . Physical changes depend on the following Rankine-Hugoniot “jum p” 
conditions (Landau & Lifshitz 1987, Bowers & Deeming 1984);
=  P2V 2 ( L 1)
P\ + P\Vi = P-2 + P2V2 (1-2)
^Pxv\ +  P1V1 +  t/jyOjiq =  l>P2vl +  P2V 2 +  U2p2V2 i 1-3)
where U is the internal energy of the gas, P  the pressure and v the velocity o f the parcel 
of gas. Simply, mass, momentum and energy fluxes are continuous across the adiabatic
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shock. I shall assume that Herbig-Haro shocks are strong, i.e. the Mach number o f the 
gas entering the shock is high, M 1 =  v-i /cl > >  1 . Following Bowers & Deeming (1984), 
the above equations give
v2 p, 7  —  1
—  =  =  ^ 7  ( 1 -4)vx p2 7  +  1
For a diatomic gas, the ratio o f specific heats 7  =  7/5. The shocked ambient gas may 
therefore be compressed to ~  6 x its original density whilst being accelerated to 1 / 6  
the shock velocity.
The increase in gas temperature and pressure behind the adiabatic shock may fur­
ther be obtained from
=  7 T T  =  ! * ■ * ?  < 1 J >
rr _  o (7 -  1) P H m H 2 ..2 5 t iH m H 2 „2 ^
^  -  2 ( 7  +  1 ) 2 - t -  (L6)
where is the mean molecular weight of the molecular gas (~  1.3) and mH 2  is the 
mass of an H2 molecule. Thus, directly behind a planar, diatomic shock o f v ~  20km
s-1 , the gas is compressed and heated to T2 ~  1 0 3K; at higher shock velocities v ~
200km s_ 1 ,T 2 ~  106K. Modeling o f recombination-line emission spectra predict that 
the velocity of shocks associated with HHs and optical jet features lie within this range 
(Hartigan et al. 1987).
This hot, shocked transition is followed by cooling, further compression and ra­
diative energy losses —  region 3. Although mass and momentum remain conserved 
(equations 1.1 and 1.2), we must adjust equation 1.3 to account for this latter process 




2 ^3 U3 +  ^3V3 +  U3p3v 3 - A  (1.7)
Here A is the net cooling rate per unit volume. Contributions to A will depend on 
the temperature of the post-shock gas: Behind rapid shocks, A is almost entirely due
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to electron excitation o f ions of typically C, N, O and Ne, since these have excited 
levels a few volts above the ground level. These levels are collisionally populated at 
temperatures ~  104 K, the cross-sections exceed those of radiative capture by about 
105, and so they provide a very powerful cooling mechanism (Spitzer 1978). Behind 
lower velocity shocks, vshock =  vx <  25 km s-1 , or more oblique shocks (we take v1 as 
the velocity component perpendicular to the shock front), molecular dissociation does 
not occur. Here we must consider radiative and dissociative cooling from molecules, 
specifically H2, but also CO and H20  (Shull & Draine 1987).
The cooling in region 3 results also in a large compression, though the total pressure 
(-P +  pv2) remains constant throughout all regions, 1-4. Ultimately, we may regard the 
transition between the initial preshock material and the final, cool, compressed layer 
(region 4) as being isothermal, thus 7 = 1  and so the thermal pressure term P  — pc2. 
Again by assuming that our HH shock is strong, equation 1.2 reduces to (Spitzer 1978, 
p. 2 2 1 , Bowers & Deeming 1984, p. 440)
For strong shocks a large overall increase in gas density is therefore possible, perhaps 
by a factor of 1 0 0  or more.
We may finally make a crude estimate of the cooling time tc in region 3 by simply 
equating the thermal energy to be radiated away to the cooling rate (for say 105K gas) 
Xtc :
n H 2 X  2 ^ k ~  ^ c
Taking A/n2H ~  10- 3 2  J cm3 s- 1  as a lower limit (Spitzer 1978, p 143), then for a fast 
shock, v1 ~  1 0 0  km s_ 1  impacting a dense ambient medium nH2 ~  1 0 4 cm - 3  the gas 
will cool from Tk ~  4 X 105K to ~  102Iv in ~  109 seconds. This corresponds to cooling 
within <  1 0 ~ 3 pc o f the shock front and compares to an adiabatic shock width of ~  1 0 ~ 8 
pc (~  a few mean-free-paths) in region 2. Clearly, resolving either the adiabatic shock 
or the radiative layer in either HHs or optical jet shocks is beyond current observational 
capabilities.
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1.5.2 The Effect of a B-field: Hydromagnetic Shocks
The presence o f a magnetic field B modifies our treatment o f an HH-type shock. As­
suming the field is perpendicular to the flow, a sufficient level o f ionisation assures 
that B  is coupled to the matter, leading to “flux freezing” in which vB  and B/p are 
constant. An additional pressure term, B 2/8ir thus appears on both sides o f equation 
1.2. As the shocked gas cools and p increases, the magnetic pressure ( a  p2) eventually 
dominates the momentum flux (oc p) so that the maximum compression in the post 
shock gas (region 4) is now limited not by thermal pressure but by magnetic pressure; 
by p4v2 ~  B 2J 87t (Shull & Draine 1987). As B4/p4 =  B 4/p4, then
P ± =  ( ^ p ^ l
Pi V Bl
1/2
=  2 1/ 2— ( ! . 10) 
VA1
Here vA1 =  (B 2 /d irp j) 1^2 is the Alfven velocity. However, observed R-fields in star- 
forming clouds are relatively weak, ~few xlO ~ 6 Gauss. Consequently, the compression 
in the post-shock flow may still approach that predicted earlier (with B = 0 ). Because 
outflow velocities and proper motions o f HH shocks are high, the gas is (at least to a 
first approximation) likely to be “ super-Alfvenic” as well as supersonic; i.e. v4 vA4.
1.6 M O L E C U L A R  LINE EM ISSIO N
Optically the most obvious feature of interstellar molecular clouds is the extinction 
of background starlight, caused by the presence o f interstellar dust. However, 99% of 
the mass o f a cloud is in the form of gaseous hydrogen, of which > 60% is molecular. 
Molecular clouds are certainly not uniform, but although gas densities increase from 
diffuse values of 1 0  — 1 0 3 cm - 3  to densities in excess of 1 0 4 — 1 0 5 cm ~ 3 near sites o f active 
star formation (Williams & Harquist 1990, Bally 1989) the most abundant species, H2, 
remains all but invisible.
H2 is a homonuclear molecule, so only quadrupole transitions are allowed between 
different vibrational (v) and rotational (J) states within the ground electronic state (fig­
ure 1.3; discussed in detail in Shull & Beckwith 1982). Transitions obey the selection 
rule A  J =  0, ± 2 , with 0 - 0  forbidden. There is no restriction on A v. The J =  2 level
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lies at ~  512K above the ground state; transitions with A v  =  ± 1  have higher energies 
~  0.5eV (~6000K ); and the first excited electronic state lies at ~  11.2eV (~130,000 Iv) 
above the ground level. Consequently, observable H2 line emission becomes significant 
only when the gas kinetic temperature exceeds ~500K. Since the ambient gas in molec­
ular clouds remains at a temperature < 100K, and most often < 40Iv, IR line emission 
from H2 is only produced behind low-velocity shocks or via UV excitation (Sternberg 
1988). Therefore one must often use the other molecular cloud constituents as tracers 
of the more elusive H2. The merits of a number of molecular tracers are discussed 
below.
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F ig u r e  1 .3 : R o-v ib ra tiona l trans itions in H2 (fro m  Shull &  B eckw ith  1982).
Molecular line observations have certain advantages over dust continuum studies: In 
addition to providing velocity information, different molecules and rotational transitions 
may be used to probe the differing excitation conditions in and around areas o f star 
formation. However, as will be discussed in more detail later, molecular abundance 
variations in the turbulent regions near outflows, jets and IR sources complicate the
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use of molecules as probes of the overall H2 conditions.
The rotational transitions of many molecules lie at radio, millimeter and sub­
millimeter wavelengths. In radio astronomy, the brightness (or radiation) temperature, 
Tb (or I # ) ,  is used to measure the intensity of the source, L  =  BÀ Tb), where BA Tb) 
may be expressed using the Planck law. A  further simplification is made using the 






However, at mm and sub-mm wavelengths, we have the situation where hv <C kTb does 
not apply. Thus, strictly speaking equation 1.12 should instead be written in terms of 
an equivalent brightness temperature, Jw{Tb)\
h  =  ^ ~ k Ju(Tb)
cl
where JU{T ) =  hv / fc(exp(hz// kT) — l ) -1 . ^(Tfc) is known as the Rayleigh-Jeans equiv­
alent brightness temperature. It is still useful however to define a temperature scale 
which is proportional to the radiation intensity, Iu: At the telescope, sub-mm and 
mm observations are calibrated by comparing the observed source with a black body 
at a known temperature, thus producing a scale where the intensity varies linearly 
with temperature. At these shorter wavelengths the approximation in equation 1 .1 2  is 
therefore still assumed valid; i.e. the line brightness temperature o f the mm/sub-mm 
observations still applies in equation 1 .1 2  (though one should never-the-less be aware 
that this calibration process has been used).
Re-arranging equation 1 .1 2  gives the following expression for brightness temperature:




The radiation emitted by a source will often be attenuated by intervening molecular 
material -  (some o f the photons emitted from the centre o f a molecular cloud for 
example will be scattered or absorbed and re-emitted by molecules in the outer layers).
This attenuation is governed by the probability of scattering or absorption, termed the 
absorption coefficient, kv, such that over a distance ds, dlv =  —IuKuds =  —Iudru. Here
when tu =  f  K^.ds 1 , where the integration is over the thickness o f the intervening 
molecular cloud, the gas is optically thick and each photon will have been scattered 
and absorbed many times; conversely, when r„ <C 1 , the gas is optically thin.
field, at a black body temperature, Tbg =  2 . 7K (Kutner 1984). The brightness temper­
ature thus becomes
where Tex, the excitation temperature of the observed transition j  to  i, is defined by
Here n;j is the level population of the jth  level and g- the statistical weight. Equation 
1.14 is also sometimes written in terms of the Rayleigh-Jeans equivalent brightness 
temperature;
Tb is also subject to the efficiencies of the observing system (Kutner & TJlrich 1981). 
The signal measured at the telescope, the antenna temperature, T*A , the quantity which 
is used throughout this thesis, has already been corrected for the ohmic (resistive) 
losses o f the antenna and for atmospheric attenuation. However, to establish the true 
brightness temperature of the source we need to first correct for the beam efficiency of 
the telescope antenna, r)b.
drv is the optical thickness of the gas to radiation of frequency ẑ ; it is the ratio of the 
distance travelled by a photon in the medium to the photon’s mean free path. Thus,
The observed intensity will also be “ contaminated” by the background radiation
Tb =  “  e x p ( - r j ) (1.14)
(1.15)
Tb =  [Ju{Tex) -  Jv{Tbg)]{ 1 -  e x p ( - r j ) (1.16)
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The response o f the antenna as a function o f angular offset from the telescope axis 
is given by the antenna pattern. This pattern consists of a main beam or “lobe” and a 
large number o f “sidelobes” (the angular resolution of the telescope is determined by 
the half power beam width (H PBW ), 0m, of the main lobe of the antenna pattern). The 
beam efficiency o f the antenna is thus a measure of the power lost in these sidelobes and 
is equal to the ratio of the main lobe solid angle, Clm, to the total beam solid angle, Qa, 
the angle through which all the power from a transmitting antenna would stream if the 
power (per unit solid angle) was constant over this angle and equal to the maximum 
value (Kraus 1986). Division o f T  ̂ by % results in the telescope main beam brightness 
temperature, Tmb. For large telescopes rjb is usually calibrated with standard sources 
of known flux densities, and any contribution to the antenna temperature received in 
the sidelobes is removed when an off-source observation is subtracted.
Also, since Tmb is a measure o f the average temperature over the telescope beam, 
for very small sources the observed temperature must be divided by an additional beam 
dilution or beam filling factor, 77 * =  0 s/ f ! m, where f ls is the source solid angle. If both 
the main beam of the antenna and the source brightness distribution approximate to 
a gaussian, then r/f =  02sl8 2m (where 6S and 8m are the widths at half power o f the 
source distribution and the main telescope beam, measured often in arcseconds). For 
extended sources, 77 y =  1 .
We may therefore relate T\ to Tb by;
Tb =  ^ -  (1.17)
VfVb
1.6.1 Linear Molecules; C O , CS, H C O + , H C N
After H2, CO is the most abundant molecule found in a molecular cloud (abundance 
~  10_4X that of H2). The low dipole moment o f CO (fj, =  0.112 Debyes) allows for 
the excitation of the low-J rotational levels in relatively diffuse, cool environments 
( fe w  X  10K; H2 density, n(H 2) > 103 cm-3 ). For the J =  1 level, hv/k =  T0 =5.5 K. 
Hence the usefulness of the CO J =  1 -  0, 2 -1  and 3-2 transitions, at 2.6mm, 1.3mm 
and 0 .8 6 mm respectively in tracing the molecular outflows discussed above.
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If we assume, as is often the case (Bally 1989), that in molecular cloud cores typical 
of star forming regions the gas density is greater than 103 cm~3, then the low- J levels 
o f CO will be thermalised. In other words, the excitation temperature that describes 
the populations of the low-J levels will approach the gas kinetic temperature, Tk. If 
the observed line is also optically thick (r  1 ) then we may use the CO as a gas 
thermometer (Evans 1980). Substituting the Planck function for I j T ex) and I„(T bg), 
and replacing Tb in equation 1.14 yields a relationship between T\ and Tcx. However, 
as pointed out by Evans (1980), care should be taken that these conditions are fulfilled. 
The gas density may be too low to tliermalise the observed transition, and although 
generally r  >> 1 , this may not be the case in high velocity molecular outflows.
However, molecular outflows are usually observed in CO. Thus if we are to calculate 
the outflow mass and energetics accurately then we need to know the opacity of the 
outflowing gas; the optical depth in the CO linewings. We may calculate r  by observing 
the flow in a second CO isotope (most commonly 13CO), though in the same rotational 
transition (e.g. W olf et al. 1990). We assume equal excitation temperatures for each 
isotope and an abundance ratio of 12C /13C ~  89 (solar abundances). The average 
optical depth in the line wings is obtained from the ratio of the 12CO and 13CO wing 
integrated intensities;
Swings T A C 2 C O ) . d v  _  1 -  e x p ( - 8 9 r 13) _  89(1 -  e x p ( - r 12))
f wingsT l ( 13CO).dv  1 - e x p  ( —r13) r12 ^  >
Having established the optical depth in the line wings, we may then go on to calculate 
the column density of CO in the wings (in the outflow) and so eventually the mass of 
the outflow. See appendix A for a calculation of molecular column densities.
A  more accurate measure of dense molecular cloud structure associated with star 
formation and outflow may be obtained by observing the radiation from molecules 
such as HCO+ , CS and HCN. The high dipole moments o f these molecules (/i =  4.07,  
1.96 and 2.98 Debyes, for HCO+ , CS and HCN respectively) and their relatively low 
abundances (typically <  10~8X that of H2; Irvine & Knacke 1988) mean that the 
millimeter and sub-millimeter lines from the low-J transitions require high densities 
for excitation and are often optically thin. Further, these molecules are sensitive to
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a wide range of gas densities in the denser core regions ( 1 0 3 <  nH2 <  1 0 s cm-3 ). 
For these reasons they illustrate very well the dense, quiescent cores within molecular 
clouds (n (f72) >  106 ~  107cm-3 ). Column density estimates (again refer to appendix 
A ) further lead to mass estimates for individual cloud features. The merits of the 
individual tracers will be discussed in more detail in subsequent chapters of this thesis.
1.6.2 Symmetric Top Molecules; N H 3
The ammonia molecule is another useful probe of gas densities and temperatures within 
molecular clouds. NH3 however differs from the above linear molecules in that it is able 
to rotate about two axes, described by two principal quantum numbers, .7 and Ii 
(with transitions obeying the dipole selection rules A K  =  0 ,A J  =  0, ±1 ; Townes & 
Schawlow 1975). As shown in figure 1.4, the rotational energy levels in NH3 may be 
represented in terms o f independent K  ladders, since transitions between these ladders 
are forbidden (though vibration of the molecule can give rise to very slow A K  =  ± 3  
transitions). Within these ladders, the low J =  I (  levels decay very slowly and are 
regarded as metastable, whilst the higher J > K  states decay far more rapidly, and are 
known as nonmetastable. These higher states are difficult to populate under normal 
conditions, requiring densities of the order of 1 0 8cm-3 . Levels within the K  — 3 ladder 
are similarly hard to fill, and consequently interstellar ammonia exists primarily in the 
7, K  — 1,1  and 2 ,2  rotational states.
The NH3 molecule also undergoes an additional observable transition, where the N- 
atom penetrates the plane formed by the three H-atoms. This produces a splitting of 
the rotational J, K  levels into inversion doublets. Inversion transitions within a doublet 
occur at ~  24GHz, and so are observable at radio wavelengths. Moreover, because the 
J, I (  = 1 ,1  and 2,2 states are quite independent, we may treat these metastable states 
as independent, two level systems.
Each inversion transition (between the two levels in a doublet) is additionally split 
due to hyperfine interactions between electronic, nuclear and molecular spins. These 
result in two pairs o f satellite hyperfines at ~  1MHz and ~  2MHz either side of the 
main line component (figure 1.5). These satellite lines in turn allow us to calculate 
the optical depth of the main (central) hyperfine component. The ratio of the peak
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R O TA TIO N AL ENERGY 
L E V E L S  OF NH-* J = 6 _
z  2 0 0  ■
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A = O R TH O  
E = PAR A
F ig u r e  1 .4 : R ota tiona l energy states in N H 3 (fro m  Ho &  Townes 1983).
antenna temperatures, TjJ, of the main and satellite hyperfines of for example the ( 1 ,1 ) 
inversion line lead to the optical depth r1?1 (Barrett et al. 1977) via equation 1.14.
. " » ) ■■ l-exp(-T1 ,1 )
1 -  exP (~aTi,i)
where the equilibrium ratio of main and inner hyperfine optical depths, a, is a known 
quantity; 0.28 (Martin & Barrett 1978). As for CO, this treatment is a powerful one, 
since T]b, r/j and the excitation temperatures may be assumed equal due to the very 
close energy separations between main and hyperfine components. We may similarly 
apply these arguments to the J,K =  1,1/2,2 ratio, to obtain r2 2.
Observation o f the J, K  =  2 , 2  transition also allows the observer to estimate the gas 
kinetic temperature via an estimate of TR(2 , 2 ; 1 , 1 ), the rotational temperature that 
describes the relative populations of the (1,1) and (2,2) metastable states. TR{2,2; 1,1)
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Velocity (k m / s )
F ig u r e  1 .5 : N H 3 (1 ,1 )  in L1551-IRS; the inner hyperfines are clearly detected, the  o u te r 
hyperfines (n o t show n) occur a t vLSR ~  — 12 and 27 km s_1 .
is widely regarded as a good indicator of Tk (Ho & Townes 1983, Martin & Barrett 
1978), since the low J =  K  levels achieve a near Boltzman population distribution via 
collisions with H2. From equation 1.14 (applied to the (1,1) and (2 ,2 ) transitions), and 
in the optically thin limit, the ratio of optical depths gives
t̂ 2 = 51 (2; 2) u2(2, 2) | /r(2, 2) |2 At/(1,1) Tltl /-AF(2,2; 1,1) 
TT,1 â(l,l)^2(l,l)|/r(l,l) |2Ar/(2,2 )T2j2 ^ \ k T R( 2,2; 1,1)
We thus arrive at an equation for TR(2 , 2 ; 1 , 1 ) 
Tr ( 2 , 2 ; 1 , 1 ) =
-41.5
ln(0.282 T2t2i/rh l)
< T k ( 1.20)
In the above, | ) \ -  f j fK / [J (J  +  1)] is the dipole matrix element and v
and A v  are the line rest frequency and line width respectively. Note, however, that 
T fj(2 ,2; 1 ,1 ) may slightly underestimate Tk, because of downward relaxations from 
the non-metastable states and the slow collisional coupling between K ladders (Ho & 
Townes 1983).
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Finally, treating the (1,1) metastable state alone as a two level system, balancing 
collisions and stimulated emission against spontaneous emission leads to a relation 
between the density, excitation temperature and kinetic temperature (Ho & Townes 
1983).
n H 2  ~
¿ 1,1
(C7c X  V)
J ( ? i ti )  -  J { T bg)
1 + m<)hv/k ( 1 .21)
where J (T ) is the Rayleigh-Jeans equivalent brightness temperature, A 11 is the Ein­
stein coefficient for spontaneous emission and (<rc X  v) is the collision rate.
Chapter 2
GGD27 1RS: A Molecular Outflow Source
S U M M A R Y :  CO J =  1-0 observations o f the  o u tflo w  fro m  the lum inous, in fra red  reflec­
tio n  nebula GGD27 IRS im ply th a t it  is one o f the m ost massive m olecu lar ou tflow s known. 
Further, the  associated op tica l nebulae H H80 and HH81 are tw o  o f the b righ test HH objects 
yet discovered. W ith in  the  fo llo w in g  chapter I present CO and 13CO J = 2 - l  observations 
o f th is  o u tflo w , and discuss the techniques used to  calculate the  mass and energetics o f 
the blue and red-shifted o u tflo w  lobes. S ign ificantly, con tou r p lots o f  the low -ve loc ity  and 
h igh -ve loc ity  o u tflo w in g  gas, when com pared, im ply th a t the flow  lies very near to  the plane 
o f the sky; the low -ve loc ity  blue-shifted contours overlap the h igh -ve loc ity  red-shifted lobe 
and vicS-versa. T h is  s truc tu re  is in terpreted in term s o f an o u tflo w  w ith  an opening angle 
th a t is g rea ter than tw ice  the angle between the flo w  axis and the  plane o f  the  sky. A lso, the 
mass and energetics derived here are roughly a fa c to r o f 10 less than values obta ined fro m  
the CO 1-0 observations; th is  difference is due to  the careful ca lcu la tion  o f the exc ita tion  
tem pera tu re  made here.
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2.1 IN T R O D U C T IO N
Found by Yamashita et al. (1987) during a polarimetric survey, GGD27 1RS lies at 
the south-west edge of a dark lane extending NW-SE in Sagittarius. GGD27 1RS also 
appears in the IRAS catalogue and is often considered to be a prototype infra-red 
reflection nebula —  a source in a star-forming region that is associated with diffuse, 
polarised near-infrared emission. Low-resolution near-IR imaging has revealed a dis­
tinct bipolar, dumbbell-like structure, orientated approximately north-south (Aspin et 
al. 1991, Yamashita et al. 1987), a morphology that is consistent with the hollow-shell 
structure proposed for CO outflows. Indeed, subsequent mapping in CO 1=1-0 has 
revealed a molecular outflow that is attributed to GGD27 1RS, and which extends in 
the same north-south direction towards the HH objects HH80 and HH81. (Yamashita 
et al. 1989).
These associated HH nebulae were identified as two of the brightest known HH ob­
jects by Reipurth & Graham (1988). Detailed, high-resolution, optical spectroscopy has 
also revealed velocity structure over a remarkable 700 km s- 1  whilst radio continuum 
observations show emission peaks, elongated along the CO outflow direction, associ­
ated with both the GGD27 1RS source and the HH objects (Rodriguez & Reipurth 
1990, Reipurth 1989). These radio studies have further confirmed the high proper mo­
tions of HH80 and HH81, and again are consistent with a shell-like/ionised wind-driven 
molecular outflow scenario as discussed in chapter 1 .
2.2 O BSERVATIO N S
Sub-millimeter observations of the outflow in GGD27 1RS and towards the associated 
HH nebulae HH80-81 were carried out using the James Clerk Maxwell telescope on 
Mauna Kea, Hawaii with the heterodyne receiver A and a wide band acousto-optic 
spectrometer. We observed both the 12CO (hereafter written CO) and 13CO J = 2 - l  
transitions at 230.5380 GHz and 220.3987 GHz respectively; the spectral resolution 
of the AOS was 0.25 MHz or 0.32 km s- 1  (though the local oscillator is known to 
smear and move the emission on a scale of ~  0 .6  km s 1). Two visits to Mauna 
Kea were required to complete this project, since our initial 3-night observing run
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during March 1990 was hampered by thick cloud and heavy snow; when observing was 
possible, system temperatures were typically 3000 - 5000 K! Improved conditions were 
encountered in March 1991, and a Tsys ~  940 K was maintained throughout the two 
nights. The JCM T beam at 230 GHz measures 22 arcsecs and the beam efficiency 
is 0.65. Mapping in both CO and 13CO was conducted with 15 arcsecond spacings, 
whilst chopping 5 arcminutes in declination provided a reference position for each source 
position. To enable large-scale mapping we restricted our on-source integration time to 
1 minute per point, though towards the central position 8  individual scans with longer 
integrations were obtained and averaged, culminating in a total on-source integration 
time o f 18 minutes for the CO 2-1 spectrum in figure 2.3. The pointing was checked 
hourly against IRC-|-10216; the rms error measured ~  5" during bad weather and better 
than ~  2" during our second observing run. The distance to GGD 27 IRS and HH80-81 
is ~  1.7 kpc (Rodriguez et al. 1980b).
2.3 RESULTS A N D  D ISCU SSIO N
2.3.1 A  Molecular Outflow from G G D  27 IRS
The CO and 13CO J = 2 -l spectra observed towards GGD 27 IRS are shown in the grid 
maps o f figures 2.1 and 2.2. The lines observed in both isotopes towards the central 
map position (towards GGD 27 IRS) are presented in figure 2.3. The emission in CO 
and 13CO is clearly optically thick and high-velocity wings are evident on both spectra.
The central portion o f each CO spectrum represents emission from the surrounding 
cloud envelope. The line profile function of this ambient cloud component is often well 
represented by a gaussian and so virtually all of the emission beyond v0±  FW HM (full 
width at half the maximum line intensity), where va is the velocity of the line peak, will 
be from high-velocity gas (Liseau & Sandell 1986). Unfortunately, the CO 2-1 spectra 
here are heavily self-absorbed and so it is difficult to measure the true FWHM of the 
underlying gaussian line profile. With this in mind, the blue wing emission in the CO 
and 13CO spectra is judged to extend from 10.5 km s- 1  and the red from 14.5 km s_ 1  
(though I recognise that this velocity range may also include emission from the ambient 
cloud). In 13CO the blue wing emission is lost in the noise at ~  6  km s-1 , the red at
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~  19 km s 1. However, wing emission is observed out to ~  — 1 2  km s_ 1  and ~  37km 
s 1 in CO. I shall therefore treat these two wing components separately; a low-velocity 
inner wing component that is seen here in CO and 13C 0  J = 2 -l —  corresponding to the 
outflow observed in CO J = l -0  by Yamashita et al. (1989), and a high-velocity outer 
wing component detected only in CO J=2-l.
From the spectra in figure 2.1 the distribution of both low- and high-velocity CO 
wing components is shown in figure 2.4 as contour plots. The map o f low-velocity 
wing emission in figure 2.4a is similar to that o f the earlier CO J = l-0  observations of 
Yamashita et al. (1989); the blue wing emission peaks within 1 0 -2 0 " o f the source, with 
a slight easterly offset, whilst the red-sliifted component extends south o f GGD27 IRS. 
However, the distribution of the high-velocity gas, shown in figure 2.46, is inversely 
orientated; this time the red-shifted component peaks ~  30" north o f the source, whilst 
the blue wing emission extends to the south.
The sketch in figure 2.5 shows an outflow structure that would result in similar 
contour plots, where low-velocity blue-shifted gas overlaps high-velocity red-shifted 
emission, and vica-versa. Here, half the full opening angle of the flow is greater than 
the angle between the outflow and the plane of the sky. The radial component o f the 
flow velocity in the rear side of the blue lobe is consequently slightly red-shifted, whilst 
the front side of the red lobe is similarly blue-shifted. Cabrit (1989) has considered in 
detail the structure of contour maps that would result from different outflow geometries. 
The CO 2-1 results here of the outflow from GGD27 IRS agree best with the idealised 
case 3 in Cabrit (1989), where the outflow is almost in the plane of the sky; because 
o f the divergence of the flow, the front side of the red lobe is approaching the observer 
whilst the rear side o f the blue lobe is receding from him/her.
2.3.2 The Optical Depth in the CO Outflow
Before an estimation of the optical depth and excitation temperature in the 13CO line 
wings, and subsequently the mass and energetics of the low-velocity flow may be made, 
we must first outline the assumptions which are to be made:
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F ig u r e  2 .1 :  CO J = 2 - l  spectra observed near to  the 1R source G G D27 IRS. N ote the  
te m p e ra tu re  scale is the  antenna tem perature, TA, uncorrected fo r  the  telescope beam  e f­
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to  the  pos ition  o f  G G D27 IRS. HH81 is marked by a filled  c irc le ; H H 80 occurs a t offsets 
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F ig u r e  2 .2 : 13CO J = 2 - l  spectra observed around GGD27 IRS. A ga in  the  tem pera t 
scale is T*a and th e  map centre is as fo r figure  2.1.
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Figure 2.3: CO and 13CO J = 2 - l  spectra, taken fro m  figures 2.1 and 2.2, tow ards the  
source GGD27 IRS (th e  centra l map position).
excitation temperature is the same for the J= 2 -l and 1-0 transitions o f both isotopes. 
ii) The isotopic abundance ratio is assumed to remain constant along the outflow, at a 
terrestrial value of C O /13CO =  89.
in) I shall additionally assume that the CO and 13CO emission derives from the same 
gas, and that the beam filling factor is the same for both isotopes (though note that the 
beam size for the 2-1 observations is 5 arcseconds larger than that used by Yamashita 
et al. (1989) for the 1-0 observations).
Having made these assumptions, then from the CO and 13CO observations o f both 
J = 2 - l  and 1 -0  transitions towards the source of the outflow (figure 2.3 and figure 1 in 
Yamashita et al. 1989), we may estimate the optical depth in the 13C 0  line wings. A  
curve was drawn by eye through the noise in the 13CO 2 - 1  and 1-0 line wings. Values 
of the antenna temperature (the main beam brightness temperature for the CO and 
13CO J = l-0  lines) were subsequently measured and are listed in table 2 .1 . It is then a 
simple matter to calculate the optical depth in the 2-1 and 1-0 lines of 13CO at specific
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00d27.hflP . I3-0EC-91 15 :59 :55
100 50 0 - 5 0  - 1 0 0
R.A. Offset (arcsec)
0Od27.MRP * I3-0EC-91 16 iOI<40
F ig u r e  2 .4 : C on tou r p lo ts show ing the angular d is tribu tion  o f  the  a) lo w -ve lo c ity  CO w ing  
emission; blue com ponent filled  (6  -  10.5 km s- 1 ) and red dashed (1 4 .5  -  19 km s“ 1) and 
b) the  h ig h -ve lo c ity  CO gas; again w ith  the blue com ponent filled  (-1 2  -  6 km s- 1 ) and 
the red dashed (19  -  37 km  s- 1 ). In a) the contours increase fro m  10 K km  s-1  in steps 
o f 10 K km  s- 1 ; in b) the  con to u r in terva l is 3 K km s-1  fro m  a base level o f  0 K km  s- 1 . 
Map centre as fo r  figu re  2.1.
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F ig u r e  2 .5 : An o u tflo w  geom etry  th a t w ould account fo r  the  contour p lo ts in fig u re  2.4
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velocities in the low velocity blue ( 6  to 10.5 km s *) and red (14.5 to 19 km s_1 ) line 
wings via equation 1.18. These values are also listed in table 2 .1  and are shown in 
figure 2 .6 .
Error bars have not been drawn on the points since the optical depth calculated 
in this way is subject to our choice of an isotopic abundance ratio. However, at low 
outflow velocities the error in the ratio o f antenna temperatures due to the noise level 
and velocity resolution o f the observations is judged to be ~  15%, though this error 
will increase with increasing velocity from line centre. Regardless, the optical depth in 
both 2 - 1  and 1 - 0  line-wings exhibits a smooth decrease with increasing velocity from 
line centre. The 13CO emission is clearly optically thin at all velocities sampled.
LSR V e lo c ity  ( k m /s )
F ig u r e  2 .6 :  T he  13CO optica l depth in the J = 2 - 1 and 1-0 (Y am ash ita  et al. 1989) line 
wings.
The average optical depths o f the low-velocity gas can also be estimated, from the 
ratio o f integrated intensities over the velocity intervals defined above. Further, since we 
have observed a grid o f 25 13CO spectra around the source (figure 2 .2 ) we may calculate 
these average optical depths at different positions in the flow. The plots in figure 2.7
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T a b le  2.1: 13C 0  O pticcd- d&pbk at various velocities in the  2 - 1  and 1 -0  line w ings. 
T he 1 - 0  observations are taken fro m  Yamashita et al. (1989), where Tmb =  T^/i]b.
V lsr  
(km s-1 )
TX( CO) 
(2 - 1 )
T^(13CO)
(2 -1 )
*13(2 -  1 )
Blue wing 10.5 34 6.5 0 .2 1
9.5 28 1.5 0.055
8.5 17 0.5 0.027
7.5 11.5 0.25 0.017
6.5 8 .0 <0.25 <0.03
Red wing 14.5 23 5.5 0.27
15.5 16.5 2 .0 0.13
16.5 9.0 0 .8 0.093
17.5 5.5 0.25 0.046




( 1 -0 )
TmbC3 CO) 
( 1-0 )
-  0 )
Blue wing 10.5 28.0 4.0 0.15
9.5 15.5 1 .6 0 .1 0
8.5 8.5 0.5 0.06
7.5 4.5 <0.5 < 0 .1 2
6.5 2.5 - —
Red wing 14.5 2 0 4.5 0.25
15.5 13 1.5 0 .1 2
16.5 6 0.5 0.087
17.5 2.5 <0.5 < 0 .2 2
18.5 1 .0 - -
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show the variation in r13 along and perpendicular to the outflow; in a north-south and 
east-west direction.
From the top figure; the optical depth of the blue wing emission in an east-west 
direction across the source shows little variation, though notably the optical depth in 
the red-shifted gas increases markedly towards and to the west o f GGD27 IRS. This 
latter increase may be due to an intervening molecular clump at the same LSR velocity. 
From the bottom  figure; as one might expect, the optical depth in the low velocity red- 
shifted gas increases to the south of the source, where we see the red-shifted lobe in the 
contour plot o f figure 2.4a. Similarly, to the north, towards the blue-shifted outflow 
lobe, the blue-wing optical depth increases.
Finally, the CO 2-1 wing emission beyond this low-velocity component (from the 
high-velocity outflowing gas), traced only in CO 2-1 (figure 2.3), is assumed to be 
optically thin in my later estimate of the high-velocity outflow mass, since no 13CO wing 
emission is detected here. This assumption does not seem unreasonable; the opacity 
in the low-velocity blue and red wings in 13CO 2-1 clearly decreases with increasing 
outflow velocity (figure 2.6). Because r12/ r 13 =  89, we may therefore be certain that 
7~i2 <  1.5 and 4 in the high-velocity CO 2-1 blue and red line wings.
2.3.3 The Excitation Temperature
I shall later use the 13CO J= 2-l observations to calculate the mass of the low-velocity 
outflow because the emission suffers less than the CO 2 - 1  from optical depth effects. 
However, we still require an estimate of the excitation temperature in the 13CO line 
wings. Indeed, the equation used below (equation 2.1) to calculate the 13CO column 
density is strongly dependent upon our choice o f Tex. As we now however have 13CO 
J = 2 - l  observations to complement the 1 -0  spectra of Yamashita et al. (1989) we may 
calculate Tex at different velocities in both the blue and red 13CO line wings (as was 
previously done for the opacity).
One may calculate the excitation temperature in the line wings from a ratio of 
13CO optical depths (the equation relating r13 to Tex is derived from the equation for 
the absorption coefficient, equation A.2., applied to the 2-1 and 1-0 transitions;
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E ast —  West
RA O ffs e t (a rc s e c s )
S o u th  —  North
DEC O ffse t (a rc s e c s )
F ig u r e  2 .7 :  P lots show ing the varia tion  in the mean 13CO 2-1 o p tica l depth in the low - 
ve lo c ity  gas; (top) in an east-west direction across the source, and ( bottom)  along the 
o u tflo w .
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Margulis &: Lada 1985). However, estimates of Tex obtained in this way for the outflow 
from GGD27 IRS are found to be below 10K. These values are considerably lower 
than the observed antenna temperatures in the CO line wings, and so are unphysical. 
Clearly, one or more of the assumptions listed above is breaking down: Either the true 
isotopic abundance ratio is substantially less than 89 or the CO and 13CO emission 
(used to calculate r ) does not derive from the same gas. Fortunately, we may calculate 
the excitation temperature in the low-velocity outflow gas without having to make this 
latter assumption, or without having prior knowledge of the C /13C ratio. We may 
estimate T ex solely from the 13CO observations.
Having already established that the 13CO emission is optically thin in the line wings, 
then in this limit, the brightness of the emission in the outflowing gas (in Joules m ~ 2 
s 1 sterad . - 1  Hz-1 ) is proportional to the energy per unit bandwidth produced by 
spontaneous emission (Goldsmith 1972). i.e.
where nj is the population of the jth  rotational state, A ji is the Einstein coefficient 
for spontaneous emission, nu the absorption coefficient, A v  the line width (in Hz) and 
L the length (Scoville fe Solomon 1974, Martin & Barrett 1978). Replacing (v/ A v)  
with ( c / A v),  where A v  is the doppler broadened velocity spread o f the molecules, leads 
to I  „(th in )  a  A ^ n j, and since I„  is related to the observed antenna temperature via 
equations 1.13 and 1.17, then T^(thin) oc Ajinj n~i2 (note that Iu(Tbg) is assumed to 
be negligable). Thus, at any given velocity in the 13CO line wings, the ratio of the 
2-1 to 1-0 antenna temperatures is related to the relative populations o f the J =  2 
and J =  1 levels and, assuming LTE, the excitation temperature for the 2 - 1  transition. 
Substituting for n2/ ni (v â ^ie Boltzman equation) gives
(1 -  exp(~ k„L ))
4k A v
^m6 ( 2  ~  1 ) _  #2^ 21^10
~ °) SlA io^ l
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Here g2 and gx are the statistical weights {9j =  2 j  +  l )  and AJt oc the dipole
matrix element is related to the dipole moment /r by =  /i2(f +  l ) / [ 2 f +  3 ] where 
j  is the upper rotational state (Townes & Schawlow 1975).
From the single 13CO J = l - 0  spectrum observed towards GGD27 IRS (Yamashita 
et al. 1989) and the CO J = 2 -l line observed in the same position (figure 2.3) we may 
therefore calculate Tex at specific velocities in the 13CO line wings (table 2.2).
Table 2 .2 : T he 13C 0  exc ita tion  tem perature  at various velocities in the  line wings.
^  Tmb =  T*Alr\b, where r]b =  0.65 fo r the JC M T .
^ fro m  Yam ashita  et al. (1989).
“ > Tmb(13CO) Tmfe( 13CO) Tex
(km s“ 1) (2 - 1 ) ( 1 -0 ) (K)
Blue wing 10.5 1 0 .0 4.0 23
9.5 2.3 1 .6 1 0
8.5 0.77 0.5 11
7.5 0.38 <0.5 > 6
Red wing 14.5 8.5 4.5 14
15.5 3.1 1.5 16
16.5 1 .2 0.5 2 1
16.5 0.77 <0.5 > 6
Although the excitation temperatures derived in this way are greater than the pre­
vious estimations o f <10K, they are still notably lower than the Tex =  40K used by
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Yamashita et al. (1989) in their calculation of the GGD27 IRS outflow mass and ener­
getics, and (o f more concern) also still lower than the observed main beam brightness 
temperatures (Tmb =  T\/0.65) in the C O  line wings. This latter discrepancy may be 
due to beam filling factors which are less than unity and subsequently not equal for the 
2 - 1  and 1 - 0  observations.
Although in calculating Tex it has not been necessary to accept assumptions ii) 
and Hi) above, we have never-the-less assumed that the beam filling factors for the 
13C O  2-1 and 1 -0  observations are the same. The J = l -0  observations of Yamashita et 
al. (1989) were conducted with a 16 arcsecond beam, the 2-1 observations with a 22 
arcsecond beam. Thus, if the outflow gas, traced in 13C O , is clumpy and confined to an 
outflow width smaller than the 1 -0  beam, then the 2 -1  observations will suffer from a 
greater degree of beam dilution than will the 1 -0  studies. The confinement of the flow 
near to the source by a circumstellar dust disk or molecular toroid (Rodriguez 1987), 
to scales o f less than 0 .1  pc, ~  1 0  arcseconds at 1.7 kpc, would produce this. Indeed, 
multiplying the ratio of main beam brightness temperatures Tmb(2 — 1)/Tmb(l  — 0) by 
the ratio o f telescope beam solid angles =  #2 1 /^ 1 0  =  does increase our estimates 
of Tex to values o f the order of 100K. However, this correction is not made here for two 
reasons. Firstly, the outflow appears to be extended in both C O  2-1 and 1-0 contour 
maps, and secondly, the plots in figure 2.7 show no evidence for a decrease in the mean 
optical depth in the 13C O  line wings (in the outflow gas) over a distance o f ~  60" from 
east to west of the source.
Furthermore, if the C O  and 13C O  emission does indeed derive from different gas 
components —  the C O  emission may come from warmer, more diffuse gas whilst the 
more optically thin 13C O  emission may be produced in cooler clumps or filaments within 
the flow —  then this would serve to increase the T*A in the C O  line wings relative to the 
13C O  wing emission. The excitation temperatures derived here would then be correct 
for the 13C O  line wings.
2.3.4 The Mass of the Molecular Outflow
Having therefore established the optical depths and excitation temperatures in the 
13C O  line-wings, we may go on to estimate the mass and energetics of the outflow.
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The mass o f the gas in the low-velocity red and blue wings is calculated from the 
13CO opacity (appendix A ): Assuming thermalised level populations, we may derive an 
expression for the total column density of 13C 0  (from equation A .9);
Y — 1 y 1 0 14 ^ex ex^ ^ -^ ^ e x )  c /„  . \N l3CO -  1.20 X 10 JJ— 6v (2.1)
Here the column density is in particles cm “ 2 and Sv is the width o f the low-velocity 
line wing in km s_1. The above applies to the J = 2 - l  line only. I shall assume that the 
excitation temperatures and optical depths derived above (towards the source) apply 
to the entire outflow (note that we did not map the whole outflow, as illustrated by 
the CO 1-0 observations of Yamashita et al. 1989); the optical depths in the red and
1 3 C O -  
- l
blue-shifted 13CO calculated from the central spectrum are thus used to find N-
Since I have calculated optical depths and excitation temperatures at 1 km s ' 
intervals in the low-velocity line wings, listed in tables 2 .1  and 2 .2 , we may also calculate 
the column density, N 13CO(v), per 1 km s“ 1 velocity-slice: Equation 2 .1  gives values for 
N13CO(v), with Sv =  1km s_1. The total column density o f 13CO towards the source 
at all velocities in the low-velocity outflow is then obtained by summing these values; 
^13CO ~  S ^ i 3c o ( v)- We may convert Nl3CO to an H2 column density, NH2, using a 
ratio [13CO ]/[H 2] ~  1 .1  X 10 6 (Irvine & Knacke 1988). The mass of the low-velocity 
outflow is then found by multiplying NH2 by /? =  1.3 x  Area  x  m H2, where mH2 is the 
mass o f an H2 molecule and 1.3 takes into account the mass contribution of Helium at 
1 0 % by number.
The area o f each low-velocity outflow lobe is taken from figure 2.4a; the extent 
of the blue lobe measured from the FWHM of the observed peak is approximately 
(105" x 100"), at 1.7 kpc a total area of 6.4 X 1036cm2. For the red lobe the area is 
(130" x 80"), at the same distance a total area of 4.8 X 1036cm2. I therefore estimate 
masses for the low-velocity blue ( 6  to 10.5km s 4) and red-shifted (14.5 to 19 km s 4) 
outflow gas of 30 Mg and 31 M 0  respectively.
We should also consider the outflow mass contained in the CO wings below 6  km 
s“ 1 and above 19 km s_1. Since only the CO J = 2 -l wing emission is detected at these
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high outflow velocities, the mass of this component is obtained from the integrated line 
intensity in these high velocity CO wings; we must assume the emission is thermalised 
and optically thin. Since we have no direct way of measuring Tex, the mean value of 
Tex in each low-velocity outflow lobe is used here; from table 2.2, Tex(blue) =  15K, 
^ex(rec )̂ =  17K. From appendix A., the CO column density in the line wings may be 
calculated from;
, ^ L 1 » 1 0 " [1 - ; l [ S „ ) / V -  ( 2 .2 )
The beam filling factor is assumed to be unity, though note that ultimately this assump­
tion will not affect the outflow mass estimate. Again the mass of each high-velocity 
outflow lobe, illustrated in figure 2.4b, is calculated by multiplying the column density 
in each high-velocity CO line wing by the extent of the flow. I therefore estimate masses 
of 0.3 M 0  and 0.03 M 0  for the high-velocity blue ( 6  to - 1 2  km s-1 ) and red-shifted (19 
to 37 km s-1 ) outflow components.
The total mass of the outflow, some 60 M0 , is in accordance with other intermediate- 
to-high mass outflows (listed here in table 1.1, and also in Lada 1985, Bally & Lada 
1983), though it is considerably lower than the value derived by Yamashita et al. (1989) 
for the outflow from GGD27 IRS. From their CO 1-0 observations they calculate a total 
outflow mass of 460 M0 .
The outflow mass derived above from the CO 2 -1  data should be regarded as an 
underestimate for two reasons:
i) I have not taken into account orientation effects: For outflows which lie in (or near 
to) the plane o f the sky, the emission from the outflowing material which has a radial 
velocity (VLSR) equal to that of the ambient cloud will be covered by the ambient gas 
component in each line profile (see figure 2.3). Thus, this low radial velocity gas will 
not contribute to the brightness of the line wings, nor to the final mass estimate.
ii) I have only mapped the central portion of the outflow (~  the central 3 arcminutes). 
The CO 1-0 outflow mapped by Yamashita et al. (1989) extends over approximately 
4 arcminutes (~  2pc) and so encompasses a larger area (this of course will serve to 
increase their mass estimate by a factor o f a few).
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However, these uncertainties do not account for the factor of 1 0  difference between 
the mass derived here (from both the CO 2-1 and 1-0 observations) and Yamasliita 
et aids earlier mass estimate (from only 1 -0  observations). Yamashita et al. were 
unable to measure Tex accurately but instead obtained Tex from the peak line brightness 
temperature. Consequently their outflow mass is overestimated.
The use o f a higher value of Tex here would similarly enhance the mass estimate: If 
we use a. value of Tex — 56K, taken from the peak main-beam brightness temperature of 
the spectrum in figure 2.3 (and via equation 1.16, assuming r¡f  =  1 and with r 12( 2 - 1) = 
ri3 ( 2  -  1) X 89 =  18.7 at 10.5 km s 1) and use this value for all velocities in the low- 
velocity line wings, then our 2 - 1  mass estimate (for the low-velocity outflow component) 
is much larger; Mass ~  180 M 0  (blue) and ~  240 M@ (red). These masses are certainly 
comparable to Yamashita et aids estimates; as one would expect since this was the 
method employed by Yamshita et al. to calculate Tex from their CO 1-0 observations.
The above treatment thus clearly illustrates the importance of measuring Tex accu­
rately before calculating outflow masses.
2.3.5 The M om entum  and Kinetic Energy of the Outflow
The momentum and energy of the outflow gas is also dependent on the orientation of 
the outflow in space, though actually more so, since we have only measured the radial 
component of the gas velocity. There is therefore an inherent uncertainty o f at least a 
factor o f a few in any estimate of the momentum or energy.
The momentum and kinetic energy at each position in the outflow may be obtained 
from J T bv.dv/cosd and f Tbv2 .dv/cos20, where 8 is the angle between the flow axis 
and the line of sight and the integral is taken over the low-velocity and high-velocity 
wing components respectively. The total momentum and energy is then obtained by 
summing the contributions of all points in the outflow. However, since we did not map 
the entire outflow, we may only calculate the momentum and kinetic energy for the 
area covered by the CO and 13CO plots of figure 2.3 —  i.e. towards the source position,
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and then multiply these values by the observed area of the outflow. We must o f course 
also assume that the momentum and kinetic energy remain constant along the flow.
The optical depth in the low-velocity 13CO line wings has been measured to be 
less than unity. We may therefore express the 13CO column density in terms o f the 
integrated wing brightness temperature. From equation 2.1;
n 13CO-  1.20 X 10 (2 .3)
Replacing f  Tb.dv by f  Tbv.dv/cos9 and JTbv2.dv/cos29 in equations 2.2 and 2.3 gives 
equations for the momentum M and energy E , per unit surface area in the flow (cm -2 ), 
in both the low-velocity 13CO line wings and the high-velocity CO line wings. The 
mean values of Tex in the blue and red lobes are used here. Unfortunately we do not 
know 9-, Yamashita et al. (1989) think that the flow lies within a few degrees o f the sky, 
though the overlap in the blue and red lobes observed here in CO J = 2 -l (figure 2.4) 
implies a greater angle. Because of my interpretation of the outflow structure (section
2.3.1 and figure 2.5), I use 9 — 60°. As before, the total momentum and kinetic energy 
is then found by multiplying M  and E by ¡3 =  1.3 X Area X mH2. The derived outflow 
parameters are listed in table 2.3.
2.3.6 M om entum  and Energy Rates
An estimate of the mean velocity of the gas <  V  > , weighted by mass, may also be 
determined for each outflow component from the ratio of the momentum to the mass. 
Also, a measure of the length of each flow lobe leads to an estimate o f the dynamical 
time scale, rd = <  R >  /  < V  > , though this timescale is subject to a large degree of 
uncertainty since it is derived from a size parallel to the plane o f the sky and a velocity 
perpendicular to it. Therefore, we may only make here very rough estimates of Td 
and subsequently the momentum flux (momentum/rd) and the mechanical luminosity
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( M 0  km s_1)
Energy 
( x i o 39 J)
LVWue 30 1 1 2 1.5
LVred 31 63 0 .8
HVWue 0.3 1 0 0.4
HVre, 0.03 0 .6 0 .0 2
(energy/rd) for the low and high-velocity outflow components. These values are listed 
in table 2.4.
Although the mass and extent of the outflow is consistent with that derived for 
other sources of similar luminosities (Lada 1985), the momentum flux and mechanical 
luminosity o f the flow is roughly a factor o f 1 0  less. This is due to the large dynamical 
time scale derived here for the flow from GGD27 IRS. Together with the relatively large 
outflow mass, these factors imply an evolved nature for the outflow.
At an assumed distance of 1.7kpc, the absolute luminosity of GGD27 IRS is ~  
20,000 L0  (Rodriguez et al. 1980). We may therefore compare the momentum flux 
and mechanical luminosity with the momentum flux of the stellar photons (X */c) and 
the stellar luminosity (X J ; I find that the ratio of XM/X „ is o f the order 10- 5  and the 
ratio MV/(L^/c) is greater than unity. Thus, only a fraction of the luminosity o f the 
central source is transported to the molecular material, but the momentum in the gas
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Table 2 .4 : A dd itiona l O u tflo w  Parameters.
< V  > < R > Td MV I'M
(km s- 1 ) (PC) (yrs) ( M 0  yr_1  km s“ 1) (L 0 )
LV6/t,e 3 .7 0 .9 2 .3  X 105 4 .8  X 1 0 -4 0 .6
LVred 1.5 1.1 7 .0  X 105 0 .8  X 10“ 4 0.1
HVWue 23 1.1 4 .5  X 104 2 .3  X 1 0 -4 0 .8
HVred 53 0.5 0 .9  X 104 0 .6  x  1 0 -4 0 .2
at best equals (though probably exceeds, since our mass estimate is a lower limit) the 
momentum which can be provided by the photons. As previously discussed in chapter 
1 , it seems unlikely that the outflow could be driven by radiation pressure from the 
central star.
2.3.7 Are H H 80-81 Driven by the Molecular Outflow?
There is certainly compelling evidence that HH80 and HH81 are excited by a stellar 
wind from GGD27 IRS; the 6 cm radio continuum peaks towards GGD27 IRS and both 
HH objects are plainly extended along the outflow direction and proper motion studies 
imply that both HH nebulae are moving radially away from the source. However, there 
is little indication here that the HHs are powered by the molecular outflow: No high or 
low-velocity CO wing emission is detected beyond ~  100 arcseconds from the source; by 
approximately half the distance to HH80 and HH81 the integrated intensity contours 
in figure 2 .4  (and so the mass of outflowing gas) have decreased to roughly l / 1 0 th 
of that measured towards the source. Assuming a constant outflow velocity, then the 
mechanical luminosity o f the outflow that reaches HH80/81 is at best 0.1 L0  (from table
2.4). However, from optical and radio studies of HH80/81, Reipurth (1989) estimates
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that HH80 and 81 are more luminous than HHl and 2 by a factor o f ~ 1 0 ; the total 
luminosity of HH1/2 is judged to be ~  1L0  (Strom et al. 1985). Thus, the energy 
supply rate o f the molecular outflow from GGD27 IRS is insufficient to power HH80/81 
by a factor of at least 1 0 0 . Instead, it seems more likely that these HH nebulae are 
driven by an “invisible” stellar wind component.
2.4 C O N C L U SIO N S
The detection o f high-velocity line-wing emission in CO 2-1 confirms the presence of 
a molecular outflow from the infrared reflection nebula GGD27 IRS. Moreover, these 
sensitive observations imply that half the opening angle of the flow is greater than the 
angle between the plane o f the sky and the flow axis; this results in overlapping low 
and high-velocity blue and red-shifted lobes in contour plots of the outflowing gas.
I have derived the mass and energetics of the outflow; mass ~  60 M 0 , momentum 
~  185 M 0  km s_ 1  and energy ~  3 x 1039 J. These estimates are consistent with values 
derived for other outflows from similarly luminous sources (Lada 1985), though they 
are roughly a factor o f 10 below values derived by Yamashita et al. (1989) from his 
CO J = l-0  observations. This difference results from the contrasting methods o f cal­
culation, particularly because Tex has been calculated more accurately here. Indeed, 
comparison of the 2 - 1  and 1 -0  observations underlines the importance o f adopting as 
few assumptions as possible when calculating accurate outflow masses and energetics.
Finally, the molecular outflow from GGD27 IRS is not sufficiently powerful to drive 
the bright HH nebulae, HH80/81, though the radio continuum observations and the 
proper motion studies discussed above imply an association.
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Herbig-Haro 1 /2
S U M M A R Y :  In an a tte m p t to  study the m olecular environm ent associated w ith  HH 
objects, and in pa rticu la r search fo r m olecular c lum ping in HHs, observations a t cm, m m  
and sub-m m  w avelengths have been made tow ards a num ber o f ou tflow s w ith  known HHs. 
The fo llo w in g  chapter discusses the results obtained fo r  HH1 and 2. N otably, a quies­
cent, dense, s ta tio n a ry  clum p is seen ahead o f (south-east o f)  the  advancing o p tica l knots 
th a t com prise H H2. Th is  m olecular peak is fu rth e r identified in N H 3 channel maps at the 
same radia l LSR ve locity , though peaks in the N H 3 total in tegrated in tens ity  map are not 
found to  be co incident w ith  the H C O + clum p, and add itiona l m apping in C180  shows no 
clear peak a t all. T h is  lack o f corre la tion  between the spatia l m orphologies o f  each species 
is th o u g h t to  be due to  the d iffe ring  excita tion  requirem ents o f the trans itions  observed 
(though  a dd itiona l abundance varia tions cannot at th is  stage be ruled o u t) : The H C O + 
(and N H 3 (1 ,1 ) channel maps) show a dense, quiescent clum p ahead o f  HH2, w h ils t the 
d is trib u tio n  o f C180  is m ore un ifo rm , ind ica ting  a non-changing colum n density o f  gas over 
the area mapped. Therefore, in th is  case and probably in o ther HHs the  sub-m m  ro ta tio n a l 
emission lines o f  H C O + are the preferred tracers o f dense c lum ping  associated w ith  op tica l 
HH objects.
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3.1 IN T R O D U C T IO N
Herbig-Haro 1 and 2 are two of the brightest, most extended and consequently most 
heavily observed HH objects. Optical emission lines from both HH nebulae arise from 
hot, dense gas, intimated by the wide line profiles (FW HM > 50 km s_1) and rela­
tive strengths of forbidden lines ( [SII], [Nil], [OIII]) to hydrogen recombination lines 
(Hartmann & Raymond 1984, Bohm & Solf 1985). H2 ro-vibrational emission lines are 
similarly wide (FW HM  ~  40 km s 1; Zinnecker et al. 1989) and proper motion studies 
of both HHs attribute velocities of between 150 and 350 km s_ 1  to the individual HH 
condensations (Herbig & Jones 1981).
Data illustrating the molecular outflow that is presumably linked to HH2 (and 
HH l) has yet to be published, though deep R-band CCD frames indicate the presence 
of a jet-like feature extending towards HHl (the blue-shifted half o f the HH1-2 system, 
Strom et al. 1985). Here I show a polaroid taken from a UK Schmidt Red plate (plate 
no. OR 14052), figure 3.1.
R-band and Radio-interferometric (2 , 6 , 20cm) imaging also illustrates the dumpi­
ness o f each HH nebula , with clump sizes <5 arcseconds (Raga, Barnes & Mateo 
1988, Rodriguez et al. 19901). The radio continuum observations have further identi­
fied the embedded source that probably powers HH1-2 (Pravdo et al. 1985). Known 
as VLA1, Strom et al. (1985) have estimated an A v of between 2 0  and 90 towards 
the source, whilst a number of other authors have identified the obscuring structure, 
apparently disk-like, via ammonia observations (Marcaide et al. 1988, Martin-Pintado 
& Cernicharo 1987).
3.1.1 The Molecular Structure of HH Objects
Up until quite recently, studies of HH objects have been conducted at optical and, to a 
lesser extent, near-IR wavelengths. HH models have thus been based solely on observa­
tions o f the hot, shocked HH gas, with little knowledge of the pre-shock molecular cloud 
environment. However, with the advent of mm and sub-mm astronomy we are now able 
to observe not only the HH shock-front but also emission from the cool, precursor gas 
in HH objects, and so obtain a complete picture of the physical and chemical nature of
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F ig u r e  3 .1 : An R-band image o f HH1-2. Image scale is 2 arcseconds/m m . V LA 1  
marked by a cross.
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HH objects.
To this end, Rudolph & Welch (1988) made pioneering millimeter-wave observations 
of the HCO+ J = l-0  line emission from the HH7-11 system, and subsequently identified 
stationary, quiescent molecular peaks towards four of the five HH objects. They went on 
to interpret these results in terms of shocked, stationary molecular cloudlets or clumps 
within the molecular outflow. We have in turn made similar observations, though in the 
HCO+ J=3-2 line, towards a small number of other sources. Although no detection was 
made for some o f the objects studied, HCO+ was observed in HH1 and HH2 , and in the 
latter a similar cloudlet was mapped (Davis, Dent & Bell Burnell 1990, hereafter DDB). 
However, since there is a certain degree of controversy regarding the shock chemistry 
of HCO+ (discussed in Ziurys et al. 1989) I hoped to further confirm the presence of 
molecular peaks in the HH1-2 system via observations in other molecular gas tracers. 
Consequently, I present here the original HCO+ observations, plus additional studies 
in NH3 and C 180 . I also present the first detection of the atomic carbon 3P1 —3 P0 line 
at 492GHz from any HH object.
3.2 O B SER VATIO N S
The observations discussed here were obtained using the James Clerk Maxwell 15m sub- 
mm telescope sited on Mauna Kea, Hawaii during October 1988 and again in January 
1991. Additional work was conducted with the Max-Plank-Institut fur Radioastronomie 
100m radio telescope located at Effelsberg, Germany during December 1989 and with 
the NRO 45 meter telescope in Nobeyama, Japan during May 1990.
3.2.1 H CO +
The HCO+ J=3-2 line emission was measured using the RxA heterodyne receiver and 
a wide band acousto-optic spectrometer (bandwidth 500MHz with a resolution of 1.0 
MHz or 1.1 km s-1 ) on the JCMT. The HCO+ J=3-2 rotational transition lies at 
267.557GHz; the JCMT main beam HPBW measures 19" at this frequency and so 
mapping was conducted at 15" spacings (at 460pc, the distance to HH1-2, 15" ~0.04pc). 
The beam efficiency is 0.79, and typical SSB system temperatures were 800 -  1000K. 
10  minutes integration was required for each spectrum.
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3.2.2 N H 3
In Effelsberg we observed the NH3 (1,1) and (2 ,2 ) inversion transitions simultaneously, 
each at approximately 23.7GHz (1.3cm), using the 18 -  26 GHz maser receiver and auto- 
correlating spectrometer split into two 512-channel wavebands. At these frequencies the 
HPBW  measures 40 arcseconds. We observed initially with a spectral resolution o f 48.8 
kHz, though lat er this was reduced to 12.2 kHz (0.15km s_1). Tsys ~50K throughout. 
In order to map the entire HH2  environment we restricted the on-source integration 
time for each point to only 2  minutes, the exception being the central map position 
(the HCO+ peak position) where we integrated for a total of 4.5 minutes to improve 
the signal-to-noise. Chopping (30 arcminutes east) consisted of 2 or 3 on- followed by 
1 off-source position. Pointing checks were made every few hours, and the error was 
generally restricted to < 10 arcseconds. The beam efficiency at 23GHz is 0.45.
3.2.3 CO
The C180  map was made during a second visit to the JCMT. The observations were 
again made with the heterodyne receiver (RxA) with a wide band acousto-optic spec­
trometer tuned to the C180  J= 2 -l transition at 219.560GHz. Typically SSB system 
temperatures were ~  1000 K. A  resolution o f 0.25MHz (0.3km s-1 ) was maintained 
throughout. For the C180  mapping the telescope beam measured 23". On-source in­
tegration times for all observations were generally 2-3 minutes. At 220GHz the JCMT 
beam efficiency is 0.61.
3.2.4 C l
The Cl transition was observed using the new heterodyne receiver C on the JCMT. 
The IF bandwidth is limited to 1 MHz so it is necessary to “sweep” the local oscillator 
frequency across the line to obtain a spectrum. However, both sidebands are utilised to 
give a 16 channel (2 MHz resolution) spectrum. The receiver temperature was typically 
21,000 K total (for the 16 channels) and so an on-source integration time o f 30 minutes 




The HCO+ J = l-0 , HCN J = l - 0  and CS J= 2-l observations were made at the NRO 
45 meter telescope. The three lines, at 89.189, 88.632 and 97.981GHz respectively, 
were observed simultaneously, using the 80GHz Schottky receiver and the 100GHz 
SIS receiver with a polarization splitter, the 100GHz signal again being split into two 
sidebands to accommodate the HCN and HCO+ lines. High spectral resolutions of 
37kHz (0.13 km s *) were maintained throughout, whilst a total on- and off-source 
integration time o f 30 minutes was required to achieve the desired signal to noise. 
Conditions remained good and so both the T sys and the pointing were kept low at 450- 
550K and < 5 arcseconds respectively. At 90GHz the telescope HPBW  is 19 arcseconds 
and the beam efficiency is 0.43. Data reduction was performed at the telescope using 
the LINEPROC facility.
Finally, the near-IR spectrum shown in figure 3.10 was obtained with service time 
on the UK Infra-Red Telescope Facility on Mauna Kea, using the 7-channel Cooled 
Grating Spectrometer CGS2. The grating was centred on two positions, the H2 v = l-  
0S(1) and v = 2 -lS ( l )  ro-vibrational emission lines. The width o f each channel on the 
grating measures ~  0.018/¡m at 2 ;im. To achieve a fully-sampled spectrum the grating 
is twice shifted by 1/3 of a channel width. On each occasion the emission is re-observed; 
thus a resolution o f ~  0.006 ¿¿m is achieved. The UKIRT/CGS2 beam at 2 /tm measures 
5 arcseconds. 2 20 second co-adds were taken towards both positions.
All line intensities (excluding the near-IR observations) are in units of antenna 
temperature T \; conversion to a brightness temperature Tb is carried out only when 
required, and is discussed within the text. All data reduction was done using the 
SPECX and PGPLOT software packages available on STARLINK.
3.3 H C O + RESULTS
We searched for HCO+ in both HH1 and HH2, and obtained an additional spectrum 
towards the central continuum source, VLA1, now thought to be the exciting source of 
the HHl-2 system (Pravdo et al. 1985). Grid maps of the observed lines are shown in 
figure 3.2 and 3.3. The emission from HH1 was found to be relatively weak; lines were
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detected towards only a few positions. Further observations, with a higher signal-to- 
noise are needed to establish clearly the HCO+ distribution in HH1, though the observer 
should note that the emission appears to be strongest to the east of the optical and 
near-IR emission in HHl.
A far clearer picture was obtained for HH2: A compact clump o f emission was 
mapped, the peak o f which is situated ~  20 — 25" south-east of the optical knots that 
comprise the HH. Notably the HCO+ emission decreases towards the optical and near- 
IR emission from HH2 , sketched on to figure 3.3 as points and contours respectively.
All the plots obtained for HHl and HH2 were averaged to give the top two spectra 
shown in figure 3.4. These plots thus represent the large-scale HCO+ emission in 
the two HH regions. Also shown is the single spectrum recorded for VLA1. From 
these, the peak LSR radial velocities have been measured and recorded in table 3.1. A 
comparison is made there with the velocities of H2 and various optical recombination 
lines. Additionally, table 3.2 shows the HCO+ FWHM velocities.
Although the individual optical knots that comprise these HH objects possess a 
range o f peak radial velocities, overall HHl is regarded as being blue-shifted, and HH2 
red-shifted, with respect to the observer (this is further supported by the presence o f a 
faint jet-like structure extending towards HHl). The peak velocity shifts are however 
only a fraction of the proper motion velocities, so the outflow that presumably excites 
HHl and 2  is thought to lie within 5-10° of the plane of the sky (Hartigan et al.
1987). Hartmann & Raymond (1984) suggest that the overa.ll blue-shift o f the peak 
LSR velocities o f the optical lines with respect to the ambient cloud velocity (observed 
in CO; Edwards & Snell 1984), shown in table 3.1, is due to the effects of extinction 
which favour the detection of optical knots on the side of each HH nearest the Earth.
The peak LSR HCO+ velocities in HHl and HH2 are within a few km s_ 1  o f the 
ambient cloud velocity (as compared to the large velocity shifts in the optical and H2 
lines). In addition, the HCO+ lines are much narrower than the H2 and optical lines. 
The HCO+ in HHl and HH2 therefore seems to represent quiescent, stationary and so 
presumably pre-shock material; the spatial offset of the HCO+ in HH2 further supports 
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F igure 3 .2 : A  g rid  m ap showing the d is tribu tion  o f H C O + J=3-2 in H H l.  T he po in ts 
correspond to  the  peaks o f  op tica l emission and the contours to  m olecular hydrogen emission 
a t 2.12 fim ( f ro m  H arvey et al. 1986). The arrow  shows the  d irection  o f  the  assumed 
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F ig u r e  3 .4 : H C O +  J = 3 -2  fro m  HH1, HH2 and V LA 1. The three spectra represent a) the 
average o f  the 7 spectra shown in the grid map o f HH1, b) the average o f  the 18 spectra 
observed tow ards H H 2, and c) the emission from  V LA1.
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the supernova remnant IC 443 measure HCO+ line widths of ~  2 0  -  30 km s- 1  and 
line peak velocities shifted by ~  5-10 km s_1.
Table 3.1: A  com parison o f  peak LSR radial velocities fo r H H 1 ,H H 2  and V L A 1 . HH2 
H2 ve locities correspond to  the  H H 2A  clum p. O ptica l ve locities have been converted fro m  
he liocentric  values; all ve locities are in km s- 1 ; References: a) Edwards &  Snell 1983, b) 
H artm ann &  Raym ond 1984, c) Z innecker et al. 1989.
Source HCO+ VLSR nc o  v LSR fcHa VLSR b[NII] VLSR c>H2 Vlsr
HH1 10.5 8 .2 -24 to -3 -30 to -9 5
HH2 8 .0 8 .0 -30 to 13 -40 to 6  7
VLA1 1 1 .0 8 .0 _ — —
3.3.1 Calculation of H C O + Column Densities and Source Masses
From the HCO+ data we may calculate column densities, NRCO+, and masses for the 
molecular features in HH1, HH2 and towards VLA1. From the calculations in appendix 
A, and using a dipole moment of 4.07 debyes (Cox et al. 1987) which converts to an 
Einstein A coefficient of 2 .2 3 x l0 -3 s- 1  for the J =  3-2 transition (Townes & Schawlow 
1975), and by assuming optically thin emission and LTE, the following equation can be 
used to calculate the column density from each observed J=3-2 line (Dickman 1978):
— 1 2 .8 /T e a ?  r
N h c o +  = 1.79 x 10- (1 _'^., 2,8/r„j J T>J v  <31)
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T a b le  3 .2 : A  com parison o f the FW H M  line w id ths fo r HH1 and HH2. A ll line w id th s  are 
in km  s_ 1 ; References: a ) H artm ann &  Raymond 1984, b) Z innecker et al. 1989.
Source HCO+ “ Ha fo[NII] hH2
HH1 2.6 40 to 90 32 -  79 38
HH2 4.8 48 to 125 65 -  99 44
We may also calculate the excitation temperature for the low-J levels in HCO+ from 
the J=3-2 and J = l-0  (presented later; figure 3.11) lines observed towards the HCO 
peak in HH2. Following section 2.3.3, Tex is obtained from the ratio o f main beam 
brightness temperatures.
Tmb{3 - 2 ) _  4  Qexp { - & E 31
Tmb( 1 - 0 )  1 \ kT(ex
Where A E31 is the difference in energy between the JA3 and J=1 rotational levels. The 
emission is again assumed to be optically thin and Tex is assumed to be the same for 
both transitions. Note also that the beam sizes for the 3-2 and 1-0 observations are the 
same; we may thus be confident that 77^(1 — 0) =  3 — 2). From figures 3.3 and 3.11
then, the ratio Tmb(3 -  2)/Tmb( l  -  0) (=  [TJJ(3 -  2 ) /T j ( l  -  0)] x [77,(1 -  0 ) /% (3 -  2)]) 
leads to an excitation temperature of Tex =  9K.
From the CO line temperatures recorded by Edwards & Snell (1983), molecular 
gas kinetic temperatures of 17K for HH1 and 16K for HH2  may be calculated (Evans 
1980). Also, Martin-Pintado & Cernicha.ro (1987) measure a rotational temperature of 
23K from their NH3 observations of the HH1-2 region (this NH3 rotational temperature 
is assumed to be a lower limit for the gas kinetic temperature). If in HHl and HH2 
the CO and NH3 is thermalised then these studies suggest a molecular gas kinetic 
temperature of r\j 20K. However, the low-J rotational levels o f HCO+ are probably not
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in LTE —  the critical density for the HCO+ J=3-2 line is of the order 1 0 6 -  107 cm - 3  
(see discussion below). Thus I expect Tex(HCO+3 -  2 ) < Tfc; the value o f 9 K used here 
seems reasonable. However, doubling the value of Tex used in calculating via
equation 3.1 would only increase the column density by a factor of a few and so the 
values derived below are believed to be relatively insensitive to any reasonable error in 
T .ex
It is now a simple matter to obtain the integrated line intensities, f  Tmb.dv, corrected 
for a 0.79 beam efficiency o f the 3-2 observations, from the two average plots for HHl 
and HH2 and the V L A 1 plot (figure 3.4) and so calculate the column densities averaged 
over the areas mapped:
• For HHl, J T mb.dv =  2.33K km s-1 ; so NHCO+ =  2.3 X  1 0 12cm~2,
• For HH2, f  Tmb.dv =  3.27K km s_1; so NHC0+ =  3.2 x l0 12cm - 2
The map sizes o f the HCO+ sources observed are (45"x 30") +  (15"x 15"), at 500pc a 
total area o f 8 .8  x  1034cm2 for HHl, and (75"x 45") +  (15"x 60"), at the same distance 
a total area o f 23.8 X  1031cm2 for HH2.
The peak column densities are also calculated, from the individual spectra recorded at 
the coordinates o f peak HCO+ emission (figure 3.2 and 3.3). For HHl and HH2  the co­
ordinates o f the spectrum used were RA(1950): 05,i33m56's.0, DEC(1950): —06°47/00//, 
and RA: 05/i34m01s.0, DEC: —06°49/30// respectively.
• For HHl, f  Tmb.dv =  4.14K km s-1 ; so NHCO+ =  4.0 X l0 12c n r 2
• For HH2, J T mb.dv =  6.35K km s” 1; so NHCO+ =  6.2 X l0 12cm “ 2
• For VLA1, J T mb.dv =  6.43K km s-1 ; so NHCO+ =  6.3 x l 0 12cm ~ 2
Following Rudolph & Welch (1988) the average HCO+ column densities can now be 
used to estimate overall masses for the “large-scale” HHl and HH2 regions. The mass 
of each object is calculated from M  =  1.3 X  Ath co +  x Area  X  rnH2lXhco+->  where 
XHC0+ is the abundance o f HCO+ relative to H2 and 2 the mass of an H2 molecule.
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The factor o f 1.3 here takes into account the mass contribution of elements other than 
hydrogen found in interstellar gas. Assuming a value of 2.3 x 1 0 - 9  for X HCO+ (Blake et 
al. 1987) the masses of each emission region are thus calculated to be O.2(±O.O8)M0 for 
HH1 and O .7(±O .l)M 0 for HH2 .
3.3.2 The Gas Density in the HCO+ Clump
Since we know the excitation temperature for the low-J HCO+ levels then we can also 
use this to estimate the gas density. The population of each HCO+ rotational state, 
ra,-, under steady state conditions, is given by an equation of detailed balance, where 
collisions and spontaneous transitions into any level are balanced by transitions out of 
that level. Neglecting stimulated transitions (in the optically thin limit) then for the 
i ’th rotational state;
where nH2 is the H2 number density, Ci} the collision rate for the transition i —> j  
and A tJ the Einstein A coefficient for spontaneous transition. For simplicity we limit 
the analysis to J <  4 (not unreasonable for low gas kinetic temperatures). Substituting 
for the collision rates for HCO+ at a Tk =  20K (from Monteiro 1984 -  note that HCS+ 
rates are used) and the A coefficients for each level leads to a set o f 5 simultaneous 
equations ( 1  for each rotational state) from which we may obtain the level populations, 
n1; n2 ... etc.
The excitation temperature derived in section 3.3.1 (Tex =  9K) is used to calculate 
the fraction o f H C O+ ions in each level
n H 2 n i XX ^ i j  + n»A',i-l -  n H 2  X^ n j ^ j i  + ffi'+l A ’+l,!
Here Q is the partition function (see appendix A) and n J n HCO+ -  [nJnH2]X HCO+. 
We thus arrive at the following population distribution for HCO ,
n0 =  1.45 x 10 3 cm 3 
n, =  3.65 X 10- 3  cm - 3
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n2 =  3.66 X 10- 3  cm - 3  
n3 =  2.57 X 1CT3 cm - 3  
n4 =  1.81 X 10“ 3 cm “ 3
The total HCO+ number density is thus
^HCO+ =  0.013 cm 3
From nHCOJr we may finally estimate the H2 gas density in the HCO+ clump. Again, 
using an HCO + /H 2 abundance ratio of X HCO+ =  2.3 x 1 0 “ 9 (Blake et al. 1987) then 
nH2 =  5 X 106 cm -3 .
Evidently the HCO+ clump in HH2 does represent a density peak in the ambient 
cloud. However, we should also note that i) I have here assumed that the excitation 
temperature used to calculate « ¿ /n iiC.0+ is the same for each level considered (this 
may not be the case if the “ true” gas density is less than the critical densities quoted 
in table 3.4) and ii) the derived H2 density is dependent on our choice of X ir c o + ; if 
the HCO+ is overabundant in HH2 then of course the underlying H2 density would be 
overestimated.
Also, the characteristic depth of the HCO+ clump (=H C O + column densityln HCO+) 
measures only ~  5 X 1014 cm compared to a FWHM diameter of ~  lO1  ̂ cm. This low 
characteristic depth would result if the HCO+ cloud consists of many smaller sub­
clumps or again if nHCO, is overestimated. For these reasons I thus treat the H2 gas 
density derived here as an upper limit only; nH2 < 5 X 106 cm-3 .
3.4 N H 3 RESULTS
Ammonia observations have been made towards the HHl- 2  system by a number of 
astronomers (Marcaide et al. 1988, Martin-Pintado & Cernicharo 1987) though to 
date, no sensitive, high-resolution studies have been directed towards the HH objects 
themselves, and specifically south-east o f the optical HH condensations in HH2 . Con­
sequently, we centred our observations on HH2 and mapped extensively around this 
region.
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In figure 3.5 I show the distribution of the NH3 (1,1) main hyperfine component 
integrated intensity, combined with dashed contours of the HCO+ J=3-2 emission dis­
cussed above (D D B). The total NH3 emission peaks to the east and south-east of HH2  
and appears to form part of an elongated structure that extends down from the north. 
Indeed, in figure 3 of Marcaide et al’s paper (1988) we see signs o f such a feature to the 
north-east of HH2, on their total integrated intensity map o f emission around VLA1. 
A  ridge of ammonia is also apparent to the west of the HH, similar to that seen here. 
Clearly however, neither NH3 peak seen in figure 3.5 here is coincident with the peak 
in HCO+ . This apparent anti-correlation is discussed in detail in section 3.6.
Right-  a s c e n s i o n
F ig u r e  3 .5 : N H 3 (1 ,1 ) to ta l in tegrated in tensity map ( T ^  in tegra ted  fro m  4 to  12.0 
km  s“ \  co n to u r levels begin a t 0 .02K  km s-1  and increase in steps o f 0 .03K  km  s_ 1 ). 
Superim posed are dashed contours, show ing the d is tribu tion  o f HCO J = 3 -2  ahead o f 
H H2 (here, in tegra ted  fro m  0 to  20 km s- 1 , m axim um  con tou r level a t 0 .24K  km s- 1 , 
contours decrease in steps o f 0 .03K  km s ' 1, from  D D B ). The o p tica l knots th a t comprise 
H H2 are also included, and the arrow  indicates the ou tflow  d irection  fro m  V LA 1 (found to  
the  north -w est o f  th is  d iagram ). The NH 3 beam measures 40", the HCO beam 19 .
The spectra shown in figure 3 .6  correspond to five positions selected from the region
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V e l o c i t y  (km s 1)
F ig u r e  3 .6 : N H 3 J ,K  =  1,1 spectra from  five positions around HH2. 
the N H 3 m ap-centre  (a (1 9 5 0 ) =  5/l34m02s. l ,  ¿ (1950) =  — 0 6 °4 9 '2 0 " )  
to p - le ft corner o f  each p lo t.
The offsets fro m  
are m arked in the
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mapped. These spectra illustrate how highly complex the velocity structure o f the 
molecular gas in this region is. The emission seems to consist o f at least four distinct 
components, three of which may contribute to the wide emission line seen towards 
the easterly NH3 peak, where the integrated intensity is strongest (figure 3.6, offset 
[2 0 ,2 0 ]). The top spectrum in figure 3.6, from the north-west, is more clearly split into 
two features with peaks at V LSR =  8 .6(±0.7) and 10.4(±0.7)km  s_1. The splitting, 
too wide to represent magnetic hyperfine structure (o f the order of 40kHz; 0.5km s-1 ), 
is also present in the optically thin electric quadrupole hyperfines, and so cannot be 
due to optical depth effects. Similarly, the gas to the north maintains both velocity 
components, though now in the form of a peak at 10.4km s_ 1  and a strong blue wing 
(figure 3.6, offset [-20,60]). The spectrum obtained towards the HCO+ peak however, 
at offset (0,0), peaks instead at a third, lower velocity; V lsr  =  7.7(±0.7)km  s- 1 .
Marcaide et al. (1988) and Martin-Pintado & Cernicharo (1987) have likewise ob­
served line-splitting in ammonia studies of VLA1, the HH1-2 source (VLA1 is found to 
the north-west o f the region we have mapped here; RA: 05/!33m57s.0, DEC: —0Q°47'57", 
Pravdo et al. 1985). The main hyperfine component is seen to consist o f two definite 
peaks, at 8.4 and 10.4km s~ , consistent with the top spectrum in figure 3.6. The data 
is interpreted in terms o f a slowly rotating, and infalling (or expanding) disk seen nearly 
edge on, extending N E-SW  about VLA1, that is centrally evacuated (Marcaide et al.
1988). The blue and red-shifted components are attributed to the infall (or expansion) 
o f the front and rear of the rotating toroid, whilst the gas at intermediate velocities 
is thought to illustrate the rotation: Their contour plots, of emission between 8.0 and 
8.5km s , and 10.0 and 10.5km s_ 1  clearly peak on the source itself, whilst the gas at
8.5 to 9.0 and 9.0 to 10.0km s- 1  peaks to the north-east and west o f VLA1 respectively. 
No emission was detected for gas at velocities below 8 .0 , or above 1 1 .0 km s-  .
To illustrate the distribution of molecular material in HH2  at these differing ve­
locities I present in figure 3.7 channel maps o f the NH3 emission. The peaks, seen 
in figure 3.5 to the east and south-east o f HH2 (and apparently part o f a tongue of 
emission that extends from the north o f HH2), are seen at low velocities, 5 - 7  km s- 1 . 
However, at slightly higher velocities, ~ 7  -  9 km s-1 , a further feature appears, at the 






Figure 3.7: Channel maps of the  NH3 (1,1) emission around HH2. M in im u m  co n to u r 
level is 0.01K km  s-1  (d o tte d ), levels increase in steps o f 0.01K km  s- 1 . A g a in , the  o p tica l 
knots th a t com prise HH2 are sketched on each map.
J=3-2 peak. The near-spatial coincidence o f this peak with the HCO+ clump, within 
the pointing accuracy o f the NH3 observations (rms error in azimuth and elevation 
typically <  10 arcseconds), and the fact that it occurs at the same radial VLSR as the 
HCO+ peak, implies that both HCO+ J=3-2 and NH3 (1,1) peaks represent the same 
dense, near-stationary clump south-east of HH2.
3.4.1 Further Temperature and Density Estimates Ahead (SE ) o f H H2
As well as being indicative o f the molecular structure in dense clouds, the NH3 molecule 
may also be used as both thermometer and densitometer. Although the emission from 
the HH region is weak, hyperfines have been resolved towards the NH3 map centre 
(towards the peak observed in the channel maps at VLSR ~  7 — 9km s-1 ). We may 
therefore determine the optical depth o f the transition and at the same time set limits on 
the excitation temperature. The spectrum in figure 3.6 (offset 0,0) is used to represent 
the molecular clump ahead o f -  south east of -  HH2 (now observed in both HCO+ and 
NH3). These results will then lead to estimates of the gas temperature and density as 
outlined in chapter 1 .
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From equation 1.19, and applying this to the ratio of the observed (1,1) and (2,2) 
maximum antenna temperatures, I calculate optical depths for the 2 ,2  and 1 ,1  lines of 
r2,2 =  0-5 and rl x =  1 .8 . This then leads, via equation 1.20, to a rotational temperature 
o f 16.0(±1.0)K  towards the NH3 map centre (this value is notably higher than the 
HCO+ excitation temperature calculated above). We may also calculate the excitation 
temperature that describes the relative populations o f the inversion levels in the J, Ii =
1,1 rotational state, from the spectrum in figure 3.6 (0,0) using equation 1.16. I find 
that x — 2.9K. This excitation temperature and a value o f 20K for the gas kinetic 
temperature then lead to a lower limit for the molecular hydrogen density o f 500 cm - 3  
(equation 1 .2 1 , see also the discussion in section 1 .6 .2 ). I have assumed here a uniform 
filling o f the beam by the source, =  1 and have used a value o f rjb — 0.45 for the 
Effelsberg beam at 23GHz.
We should note that this result may suffer greatly from beam dilution, and so 
the density o f any small scale clumps within the NH3 beam may be much higher. 
Indeed, the presence o f HCO+ J=3-2 emission, with a critical density for de-excitation 
of 106 — 107 cm - 3  at temperatures of 10-20K, implies densities far higher than 500 
cm -3 . However, now both NH3 and HCO+ observations indicate the presence o f dense, 
quiescent molecular gas at ~  8  km s_ 1  associated with, and predominantly south-east 
(or ahead of) HH2, whilst the NH3 observations show an additional feature (a tongue o f 
molecular material) further to the east and south-east at a lower LSR velocity, ~  6 km 
s_1.
3.5 C lsO RESULTS A N D  T H E  D E T E C T IO N  OF C l
Further mapping o f this region was recently conducted in the optically thin ClsO J = 2 -l 
transition using the JCMT. Figure 3.8 shows the C180  spectra observed; superimposed 
also are the NH3 (1,1) and HCO+ J=3-2 contours. The C180  emission is plainly 
extended across the entire region. No clumping is evident towards either o f the NH3 
peaks or the HCO+ peak. The spectra appear highly structured; line-splitting is seen 
to the south-west o f the region mapped, and individual spectra are strong at random 
positions that are notably not coincident with either of the NH3 or HCO+ peaks.
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R ig h t  as cen s ion
Figure 3 .8 : T h e  C 180  J = 2 - l  spectra observed tow ards H H 2, and superim posed both  
the H C O +  J = 3 -2  (d o tte d )  and the  N H 3 (1 ,1 ) ( fu ll)  to ta l in tegra ted  in te n s ity  con tours , an 
arrow  to  ind ica te  the  o u tflo w  d irection  and the o p tica l H H2 knots.
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I also present the first detection o f the 3P1 —3 P0 fine structure line o f atomic carbon 
from any HH object. We searched for emission towards two positions; the molecular 
peak traced in HCO+ and one of the bright optical knots that comprise HH2 . The 
strongest line was seen towards the latter position, and is shown in figure 3.9. No 
line was detected towards the HCO+ peak in figure 3.3 (at RA(1950): 5/l34m01s.0, 
DEC(1950): —06°49' 15") above a noise level of ~  0.8K.
Velocity (k m /s )
Figure 3 .9 :  Cl 3P1 - 3 P0 in HH2; tow ards RA(1950): 5h34m00*.0, DEC(1950):
—06°49'00" T h e  e rro r bar has been calculated fro m  the system te m p e ra tu re  a t the  tim e  o f  
the  observa tion  and represents the  rms noise level (1  a).
It would be premature to assume that the Cl line is enhanced towards the optical 
knots in HH2, or that the C l is associated directly with HH2. C l emission may indeed 
be widespread throughout the region. However, whilst the C l line appears to extend 
over the full C 180  line width, it is also notably strong at LSR velocities greater than 
10 km s~\ i.e. velocities slightly red-shifted from the ambient cloud velocity. Could 
the Cl emission derive from the molecular outflow that is associated with HH2?
From the observed C l and C180  lines we may calculate the C I/C O  abundance ratio:
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Following appendix A  the C180  column density in LTE may be obtained from: 
l l 4  exp(5.27/Tex)
N c ls o  =  1.21 X 101
( l - e x p ( - 1 0 .5 4 /T eJ )
J  Tb.dv for J =  2  -  1 (3.2)
The C l column density is obtained in a similar fashion (and is discussed in detail in 
Keene et al. 1985).
_  87^0  Q
CI 3c*Aw Tex
=  9.86 X 10
T








J  Tb.dv for 3 P1 - 3 P0
dv
- l
where Tb(=  T^/[r]jrib]) in each case is measured in K, all velocities are in km s_ 1  and 
column densities are in cm-2 . For CI a value of 2.1 is used for the partition function 
Q (for a Tk o f 20K) and the Einstein-A coefficient A 10 =  7.9 X 10_ 8 s_ 1  (Keene et al. 
1985).
Thus, for total integrated line intensities o f 3.03 K km s_ 1  and 10.9 K km s_ 1  for the 
C180  and CI lines respectively, and assuming Nc o /Nc lgo ~  490 (Martin & Barrett 
1978), for Tex =  16Iv (from the CO kinetic temperature from Edwards & Snell [1983] 
and from the NH3 rotational temperature measured here, and assuming thermalised 
level populations) I calculate a ratio o f N CI/Nc o  ~  0 .1 .
The 3 P1 - 3 P0 CI line, thought to be predominantly excited by collisions with 
electrons, has also been detected towards photo-ionisation fronts (Keene et al. 1985) 
and in dense, molecular cloud cores (N H2 ^  1 0 23cm ~ 2 [Phillips & Huggins 1981], though 
note that this gas column density is an order o f magnitude greater than that measured 
here for HH2 from the HCO+ observations). In the former, the C I/C O  column density 
ratio is ~  0 .1  — 0 .2 , in the latter the ratio measures ~  1. These values differ markedly 
from early theoretical values (discussed in detail in Keene et al. 1985), where CI was 
thought to be less abundant than CO by a few orders o f magnitude (these predictions 
were based on models where the CI is only found near cloud edges). However, many 
theories have since been forwarded to account for this ower-abundance o f CI in cloud
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cores, including evaporation of grain mantles due to sputtering in shocks (Williams 
& Hartquist 1984) and the photo-dissociation o f CO by UV fields produced also by 
shocks (Norman & Silk 1980). By comparison then, the results presented here show 
no enhancement in the abundance of C l in HH2  above that expected at the edge o f a 
cloud.
3.6 T H E  U N C O R R E L A T E D  D IS T R IB U T IO N S  OF H C O + , C lsO A N D  
N H 3
Although a molecular clump has been observed in HH2, in the HCO+ map o f figure 3.3 
and at the same LSR radial velocity in the NH3 channel maps o f figure 3.7, there is still 
a distinct lack o f correlation between the morphologies o f HCO+ , NH3 and C180  total 
integrated intensity contour maps. This lack of agreement is due to either; i) chemical 
abundance variations ahead, or south-east of, the HH shock in HH2, or ii) the differing 
excitation conditions favoured by each molecule/transition.
3.6.1 Chemical Abundance Variations
I shall initially consider the HCO+ J=3-2 and NH3 (1,1) observations in figure 3.5. 
South-east o f the cluster o f optical knots that comprise HH2, though coincident with 
the HCO+ peak and the faint optical knot HH2L (Raga, Barnes & Mateo 1989), the 
NH3 contours clearly decrease. This decline in the NH3 main hyperfine integrated line 
intensity could be attributed to the preferential dissociation o f NH3 over HCO , or 
conversely to an increase in the HCO+ abundance; is the NH3 underabundant with 
respect to the HCO+ (and indeed the underlying H2 density)? Possible processes that 
might result in this include a photo-dissociating FUV precursor, produced at the HH 
shock, or perhaps a further shock or group o f shocks coincident with HH2L and the 
HCO+ clump.
A UV field has been observed in HH2 (Bohm et al. 1987), the spectrum of which 
was measured from 1950A to 1250A (6.4eV to 9.9eV), and although the spectrum 
appears to peak at 1580A, it also equally shows a gradual rise into the FUV. Indeed, 
the spectrum varies only by a factor o f ~ 2 .6  over the entire wavelength range. We 
may therefore, by extrapolation, predict the presence o f an FUV precursor in the range
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2070A to 912A ( 6 eV to 13.6eV), and estimate a total flux o f FUV photons capable 
o f ionising C (hu >11.26eV); Ffu v  ~  6  X 10~ 18 W  cm - 2  (CII is thought to be an 
important ion in the chemistry of HCO+ ; Elitzur 1983). From the calculated gas 
column density associated with HH2, I also estimate an A v ~  1 between HH2  and the 
HCO+ peak. This flux and A v may then be compared to models and observations of 
photo-dissociation regions (Tielens & Hollenbach 1985, Genzel et al. 1988). I find that 
the likely FUV flux from HH2 is too low, by a factor o f ~  1 0 - 4 , to affect chemical 
abundances appreciably ahead of the HH. Instead, any abundance variations are more 
likely to be the product o f shocking, as indicated by the following test.
Molecular Hydrogen emission has been observed from HH2  (Harvey et al. 1986). 
The observed v = l - 0  S (l)  transition derives only from shocked or fluoresced gas (dis­
cussed in chapter 1). However, excitation by fluorescence populates the vibrational 
ladder o f H2. Thus by observing transitions from higher vibrational states, and by 
comparing line strengths, we may establish whether the emitting gas is shocked or 
fluoresced. We have therefore observed a single near-IR spectrum towards the HCO+ 
peak and the optical knot HH2L in HH2 to test whether the gas here is indeed shocked 
or fluoresced. The plot in figure 3.10, obtained through service observations on the 
UKIRT, covers the v = l-0 S (l ) , v= l-0S (0 ), and the v = 2 -lS ( l )  ro-vibrational emission 
lines o f H2. Shock models predict a v = l - 0 / v = 2 - l  S (l) line ratio of ~ 1 0  for H2 emission 
that derives from shock-excited gas, whilst a ratio of ~ 2  is expected for the fluorescent 
case (assuming \\H2 < 105 — 106cm “ 3; Sternberg 1988). The spectrum in figure 3.10 
therefore implies shock-heating o f the molecular region coincident with the HCO+ peak 
providing the gas density is not too high. That is to say, if  chemical abundances are 
affected in and south-east of HH2, the likely culprit is a shock or group o f shocks, rather 
than an FUV field produced in the HH.
3.6.2 The H C O + /N H 3 Column Density Ratio in H H2
Is NH3 Underabundant in HH2?
From the spectrum in figure 3.5d we may calculate the NH3 column density towards 
the HCO+ peak in HH2 and so compare this with the HCO+ column density evaluated
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W avelength  (/¿m )
Figure 3.10: N ear-IR  spectrum  observed tow ards the  HC0+ peak and the  o p tica l kn o t 
H H 2L  (a (1 9 5 0 )  =  5/ l34 m 0 1 \0 ,  ¿ (1 9 5 0 ) =  -0 6 ° 4 9 T1 5 "). M arked w ith  arrows are the 
pos itions o f  the  v = l - 0 S ( l )  and v = 2 - lS ( l )  ro -v ib ra tio n a l lines o f H2; the  la tte r is c learly 
not detected . Beamsize =  5".
earlier.
The equation for the absorption coefficient, kv (equation A .2 ), can be expressed in 
terms o f the optical depth, tv (Martin & Barrett 1978);
r, -, = 9.
1,1 87ru2 6u <7,-f -^¿(1, l ) [ l  — exp(—Tq/T j j^
where the line profile function in A.2, </>, integrated over the line width, normalises to 
unity, g- and gi are the statistical weights of the upper and lower levels in the inversion 
transition, and A ,( 1 , 1 ) is the column density of molecules in the lower level of the ( 1 ,1 ) 
rotational state. Consequently, the fraction of molecules in both inversion levels in the
(1,1) state is given by f l x =  (N {( 1 ,1) +  N j(l, 1))/NNH3; via the Boltzmann equation 
the above may therefore be written;
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where Nn h 3  is in cm 3, Sv =  (bv/v^c is the linewidth in km s 1, T0 — hzq 1/k and 
A ,i =  0-^3 f ° r a At ° f  2 0 Iv (Martin & Barrett 1978).
I have already calculated the optical depth (rx 3 ~  1 .8 ) and the excitation temper­
ature o f the (1,1) rotational level (T1 x =  2.9K -  section 3.4.1). We may easily measure 
the line width at half maximum; from figure 3.6 (0,0), Sv =  2 (± l)k m  s-1 . Thus, the
ammonia column density towards the HCO+ peak in HH2 is Nn h 3  =  6 (± 3 ) X 1014 
- 3cm
We may now compare this value with the average HCO+ column density calculated 
above (I use the average value since the HCO+ beam is much smaller than the NH3 
beam); in HH2 NNH3/Nh c o + =  300. The cloud chemistry models o f Viala (1986) 
predict a ratio o f ~  1 0 2 — 1 0 3 for similar conditions, i.e. n(H 2) = 1 0 4 — 1 0 5, Tk — 1 0 K 
and A v =  11. Earlier cloud models by Mitchell et al. (1978) for the centre o f a 
cloud having solar abundances and a mass of 500 M 0  predict NNH3/NHCO+ <  1 for 
a diffuse cloud with gas densities <  5 x 103 cm -3 ; only at increased densities does 
the NNjj3/Nh c o _i_ ratio increase to values anywhere near that observed here in HH2. 
Thus, I find no direct evidence for the underabundance o f NH3 with respect to HCO+ 
in HH2 . However, this column density ratio does suggest higher gas densities than was 
measured from the NH3 observations earlier.
Is HCO+ Overabundant in HH2?
We may also independently assess whether the HCO+ is overabundant in HH2, not only 
with respect to NH3 but also with respect to other molecular species (and ultimately 
H2): The emission from HCO+ J = l-0 , HCN J = l-0  and CS J = 2 -l was observed using 
the NRO 45m mm-wave telescope towards 3 positions in the H H l- 2  system (figure 3.11). 
These observations allow us to calculate HCO+ , HCN and CS column densities, again 
using equations derived in appendix A  (assuming in all cases optically thin emission 
and LTE):
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N HCN =  1.41 X 1011
N c s  =  8 .87  x  10n
j T b.dv 
( l - e x p ( —4.26/Tex))
exp(2.35/Tex)
( l - e x p ( - 4 .7 1  /Tex)) J Tb.dv
for J — 1 — 0
for J  =  2
(3.4)
(3.5)
The abundance o f HCN is thought to remain relatively unaffected by weak shocks 
(Ziurys et al. 1989 and references therein) and so a comparison o f the HCO+ column 
density with that in HCN may prove a useful indicator o f HCO+ enhancement. Viala’s 
dark cloud models predict HCO+ /H CN  ~  0 .2  —0 .6 , whilst observations of the quiescent 
dark cloud TM C-1 record ratios ~  0.3 for HCO+ /H CN , and ~  1 for HCO+ /C S (Irvine 
& Knacke 1988). Observations of the ridge in OMC1 ( NH2 =  1023cm -2 , n(H2) ~  
1 0 4 -  106 cm~3, Tk ~  50 -  100K), yield a ratio o f H CO +/H CN  ~  0.5 and H CO +/CS 
1 (Blake 1987, Irvine & Knacke 1988). Here, the column densities, calculated for 
Tex =  9K and listed in table 3.3, indicate at best only a slight increase, by a factor of 
~ 2 -5  in the abundance o f HCO+ over HCN, towards either the optical knot HH2A or 
the HCO+ peak to the south-east o f this position. One should also note however the 
apparent decrease in the HCO+ /C S ratio.
T a b le  3 .3 :  C olum n Densities (in  cm 2) calcu la ted fo r  the  H C O + J =  l- 0 ,  HCN J =  l - 0  and 
CS J = 3 -2  S pectra presented in fig u re  3.11.
N ;/co+ NHCN H CO +/H CN H CO +/CS
HH2A 3 .4 X 1 0 12 2 .9 X 1 0 12 1 .4 X 1 0 13 1.1 0.2
HH2-HCO+ 2 .5 X 1 0 12 1 .6 X 1 0 12 1 .5 X 1 0 13 1.6 0.2
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It is certainly difficult to come to a firm conclusion with regard to the chemical 
abundance variations in HH2, particularly with respect to the underlying H2 abun­
dance. However, at this stage we may conclude that although the H CO+ appears to 
be enhanced by a factor o f a few with respect to HCN, it is equally underabundant 
by ~  5 with respect to CS: there is thus no clear-cut evidence for an enhanced HCO+ 
abundance in HH2 . Nor do we measure any definite reduction in the NH3 abundance, 
though clearly higher resolution, multiple species observations are required of this and 
other HH objects to investigate the molecular chemistry in HH objects further.
LSR VELOCITY IKM/S) LSR VELOCITY tKM/S) LSR VELOCITY IKM/S)
Figure 3.11: The J =  l-0 H C O + , HCN and J = 2 - l  CS spectra  show n represent obser­
va tions tow ards 3 positions in H H 2; the b rig h t op tica l kno t H H 2 A , th e  H C O + peak and 
V L A 1 . T he observations were made tow ards the fo llo w in g  coo rd ina tes : H H 2 A ; a (1 9 5 0 ) =  
5 /l33m 5 9 T 4 4 , ¿ (1 9 5 0 ) =  - 0 6 ° 4 8 r 5 9 ".2  H H 2 -H C 0 + ; « (1 9 5 0 ) =  5 / i34 m 0 1 s.07, ¿ (1950 ) =  
—  0 6 °4 9 '2 4 " .0  and V L A 1  (as in m ain te x t).
3.6 .3 Differing Excitation Conditions
Instead, the anii-correlation between the HCO+ J=3-2 map and the NH3 (1,1) total 
integrated intensity map and also the non-correlation with the C 180  is most probably
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due to the different physical conditions required to excite the observed lines. Listed in 
table 3.4. are values for the critical density for collisional de-excitation o f the molecular 
transitions observed, calculated for TK ~  1 0 - 2 0 K (Martin & Barrett 1978). Clearly, for 
the low temperatures associated with dense molecular cloud cores; Tk ~  5 — 20K, M  ~  
0.1 —10 M 0  (Khersonskii 1989), the ncrit values are highest for the HCO+ lines, and far 
lower for the C180  and NH3 transitions. In other words, very high densities (~  106 —10' 
cm- 3 ) are required before the HCO+ J=3-2 transition is thermalised.
T a b le  3 .4 :  C ritica l H2 densities fo r  the  e xc ita tio n  o f  ro ta tio n a l states in a selection o f 
density -tracers  (ca lcu la ted  fo r  Tk ~  1 0  — 2 0 K).
References: a ) Cox et al. 1987, b ) D anby et al. 1988, c ) M o n te iro  1984, d ) M a rtin  &  
B a rre tt 1978, e) Green &  Thaddeus 1974, f )  Green &  Chapm an 1978, g ) Schinke et al. 
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In for example a simple two-level system that is in equilibrium (where the emission 
is again assumed to be optically thin) upward collisions are balanced by downward 
radiative transitions so that
n H 2 n \ C l 2  =  n 2 ^ 2 1  if n H 2  ^  n c r i f
However, as nH2 increases then downward collisional transitions become increasingly 
more important until ultimately
n IT2n l C 12 =  n H 2 n 2 C 2\ w h e n  n H 2  n c r i f
Thus the intensity o f the emission (and so from equations 1.13 and 1.17 the observed an­
tenna temperature) increases with gas density squared,', T\{thin ) oc n2 A 21 =  nH2ni ^ i 2 - 
However, when the H2 density becomes greater than the critical density, T\{thin) 
(oc n2H21) varies only with density. That is to say, any molecular tracer o f H2 becomes 
less sensitive to changes in gas density once that density surpasses the critical density of 
the observed transition. In HH2 then, the HCO+ J=3-2 has a far wider dynamic range 
than the NH3 or C180  lines observed (see table 3.4 for critical densities) and so is more 
effective in picking-out the dense clump associated with HH2 (the C180  observations 
may additionally suffer from a relatively poor signal-to-noise).
I therefore conclude that the clump seen in HCO+ and in NH3 channel maps at 
VLSr ~  7 — 9km s' 1 represents a dense, ambient cloud, with 500 <  n(H 2) <  5 X 106 
cm - 3  (the NH3 /H C O + column density ratio infers densities in excess o f 104 cm -3 ) and 
Tk ~  16K. Particularly high densities are expected if the cloud is clumpy. The NH3 
observations additionally show a (double peaked) tongue o f molecular material to the 
east o f the HCO+ clump at VLSR ~  5 — 7km s_1. The density o f this feature must be 
less than that o f the clump at VLSR ~  7 — 9km s“ 1 since it is not observed in HCO+ .
3.7 A  M O D E L  F O R  HH2
Based on the wealth of observations of HH2 and particularly H H l, many observers 
and theorists have tended to support Norman & Silk’s “interstellar bullet” (1979) or
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Dyson’s later (1984) “je t” model for these HH objects (Hartigan et al. 1987, Hartmann 
& Raymond 1984 and Bohm & Solf 1985). These conclusions are based largely on the 
high proper motions o f the optical knots in each HH, the shape o f position-velocity 
diagrams (particularly HH1) and the profiles o f the observed emission lines (Hartigan 
et al. 1987). Indeed, in the optical image shown in figure 3.1, the bow-shaped shock 
that constitutes HH1 is clearly convex on the side farthest from the exciting source of 
the system. It does not seem unreasonable therefore to postulate that this shock is the 
result o f either i) a dense clump or bullet o f material ploughing into the ambient cloud, 
or ii) the head or “working surface” o f a collimated jet similarly burrowing through the 
surrounding medium.
However, jet and bullet models require high velocities, since the optical and near-IR 
emission derives from the cooling flow very near to the shocked and accelerated gas at 
the head o f the bullet or jet working surface. Observed velocities along the line o f sight 
and proper motions studies do indeed imply velocities ranging from 150 to over 350 km 
s“ 1 for the individual optical knots that comprise many HHs, including both HH1 and 
HH2 (Herbig and Jones 1981) . However, the presence of low velocity, quiescent HCO+ , 
observed here in HH1 and 2 and in the HH7-11 system (Rudolph & Welch 1987) does 
not fit easily into either model (though o f course whether the observed emission in HH1 
derives from the HH or from some unassociated ambient clump is not clear).
3.7.1 Shocked Cloudlet or Jet W orking Surface
I shall here discuss a model for HH2 only, since the molecular observations o f HH1 are 
somewhat limited. However, much of the discussion is directly applicable to HHl also.
The distinct peak of HCO+ emission in HH2 is quite clearly ahead o f the advancing 
optical knots, the H2 peaks and the 6 cm bremsstrahlung continuum emission peak. 
Further, the emission lines are uncommonly narrow, unlike associated H2 and optical 
lines. These observations, in conjunction with the earlier optical and infrared studies, 
therefore support one o f two possible scenarios: Either a jet working surface model, as 
was proposed by Dyson (1984) though where the ambient gas is denser than the jet 
gas (i.e. a “light” jet scenario), or a “ shocked cloudlet” model (Schwartz 1978). Both 
models are shown in figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Shocked cloud le t ( to p )  and je t  w o rk in g  surface (b o t to m )  m odels fo r  HH 
objects.
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In the latter shocked cloudlet model the HCO+ emission derives from relatively 
quiescent, dense, un-shocked, cloudlet gas, positioned ahead o f the bow and cloudlet 
shocks. The impact o f a high velocity outflow upon such a stationary clump results in 
an inverted bow shock on the side o f the clump facing the outflow source —  this bow 
shock is the reverse o f that produced by a jet working surface or interstellar bullet. In 
addition, a second, though far slower cloudlet shock propagates into the clump itself, 
producing a general heating of the cloudlet gas and possibly acceleration o f the cloudlet 
itself (Schwartz 1978); ro-vibrational emission from shocked H2 will more probably come 
from this shock, though H2 may also be seen in the “wings” of the bow-shock, where 
shock angles are oblique and so shock velocities lower.
The above model is essentially the inverse of Norman & Silk’s interstellar bullet 
model, though now we expect the HCO+ to be stationary ambient material rather than 
high-velocity bullet gas. We also expect to observe shock-ionised wind gas, stopped at 
the head o f the cloudlet but also flowing around the sides o f the cloudlet. This cooling 
flow, and the bow-shock geometry, thus account for the large line widths seen in the 
optical and near-IR. However, the bow shock itself would adopt the velocity o f the near- 
stationary cloudlet, and so the model fails to explain the observed high proper motions 
o f the optical knots, which in HH2 (and HH1 ) approach 150-350 km s_ 1  (Herbig & 
Jones 1981).
Schwartz (1978) envisaged his cloudlets to be only a few arcseconds across (at 460pc) 
in accordance with the small optical knots that comprise many HH objects; i.e. cloudlet 
radius <C outflow radius. However, the clump o f HCO+ seen in HH2 extends over nearly 
1 arcminute, though the HCO+ column density and HCO+ number density derived here 
suggest clumping on scales ~  1014 cm (0.02"). Any such clumps would of course be too 
small to be resolved with the 19 arcsecond beam used in these observations, though 
each clump individually shocked could produce the observed optical structure in HH2.
If on the other hand the HCO+ cloud in HH2 is not clumpy but relatively uniform, 
then one could invoke a light jet working-surface model (shown in figure 3.12, bottom ). 
This time the jet radius is much smaller than the HCO+ clump size. As with the 
cloudlet shock above, the bow-shock (and indeed the whole working surface o f the jet)
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moves relatively slowly through the ambient clump, though now the optical emission 
derives from the cooling flow from the jet shock, or Mach disc: Indeed, Hartigan (1989) 
predicts that for a jet velocity of ~  200-300 km s- 1  and for a cloud/jet density ratio 
>  1 0 , then in Hp the Mach disc will be brighter than the bow-shock. Furthermore, the 
action o f a light jet shocking a dense cloud will produce Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities 
on scales o f l / 1 0 0 ths o f a parsec (a few arcseconds); these instabilities may account for 
the clumpy structure o f this and other HH objects (Blondin et al. 1989).
We may calculate the bow-shock velocity (or cloudlet shock velocity in the shocked 
cloudlet m odel), and so the velocity with which the working surface penetrates the 
HCO+ cloud, from (Blondin et al. 1989);
ns = i + (PCJ/Pjy /2 (3-6)
where V J5 pj, pc and V bs are the jet velocity, the jet and cloud (pre-shock) densities 
and the cloud shock velocities respectively. Using values o f V  • ~  300km s_ 1  (Pravdo 
et al. 1985, Mundt et al. 1987), pc ~  103 cm- 3 , and p- ~  100cm - 3  (Mundt et al. 
1987) a V 6s r*j 70 km s 1 is calculated. For pc ~  10'5cm 3, Y bs is only ~  1 0  km s 1. 
Alternatively, for higher jet densities, Y bs increases, though again if we are to account 
for the high proper motions in HH2 , and so increase the velocity o f the working surface, 
then for a wind <  500 km s- 1  the jet must be denser than the ambient gas. Otherwise, 
unrealistically high jet velocities are required (Hartigan 1989).
Clearly we have great difficulty in accounting for both the high precursor-gas den­
sities, inferred particularly by the HCO+ J=3-2 observations, and the large proper 
motions o f the optical HH knots in HH2 using any o f the current popular HH models. 
Further adaptation o f these models is thus required.
3.7.2 The Lifetime of the H C O + Cloud
We may finally obtain a crude estimate o f the lifetime o f the cloud in HH2 . The gas 
temperatures behind a jet working-surface bow-shock (or cloudlet shock) will initially 
be o f the order o f 5 x l0 3 — 105K, hot enough to dissociate HCO+ and so perhaps 
also destroy the HCO+ peak. For a jet working-surface model, the thermal pressure
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gradient produced behind the bow shock will result in a flow o f the shocked cloud (and 
jet) material around the head and back down the sides o f the jet (Dyson 1987, Hartigan
1989). The lifetime o f HH2 may therefore be estimated from the time it takes the jet 
working surface (traveling at the bow-shock velocity) to traverse the HCO+ clump. For 
a diameter of ~  45 arcsec (O.lpc) for the HCO+ clump, an approximate lifetime o f 103 
years is calculated for HH2 (a similar analysis in terms o f the cloudlet model yields the 
same result). This value is notably consistent with the dynamical ages o f optical jets 
(200-3000 yrs; Mundt et al. 1987), though it is roughly l/100th  the estimated lifetimes 
o f molecular outflows (~  1 0 5 years; Fukui 1989).
3.8 C O N C L U SIO N S
Both HCO+ J=3-2 and NH3 (1,1) observations indicate the presence o f dense, quiescent 
gas ahead of (south-east o f) the optical knots that comprise HH2. This molecular region 
is split into two quite distinct features, as illustrated in the NH3 channel maps: A  tongue 
o f material at VLSR ~  5 — 7km s-1 , 60 arcseconds (0.14pc) to the east and south-east 
of the optical knots that comprise HH2 —  this feature may in fact correspond to a 
cavity wall extending down from the HH1/2 source VLA1, adjacent to the outflow that 
produces HH2. At higher velocities, ~  7 — 9km s- 1 , a further peak only 40 arcseconds 
(0.09pc) south-east o f HH2 is observed. This latter clump is also seen in HCO+ J=3-2, 
and since observable emission from the low-J states o f HCO+ requires relatively high 
densities in cool molecular environments (nH2 ~  1 0 6 — 1 0 'em -3 ) this peak is likely to 
be o f a higher density than the molecular tongue to the east. I calculate a gas density 
o f 500 < nH2 <  5 X 106 cm - 3  and a rotational temperature of 16 (±1)K  towards this 
feature.
Of the three molecular tracers used in our study o f HH2  (NH3, HCO+ and ClsO), 
the HCO+ .1=3-2 line illustrates most clearly the dense clump associated with HH2. 
The lack o f a corresponding peak in C180  and in the NH3 total integrated intensity 
map of HH2 is probably not due to chemical abundance variations (and particularly an 
enhancement in HCO+ ) though a high-resolution, multi-wavelength study is required of 
this and other HH objects to verify this fact. Instead, the observed lack o f correlation 
is most likely due to the differing excitation conditions required by each transition
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observed; the C180  J = 2 -l map in particular indicates an overall smooth distribution 
of gas column density over the HH2 region, whilst only the HCO+ picks out dense 
clumping associated with the HH.
The HCO+ observations thus illustrate the pre-shock, or precursor gas in HH2. 
Depending on whether the HCO+ cloud is clumpy or uniform, I favour a “ shocked 
cloudlet” or “light jet working-surface” model for HH2, though both models fail to 
account for the high proper motions observed in HH2. Some refinement o f these models 
is thus required.
Chapter 4
A Near-IR Jet in L1448
S U M M A R Y :  By im ag ing  in the  near-in frared (ra th e r than  a t o p tica l w ave lengths) we 
m ay probe deeper in to  m olecu lar cloud cores and so hope to  observe evidence fo r  s te lla r 
w inds associated w ith  heavily embedded sources. M oreover, un like  th e ir  unobscur ed o p ti­
cal coun te rparts , these embedded w inds are m ore like ly  to  produce m o lecu la r (C O ) o u tflow s 
via the  e n tra in m e n t o f  am b ien t cloud gas. Consequently, I present here such observations o f 
the  ro -v ib ra tio n a l H 2 emission fro m  a h ig h -ve lo c ity  CO o u tflo w  in L1448. T he coincidence 
o f the  observed H 2 je t  s tru c tu re  w ith  the  CO b ipo la r o u tflo w  im plies a s trong  association 
between the  tw o  phenomena. Also, m apping in H C O + J = 3 -2  and CS J = 5 -4  illus tra testhe  
am b ien t cloud env ironm ent in L1448. C loud cores are c learly resolved w hich peak tow ards 
the  source o f  the  H 2 je t  and CO o u tflo w , and tow ards an a dd itiona l in fra red  source labeled 
IRS3 to  the  no rth  o f  th is  region.
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4.1 IN T R O D U C T IO N
Within the dark cloud L1448 in Perseus, Bachiller et al. (1990) have recently discovered 
and mapped a striking example of a high-velocity molecular outflow. The flow is quite 
unique; their CO J = 2 -l observations record a terminal velocity approaching 70 km 
s_1, and an associated dynamical timescale ~  3500 years. The outflow thus seems to 
be one o f the most rapid and “youngest” flows known (see the outflow characteristics 
listed in table 1.1). These observers have also detected high velocity CO clumps or 
“bullets” , symmetrically placed either side of the mm-continuum source Ll448-mm 
(the presumed exciting source for the outflow; Bachiller et al. 1991a). The most rapid 
bullets are found close to the source, whilst the slower clumps occur further out, ~  
0 .2 pc ( 130") from L1448-mm; presumably some braking process occurs along the
outflow. These bullets have also been identified in the J = 2 -l line o f v= 0  SiO (Bachiller 
et al. 1991b). The authors note the similarity o f these clumps with the molecular 
bullets proposed by Norman & Silk (1979) to account for HH objects.
I present here imaging o f this outflow region in the v —1-0 S (l)  line o f molecular 
hydrogen. I also discuss HCO+ J=3-2 and CS J=5-4 observations o f the ambient 
molecular cloud in L1448, where a comparison is made with the lower resolution NH3
(1,1) and (2,2) observations of Bachiller et al. (1990), and with recent CS 2-1 studies of 
dark cloud cores. Notably, the higher-J HCO+ and CS observations presented here will 
probe deeper into cloud cores since the transitions require higher densities for excitation 
and the emission will be more optically thin.
4.2 O B SE R V ATIO N S
The near-IR imaging was conducted on the UK 3.8-meter Infrared telescope (UKIRT) 
during July 1991 using the 1-5 /i  array camera IRCAM . At a scale o f 0.62  arcsec- 
onds/pixel, the 6 2 x 5 8  InSb array provides a frame size of 3 7 "  X 3 5 " ;  a mosaic o f 8 
frames was therefore needed to cover the extent of the molecular outflow. 300 second 
exposures were taken through a narrow band (A A /A  ~  1 % )  H2 v = l-0  S (l)  filter at 
2 .122 /i  and through the adjacent narrow-band continuum filter at 2.10 /i .  The band­
pass (at 2/i) is equivalent to a velocity width of ~  3000 km s-1 , and so is sufficient to
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include all the emission from shocked, velocity broadened H2 lines. Sky frames were 
taken between each source frame (offset ~5  arcminutes). Dark frames were also taken 
periodically; this dark current was later subtracted from each source and sky frame. 
The source frames were then fiat-fielded by dividing by the adjacent sky frame. We 
achieved an rms noise level o f ~  10- 1 9  W  m - 2  pixel-1 ; calibration was conducted 
using observations o f the IR standard star HD18881 (from which sky and dark frames 
were also removed). The pointing accuracy of the telescope ~  1 " and the Full-Width 
at Half-Power o f the standard star measured ~  1.5".
The sub-millimeter observations were made with the James Clerk Maxwell 15-meter 
telescope (JC M T) in late October 1991. The common-user heterodyne receiver A1 was 
used to access the HCO+ J=3-2 (at 267.599 GHz) and CS J=5-4 (244.935 GHz) lines. 
The half-power beam width o f the JCM T at these frequencies measures 21 arcseconds; 
the beam efficiency is 0.79. The resolution of the acousto-optic spectrometer used was 
0.33 MHz (~  0.3 km s- 1 ). System temperatures were typically 1300K for the CS 
observations and 2600K for the HCO+ . We integrated for 2 minutes on each on-source 
position, though some points were repeated to improve the signal-to-noise. Offsets 
(-3 arcminutes in RA) were observed after each on-source position and mapping was 
conducted at 15" spacings. Pointing checks were made every 1-2 hours (on W 3(O H )) 
and so the rms error was restricted to ~  5". The distance to L1448 is judged to be 
~  300 pc (Bacliiller et al. 1990 and references therein).
4.3 RESULTS
4.3.1 The Remarkable H 2 Jet in L1448
The mosaic o f frames in figure 4.1 (Davis et al. 1992) shows the spectacular “je t” 
structure in L1448. Moreover, the narrow-band continuum mosaic in figure 4.2 indicates 
that apart from the regions close to the source and IRS3 (at -35", 75"), all o f the emission 
in figure 4.1 is due to molecular hydrogen (there is no hint o f the jet in our continuum 
images above an rms noise level of ~  4 X 10-2 ° W  m - 2  pixel- 1 ; note that the grey-scale 
is the same in both figures 4.1 and 4.2). Hence, the continuum frames have not been 
subtracted from the H2 frames since this would only serve to increase the noise level in
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the H2 image.
In figure 4.3 a comparison is made between the H2 jet and the high-velocity CO 
outflow observed by Bachiller et al. (1990). The salient features are discussed here;
• The H2 emission clearly extends along ~70%  of the length o f the blue-shifted CO 
lobe, and faint emission can be seen at the end o f the red CO lobe. The lack of 
an H2 jet in the red-shifted CO lobe may be due to extinction.
• The curvature o f the northern lobe of the H2 emission is also seen in the high- 
velocity CO morphology, although the CO lies mainly on the outside or eastern 
edge o f the curve. The smoothness o f the curve suggests that a large-scale phe­
nomenon (such as a magnetic field or density gradient) is bending the jet, rather 
than localised ambient-cloud clumping. Also, the displacement o f the CO outflow 
from the H2 jet is consistent with models where molecular outflows are produced 
by the entrainment o f ambient molecular material by a stellar wind (discussed 
by Lada [1985] and Fukui [1989]). One would certainly expect to see shocks on 
the inner edge of such a shell o f outflowing molecular gas; the oblique shock an­
gles would also favour H2 excitation as opposed to dissociation, and so a near-IR 
rather than an optical jet would be expected.
• The lack o f emission near the source suggests that either there are no shocks 
present or the H2 is dissociated. Shock velocities greater than 20-25 km s_ 1  
seem likely when one considers the high CO clump velocities near to the source 
(Bachiller et al. 1990). Moreover, J=3-2 and 5-4 v = 0  SiO lines are particularly 
intense towards the source, indicating extreme excitation conditions (Bachiller et 
al. 1991b).
• The jet material is clumped on scales similar to those seen in optical jets, where 
typically the inter-knot spacing measures ~  0 .0 1  pc (a few arcseconds), equivalent 
to a few times the jet width (Reipurth 1989, Mundt et al. 1987). The jet also 
exhibits three apparent bow shocks equidistant along the flow, though whether 
these bow-shocks are associated with the CO/SiO  bullets reported by Bachiller 
et al. (1990, 1991b) is unclear; higher-resolution m m /sub-m m  observations are
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F ig u r e  4 .1 :  (o ve rle a f) A  m osaic o f  8 fram es show ing the  H 2 v = l - 0  S ( l )  emission asso­
ciated w ith  the CO o u tflo w  in L1448. The grey-scale ranges fro m  0 - 1 . 5 x l0 -18 W  m -2  
p ixe l- 1 . O ffsets are fro m  L1448-m m  (m arked w ith  a cross), a t R A (1950): 3ft22 m34 s.3, 








30.0 0.0 - 30.0 - 60 .
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F ig u r e  4 .2 :  (o v e r le a f) 2 .1 // con tinuum  fram es observed in L1448. T he grey-scale is the 






















F ig u r e  4 .3 : T he  H2 je t  sketched on to  the CO 2-1 o u tflo w  (co n to u rs ) o f  B ach ille r et al.
(1 9 9 0 ).
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required to establish a spatial coincidence. However, the decrease in bow-shock 
“size” is consistent with the deceleration o f the CO bullets with increasing dis­
tance from the source.
Thus, the H2 jet in L1448 appears to be physically associated with the CO outflow. 
Its characteristics are similar to those o f optical jets, with regular clumps and bow 
shocks, though unlike many of these optical jets (e.g. HH34, HH111, HH110 etc.), the 
H2 jet presented here bends smoothly through ~15° over its observed length. A  more 
detailed analysis o f the H2 jet structure is made in section 4.4.
4.3 .2 H C O + and CS Observations of the Ambient Environment
The spectra in figure 4.4 and the contour plot in figure 4.5 show the distribution of 
HCO+ J=3-2 emission in L1448. The distribution of CS J=5-4 is similarly illustrated 
in figures 4.6 and 4.7. Two distinct peaks are seen in both species, coincident with 
L1448-mm and the infrared source IRS3. These peaks also coincide with the clumps 
observed by Bachiller et al. (1990) in NH3 (1,1) and (2,2). A  weak ridge connects 
these two clumps and closely follows the jet direction; this feature is also seen in NH3. 
Notably, a similar molecular ridge, traced in NH3 and CS, is observed along the optical 
jet in the HH34 system (see chapter 5).
The size of the HCO+ /C S clumps shown here are consistent with the dense cores 
observed and resolved in the dark cloud surveys of Myers et al. (1991) and Lada et al.
(1991). These authors measure CS core sizes of ~  0.1 — 0.5 pc; for the northern clump 
in L1448 (hereafter L1448N) the FW HM size ~  O.lpc (H CO+ ) and ~  0.07pc (CS); for 
the southern clump (L1448S) the FWHM size ~  O.lpc (H CO+ ). Here, the HCO+ 3-2 
cores are slightly larger than the CS 5-4 cores because the CS requires higher densities 
to excite the observed transition.
Myers et al. (1991) find that elongation is a common characteristic among dense 
cloud cores. Myers et al. and Lada et al. (1991) report aspect ratios (m ajor axis/minor 
axis) o f on average ~  2. However, figures 4.5 and 4.7 show only a slight elongation of 
L1448S along the outflow direction (notably no elongation is observed perpendicular to 
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F ig u r e  4 .4 :  H C O +  J = 3 -2  spectra in L1448. The centra l map p o s itio n  coincides w ith  
the  L1448-m m  source (m arked w ith  a cross), a t R A (1950): 3 /l22 m 3 4 s.3, D E C (1 9 5 0 ): 
30°33 /35//. T he  in fra red  source IRS3 is also marked.
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1 1 4 4 8 . MAP 6 - H 0 R - 9 2  0 9 : 4 2 : 2 7
50 0 -50
R .A . O f f s e t  ( a r c s e c )
F ig u r e  4 .5 :  A  c o n to u r p lo t o f  the  H C 0 + 3-2 antenna tem pera tu re  in teg ra ted  fro m  — 5 to  
15 km  s~ , taken fro m  th e  spectra  in figure  4.4. The contours increase in steps o f  1 K km  
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F ig u r e  4 .6 :  CS J= 5 -4  spectra in L1448. (0 ,0 ) as fo r  figu re  4 .4 ; L l4 4 8 -m m  and IRS3 are 
m arked w ith  crosses.
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I I 4 4 8 c s  -MAP G - f l H R - 9 2  1 4 : 2 2 : 0 8
50 0 -50
R . A .  O f f s e t  ( a r c s e c )
F ig u r e  4 .7 :  A  co n to u r p lo t o f  the  CS 5-4 antenna te m p e ra tu re  in te g ra te d  fro m  — 5 to  15 
km  s~ , taken fro m  the  spectra in figu re  4.6. Again the co n to u rs  increase in steps o f  1 K 
km  s-1  fro m  a do tted  base level o f  0 K km  s- 1 . Map centre  as fo r  fig u re  4 .4 .
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and there is no discerní ble elongation in L1448N. The aspect ratio o f L1448S measured 
roughly from the FW HM contour in each figure is ~  1 .2  — 1.4.
The 5x5  grid o f HCO+ and CS spectra centred on IRS3 (these spectra constitute 
the clump L1448N) have been averaged and are shown in figure 4.8 (top). Similarly, 
figure 4.8 (bottom ) shows the average of the 5x5  HCO+ spectra and the 3x3  CS spectra 
around L1448-mm (this averaging serves to increase the signal-to-noise o f the spectra). 
Myers et al. (1991) and Lada et al. (1991) record CS 2-1 line widths < 1 km s- 1  in 
their studies o f dark cloud cores (note that these quiescent cores do not as yet contain 
embedded sources but rather are thought to represent the initial conditions for star 
formation). Here the HCO+ and CS spectra towards the peak positions in L1448N and 
S (figures 4.4 and 4.6) have line-widths ~  2.0(±0.5)km  s- 1 ; the averaged spectra in 
figure 4.8 yield slightly greater FW HM values o f ~  1.5 — 3.0 km s- 1 , the HCO+ lines 
being marginally wider (the slight increase in the line widths o f the averaged profiles 
over individual spectra is due to the velocity gradient across the L1448 region, discussed 
below). By comparison, the averaged HCO+ 3-2 spectra in HH1 and HH2 (chapter 3) 
are slightly wider still; FW HM line widths ~  2.6 and ~  4.8km s“ 1 for HH1 and HH2 
respectively. These increasing linewidths may be due to the mass motions associated 
with infall, in the case o f L1448-nnn and IRS3, or in the case o f HH1/2 to the exciting 
outflow. However, whilst being wider than the dark cloud core linewidths o f Myers et 
al. and Lada et al. they are still appreciably narrower than HCO+ and CS profiles 
observed in the supernova remnant IC 443, by a factor o f ~  5 (Ziurys et al. 1989) and 
the shocked H2 lines observed in HH objects (Zinnecker et al. (1989), by a factor of 
~  10 .
The clump sizes and HCO+ /CS line-widths presented here for L1448 (and indeed 
also for HH2) do not support the power-law correlation measured by Larson (1981), 
Dame et al. (1986) and later Lada et al. (1991) in their studies o f quiescent cloud 
cores. These authors record a relationship between cloud core size and internal velocity 
dispersion of the form A v  oc r 0 '4 —> r0'5. When compared to the log. log. plot presented 
by Lada et al., for composite CS 2-1 profiles of clumps of similar sizes to L1448N and 
S (though clumps where no embedded sources are known to exist), the HCO+ 3-2 and 




F ig u r e  4 .8 :  Average p lo ts  o f  the  5 x 5  H C O + and CS spectra th a t c o n s titu te  th e  c lum p 
L1448N (top), centred on (-3 0 ,7 5 ), and average plots o f the 5 x 5  H C O + and 3 x 3  CS 
spectra in L1448S, cen tred  on (0 ,0 ).
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few.
Figure 4.9 shows channel maps obtained from the HCO+ J=3-2 observations of 
L1448. Bachiller et al. (1990) report signs o f rotation in L1448N. The NH3 emission 
at 4.3 km s- 1  is shifted eastward from that at 4.8 km s- 1 . Here we see no evidence 
for such east-west rotation. However, we do detect a north-south velocity gradient, 
across L1448N and down towards L1448S; the higher velocity gas occurs to the south 
o f L1448N and extends progressively down (with increasing velocity) towards L1448S. 
This smooth north-south gradient is consistent with the rotation o f a single cloud (the 
cloud envelope which encompasses both L1448N and L1448S) since one would expect 
an abrupt velocity change if these two clumps were independent and at different radial 
velocities.
In summary, because the peaks observed in CS and HCO+ are coincidental and 
essentially equal in size, and because the CS and HCO+ line widths are the same, 
then we may conclude that the HCO+ and CS observations presented here trace the 
same colocated gas. The smooth velocity gradient observed in the channel maps of 
this region imply rotation of the L1448 parent cloud envelope (as opposed to rotation 
o f the individual L1448N and S cloud cores). Furthermore, simple thermal broadening 
of the CS and HCO~*~ spectra (at Tk ~  10 — 20K) does not account for the observed 
linewidths, which may instead result from turbulence or indeed infall onto (or outflow 
from) the embedded sources IRS3 and L1448-mm.
4.3 .3  Column Densities and Core Masses
From the spectra in figure 4.4 and 4.6 and the averaged plots in figure 4.8 we may 
calculate peak and average HCO+ and CS column densities in L1448N and L1448S. 
Assuming thermalised level populations and optically thin emission then the HCO+ 
and CS column densities are obtained from (appendix A );
N HCO+ =  1.79 X 1 0 /  for 7  =  3 -  2











O f f s e t  ( a r c s e c )
Figure 4 .9 : Channel maps o f  the  H C O + J= 3 -2  emission in L1448. T h e  v e lo c ity  in te rva l 
is 0.5 km  s“ 1 and the con tours  increase fro m  0 K km  s-1  (d o tte d ) in steps o f  0 .3  K km  
s- 1 . L1448-m m  and IRS3 are m arked on each p lo t.
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where once again column densities are in cm “ 2 and integrated line brightness temper­
atures are in K km s_1. Bachiller et al.'s (1990) NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) observations of 
L1448, observations which resolve both L1448N and L1448S, yield kinetic temperatures 
o f Tk ~  13K for each cloud core. I use this value here for the excitation temperature. 
Also, the integrated antenna temperatures are corrected for the JCM T beam efficiency 
and 77̂  is assumed to be unity. Peak column densities are thus calculated from the 
spectra in figures 4.4 and 4.6 at L1448-mm (0,0) and IRS3 (-30,75), and are listed 
in table 4.1. Also presented here are average core column densities, derived from the 
averaged HCO+ and CS spectra in figure 4.8.
T a b le  4 .1 :  C olum n Densities (in  cm 2) in L1448.
S o u rce N //co + S o u rce NHCO+ N cs
( p e a k ) ( p e a k ) (a v e r a g e ) (a v e r a g e )
1RS 3 5 . 5 X 1 0 12 8 . 7 X 1 0 12 L 1 4 4 8 N 4 . 2 X 1 0 12 4 . 0 X 1 0 12
L 1 4 4 8 - m m 4 . 5 X 1 0 12 7 . 6 X 1 0 12 L 14 48 S 1 . 9 X 1 0 12 —
The HCO+ /C S column density ratios in both L1448N and L1448S ~  1 . This ratio is 
in accordance with the observations of dark cloud cores reported by Mann & Williams 
(1980) and with the later studies o f the quiescent dark cloud TM C-1 and the Orion 
O M Cl-Ridge (Irvine & Knacke 1988, Blake et al. 1987).
From the average HCO+ column densities we may estimate core masses, where 
again the mass M  =  1.3 X NHCOJr X Area  X mH2/-^-HCO+ (as used in section 3.3.1).
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Here, the area is simply that covered by the averaged spectra; each 5x5  grid covers 
60" X 60" which at 300 pc is (2.7 X 1017cm )2. An HCO+ fractional abundance ratio of 
X fIC O +  ~  2.3 X 10- 9 , as determined from observations o f the Orion O M Cl-Ridge, is 
also used (Blake et al. 1987). I therefore derive core masses o f 0.3 M 0  for L1448N and 
0.1 M 0  for L1448S. These values should be regarded as lower limits because i) we have 
assumed optical thin emission, and ii) the excitation temperature used is likely to be an 
underestimate o f that appropriate to the CS and HCO+ lines observed (these transitions 
will probe deeper into each core than the NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) lines of Bachiller et al.). 
Our mass estimate is also dependent on the HCO+ fractional abundance ratio chosen.
From the H2 column density to visual extinction ratio quoted by Bohlin et al. 
(1978) we may also estimate the extinction towards L1448-mm and IRS3: From an 
N m / A v ~  2 X 1021, and using the HCO+ abundance ratio quoted above we arrive 
at an A v 1 for both L1448-mm and IRS3. By comparison, Bachiller et al. (1990) 
derive a value o f ^  5 from their NH3 observations o f this region. Notably, if this 
difference is due to our use o f an incorrect (overestimated) HCO+ abundance ratio 
and so an underestimated H2 column density, then correcting X HCO+  in the above 
mass calculation (by this factor of 5) brings the mass estimates derived above for both 
L1448N and L1448S in line with the clump masses measured by Myers & Benson (1983) 
in their quiescent cloud surveys.
4 .3 .4  The Virial Mass
An upper limit to each core mass may be obtained by assuming that both cloud cores 
are in virial equilibrium. The virial theorem states that in hydrostatic equilibrium twice 
the kinetic energy o f the cloud gas particles balances the total cloud potential energy. 
Ignoring surface pressure from gas outside the cloud, and magnetic and rotational 
energy contributions to cloud support, then the gravitational potential energy fi is 
balanced by the thermal and turbulent kinetic energies;
2 ( E kin +  E th e r m ) +  ̂  ~  0 (4.1)
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For an ideal gas with 7  =  Cp/Cv =  5 /3 , the thermal energy contribution to cloud 
support
E  therm  =  \ c ~ ^ ~ k T k (4-2)i  p HmH
where M  is the cloud mass and M/^,HmH is the number o f thermal gas particles. At 
a gas kinetic temperature Tk =  10K and mass M  — 1M 0) E therm =  1 0 34 Joules (note 
that at this temperature the sound speed is 0.2 km s-1 ). By comparison, the bulk 
kinetic energy o f the gas particles in 3-dimensions is
Ekin =  Z- M v 2d (4.3)
where the velocity dispersion vd is e^.ual to the observed FW HM  spectral line width 
a  , assuming gaussian line profiles. For a cloud mass M  =  1 M 0  and an
emission line width ~  2 km s_1, Ekin =1.2 X  1037  Joules; this is a factor o f I03greater
than the thermal energy contribution to cloud support. Therefore, in deriving the virial
mass we may neglect E therm in equation 4.1.
The gravitational potential energy for a spherically symmetric mass distribution of 
constant density is (Dyson & Williams 1980, p. 178)
3 M 2G . ,
^ =  - 5  - S -  (“ '4)
and so from equations 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4 the virial mass is given by
, r 5 R a2 ,  .
M  =  (4.5)
Since the spectra averaged in figure 4.8 cover an area o f (2.7 X  101' cm ) 2 a cloud radius 
of 1.4 X  101' cm is used for both L1448N and L1448S. The line widths o f these averaged 
spectra, thus lead to virial masses o f ~3& 0M q (HCO+ ) and ~I2.0MQ (CS) for L1448N, 
and ~J50M q (H CO+ ) for L1448S. Although these values are subject to the accuracy 
o f the measured line-widths (an error o f approximately 1 0 -2 0 %), they are clearly much
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greater than those obtained from the HCO+ column densities above and so appear to 
be over-estimated. It is likely that additional forms o f cloud support (e.g. magnetic 
pressure or rotation) are required in the above equation for virial equilibrium (equation
4.4). However, this analysis does provide firm evidence that the observed line widths 
do not simply measure random gas motions which provide cloud support, but rather 
include rotation, turbulence and perhaps also infall or indeed outflow associated with 
each cloud core.
4.4  D ISC U SSIO N
4.4.1 Canto’s Steady Stellar W ind M odel
It is perhaps tempting to identify the H2 jet in figure 4.1 with the stellar wind model for 
HH objects proposed by Canto et al. (1980, 1988). He has considered the expansion of 
an isotropic wind into an ambient environment through which there is a density gradient 
extending in one direction. The static configuration, produced when the ram pressure 
of the wind equals the gas pressure of the molecular cloud, results in the formation of 
an ovoidal cavity along which ambient gas may be entrained and eventually dumped 
at the focus o f the cavity. Shocking along the cavity walls will produce hot-spots -  
HH nebulae (similar to the knots and bow-shocks observed here in L1448), though the 
brightest HH features will occur at the focus.
The H2 jet shown here does resemble the curving shocked face o f a cavity wall. The 
HCO+ and CS maps o f L1448S also show a density gradient extending radially away 
from the L1448-mm source, as required by the Canto model. However, one would also 
expect to see the opposite cavity wall, curving in the opposite direction and to the west 
o f the H2 structure in figure 4.1, together with faint emission from the wall nearest to 
us; i.e. from the axis o f the toroidal flow. The reader is referred to the observations of 
optical and infrared bipolar nebulae and to the optical jets where a cone o f emission 
is clearly discernible (e.g. GGD27, Aspin et al. 1989; Cep A  and Orion/IRC2, Lane 
1989; HH1/2, Strom et al. 1985).
Assuming for the moment an ovoidal cavity structure for the H2 jet in L1448, then 
from a simple geometrical argument (described in appendix B and shown here in figure
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C a v i t y
R a d iu s
Figure 4.10: A  d ra w in g  show ing  an ovoida l cav ity  s tru c tu re  s im ila r to  th a t proposed by 
C anto  (1 9 8 0 ). The H 2 je t  is included (draw n to  scale).
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4.10) we may calculate the expected ratio of near-IR fluxes that should be observed 
if the UKIRT beam is turned towards the eastern edge o f the cavity wall and then to 
the axis o f the cavity. This value may then be compared to the observed ratio; in this 
way we may check whether the emission from the axis o f the flow is likely to be weaker 
than the noise level o f the observations. Here I assume that the observed structure in 
figure 4.1 is the eastern cavity wall, and that the axis o f the cavity lies along a line 
joining the source L1448-mm to the knot farthest from this position, knot G (though 
note that this axis does not point towards the southern H2 feature, at (30", -75")). This 
axis is drawn on figure 4.10. Also, the H2 emission is assumed to be uniform around 
a circular cross-section at any given distance along the axis. This emission is assumed 
to derive from the cooling flow over the cavity wall: From Cox (1972), Canto (1980) 
points out that the thickness o f this boundary layer d is o f the order of 1 0 16cm (for a 
preshock wind density o f 10-100 cm - 3  and a shock velocity o f 10-20km s-1 ). This is 
indeed similar to the observed thickness. Finally, the radius o f the cavity, from the axis 
to the H2 knot labelled B in figure 4.10, is measured to be ~  9" (4 X 1016cm) and is 
used in the calculation below.
As the pixel scale o f the observations b =  0.62" (3 X 1015cm) is smaller than the 
thickness o f the cooling flow (1016 cm), then from equation B.2 the flux density ratio 
should be ~  6 . If the rear face o f the cavity is heavily obscured, this ratio may increase 
to ~  12. However, the peak H2 flux towards knot B measures 1.9 x lO - 1 8  W  m - 2pixel- 1 ; 
no emission is detected towards the axis above a noise level o f 0.13 XlO - 1 8  W  m - 2  
pixel- 1 . This leads to a lower limit for the edge/axial flux ratio o f ~  15, a value which 
is greater than would be expected from simple geometrical dilution. Clearly, if the H2 
structure in figure 4.1 does represent the eastern edge o f an ovoidal cavity, we would 
expect to detect faint emission from the axis of the cavity above the noise level attained 
in these observations. Of course the lack of emission from the opposite (western) cavity 
wall also undermines this model. Therefore it does not seem likely that a uniformly 
shocked ovoidal cavity model is applicable here.
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4.4 .2  Confined Stellar Jet M odels
Later modelling by Konigl (1982), Dyson (1984), Raga (1989), Falle et al. (1987) and 
others has been motivated by observations o f optical jets (detailed in Mundt et al. 
1987). These models go some way to accounting for the knotty structure in these jets, 
though like Canto’s (1980) model, they are steady-state models and so fail to account 
for the high proper motions measured for the individual knots (Reipurth 1989). Clearly, 
proper motion studies o f the H2 jet presented here are warranted. O f particular interest 
are the bow-shocks observed along the flow (labelled knots Ab, D and G in figures 4.10 
and 4.11 below). Whilst the knots along the jet may be steady-state phenomena, these 
bows may result from internal working surfaces in the flow produced by a variable 
wind-ejection velocity (Raga et al. 1989), or they may constitute “bullet” type HH 
objects and so possess high proper motions (Bachiller et al. 1991b, Norman & Silk
1979).
4.4 .3  Interpretation o f the L1448 Jet
However, ignoring these bow-shocks for the moment, then close scrutiny o f figure 4.1 
suggests that the remaining knots along the jet structure are not produced in the 
way described by the above authors. Instead, these shocks probably result from the 
impact o f a supersonic stellar wind from L1448-mm on the ambient molecular cloud 
core L1448N, observed here in HCO+ and CS and by Bachiller et al. (1990) in NH3.
Notably, the clumps in L1448 are strongly asymmetrical (unlike the knots in optical 
jets; e.g. Mundt et al. 1990). Further, the major axes of these ovoidal clumps do not lie 
along the outflow direction, but rather are tilted through a small angle. By replacing 
each knot with an oblique molecular shock, the plane of which is parallel to the major 
axis o f each clump, then we can immediately simulate quite accurately the overall 
smooth bend observed along the jet (though note that the section o f the jet labeled 
E to G seems to be detached from the lower jet portion). This is shown in figure 
4.11., where the angle o f incidence (#x), between the flow streamlines and the shock 
plane, and the angle of refraction (#2), also measured between the (post-shock) flow 
streamlines and the shock plane, are related at each molecular shock by the simple
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Figure 4 .1 1 : A  c o n to u r p lo t o f  the  northern  lobe o f the H2 je t  s tru c tu re . M o lecu la r shocks 
have been draw n in at an angle 91 =  10°. Th is angle produces qu ite  w ell the  cu rva tu re  in 
the  flo w  (show n by the  arrowed line).
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theoretical argument
tantfj =  6  X tan # 2 (4.6)
Equation 4.6 is obtained from equation 1.4 (for a molecular shock): As the flow passes 
through each shock, only the velocity component perpendicular to the shock plane is 
thermalised. Since the shocking is quite oblique (at each shock drawn in figure 4.11, 
=  1 0 °(± 1 °)), then this component is very small, at best ~  20 — 30 1cm s- 1  for an 
initial wind velocity o f ~  200 km s_1. The wind velocity component parallel to the 
shock remains unaffected and so the flow remains highly supersonic after this and many 
later shocks (the speed of the post-shock flow behind knot A  —  assumed to be the first 
shock traversed by the flow —  will be ~  197 km s_ 1  for the quoted pre-shock wind 
velocity). Clearly, the wind may traverse a large number o f these oblique shocks with 
little loss o f energy. Moreover, these planar molecular shocks present a very efficient 
way o f bending the flow from L1448-mm through the observed angle (~  15°).
Finally, the CO high-velocity outflow, situated on the outside of the curving H2 jet, 
presents further evidence that the H2 shock structure results from the interaction of 
a stellar wind from L1448-mm with the molecular clump L1448N. One might expect 
entrainment o f this ambient molecular gas by the stellar wind, and so hope to observe 
a molecular (C O ) outflow lobe coincidental with the H2 jet, such as is clearly detected 
here.
4.5 C O N C L U SIO N S
Imaging o f the bipolar CO outflow in L1448 in H2 v = l-0  S( 1 ) at 2.12/i reveals a 
remarkable jet-like structure closely associated with the blue-shifted CO outflow lobe. 
The jet itself appears to consist of a series o f planar shocks, together with three bow- 
shocks equally spaced along the jet length. The planar shocks are thought to produce 
the observed bend in the flow, which measures ~  15° over the observed jet length. 
The shocks most probably result from the impact of a stellar wind from L1448-mm 
on the molecular cloud core situated to the north o f the jet source. Moreover, this
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interaction is thought to produce the northern lobe of the associated CO outflow via 
some entrainment process.
Conversely, the bow-shocks observed along the jet may result from individual dense 
clumps or bullets within the outflow or from a variable wind ejection velocity. Notably, 
the bow-shock sizes decrease with increasing distance from the source; this trend is 
consistent with the observed deceleration along the CO outflow.
I also report sub-millimeter observations o f the L1448 ambient cloud envelope. Colo­
cated HCO+ J=3-2 and CS J=5-4 clumps peak towards the two embedded infrared 
sources in this region. Mass estimates derived for both cloud cores (labeled L1448N 
and L1448S here) from HCO+ column densities are far smaller than virial masses ob­
tained from HCO+ and CS line widths. These latter virial mass estimates are believed 
to seriously over-estimate the true core masses. Core collapse, rotation and perhaps 
also outflow are thought to contribute to the observed molecular line widths; these 
processes have not been considered in the analysis.
Chapter 5
HH34: An Optical Jet System
S U M M A R Y :  In the  fo llo w in g  chapter I discuss N H 3 observations o f  the  m olecu lar envi­
ronm en t around H H 34 and its exc iting  star. N H 3 (1 ,1 )  in teg ra ted  in tens ity  contours  reveal 
tw o  peaks, though  ne ither is co inc ident w ith  the H H34S bow -shock nor w ith  the  exc iting  
source o f  the  system . Instead, the northern  peak is o ffse t by ~  40 arcseconds east o f 
the source (H H 3 4 IR S ), w h ils t a ridge o f emission appears to  fo llo w  the  o u tflo w  d irec tion . 
Tow ards H H34IRS the  N H 3 co lum n density is low er by a fa c to r o f  ~  10 than  tow ards N H 3 
peaks elsewhere in the  H H 34 system . On com paring  the  N H 3 m orpho logy  in H H 34 w ith  
th a t seen in o th e r young stars w ith  ou tflow s, th is  apparent underabundance occurs qu ite  
fre q u e n tly : In m any cases, there is no centra l N H 3 condensation, but ra the r th is  m olecule 
is confined to  a to ro id a l s tru c tu re  th a t surrounds the  source. T h is  scenario is discussed 
here. A lso, a map show ing the d is tr ib u tio n  o f  l\IH3 (1 ,1 )  o p tica l depth around H H 34 re­
veals an add itio n a l o p tica lly  th ick , unresolved clum p associated w ith  the  H H34S bow -shock. 
Rem arkably, the  co lum n density is h igher here than in any o th e r position  observed, even 
though  the  in tegra ted  line in tens ity  contours clearly decrease tow ards th is  pos ition .
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5.1 IN T R O D U C T IO N
HH34 is certainly a clear-cut example o f the association o f Herbig-Haro shocks with 
optical jets and young stellar objects. Discovered independently by Reipurth et al. 
(1986) and Mundt (1986), the HH34 system lies at a distance o f ~460pc in the south­
east corner o f the dark cloud L1640 in Orion. From the optically visible HH34 source 
(HH34IRS), a knotty 30 arcsecond long jet extends south towards the bow-shaped HH 
nebula, labeled HH34S by Biihrke et al. (1988). The photograph in figure 5.1, obtained 
from an R-band UK Schmidt plate (no. OR 14052), shows this optical jet and bow- 
shock structure quite clearly. The more sensitive R-band imaging by Biihrke et al. has 
also identified a similar, though fainter bow-shock equidistant from the source to the 
north. They label this feature HH34N. The close alignment o f the apices of HH34N 
and S with the jet and source, and the high proper motions o f each nebula all suggest 
that the HH objects are the “working surfaces” o f a bipolar jet or outflow from the 
exciting young stellar object.
Photometric observations indicate a near-infrared excess towards the source o f the 
HH34 system, HH34IRS (Reipurth et al. 1986). Whilst these authors recognise that a 
significant part o f the luminosity is emitted in the far-IR, they never-the-less estimate 
a total luminosity of 0.5 L0  for the source. From a low-resolution red spectrum they 
further estimate the extinction towards HH34IRS; A v ~  5.
Reipurth et al. (1986) also provide millimeter-wavelength observations o f the HH34 
molecular environment. Their 13CO integrated intensity contours peak on the exciting 
source for the jet and HHs. 12CO spectra however show no indication o f high-velocity
wings down to a T*A ~  50mK (this lack of a molecular outflow counterpart to the optical
povijcfe
jet has recently been confirmed by Matthews K 1991, who similarly observed the 
exciting star, jet and HH34S bow-shock, though in CO J=3-2 and with a 15 arcsecond 
beam). Observations o f the region have also been made in NH3 with the VLA (Anglada 
et al., 1991 -  AERTCH). They report the detection of a ring o f emission to the east of 
the central exciting source, plus a clump associated with the reflection nebula near the 
end o f the optical jet.
I also present here NH3 observations of the HH34 surroundings, though at a higher
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sensitivity. The detection o f both main and hyperfine components o f the (1,1) transi­
tion allow us to examine the variation in optical depth around the region. I compare 
our data with the higher resolution VLA NH3 results, as well as with other molecu­






F ig u r e  5 .1 : An R-band im age o f the  je t  and bow -shock in H H34. Im age scale 2 arc- 
se c /m m .
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5.2 O B SE R V ATIO N S
The NH3 observations presented here were obtained with the Max-Plank-Institut fur 
Radioastronomie 100 metre radio telescope located in Effelsberg, Germany during De­
cember 1989. We observed the (1,1) and (2,2) inversion transitions simultaneously, 
each at approximately 23.7GHz (1.3cm), using the 18 -  26 GHz maser receiver and 
auto-correlating spectrometer split into two 512 channel bands (though the signal to 
noise level obtained was not sufficient to detect the latter transition). At these frequen­
cies the beam width measures 40 arcseconds FW HM  (at 460pc, 40" ~0.1pc); the main 
beam efficiency is 0.4. In mapping the region a grid spacing o f 20 arcseconds was used. 
We were also interested in obtaining velocity information and so observed with high 
spectral resolution (12.2 kHz or 0.15 km s_1). Typically, the system temperature was 
~65K . The on-source integration time for each point was 2  minutes, the only exception 
being towards HH34S, where we integrated for 6  minutes to reduce the noise. The 
observing technique consisted o f integrations o f 2 or 3 on-source positions followed by 
an observation o f a reference position 30 arcminutes east of the map centre. Pointing 
checks were made every few hours, and so the error was less than 5 arcseconds nns.
5.3 RESULTS
5.3.1 N H 3 Total Integrated Intensity M ap
In figure 5 .2 1 show a grid o f the spectra observed towards the jet, the source and the HH 
nebula in HH34, together with in figure 5.3 a contour plot o f the NH3 (1,1) integrated 
line intensity (main component only). Sketched onto figure 5.3 is HH34S, the jet and 
the source HH34IRS. The ammonia emission is clearly restricted to the source and jet 
regions; notably the NH3 also extends along the outflow direction, down from the east 
o f the source to the west of HH34S. Two features are resolved, a peak ~  40 arcseconds 
to the east o f the source and a north-south “ridge” peaking ~  2 0  arcseconds south of 
the end o f the optical jet.
The peaks in this single-disli map o f NH3 emission are in close agreement with 
the compact VLA clumps observed by AERTCH; the eastern peak coincides with the 
partial shell-like structure seen at higher resolution, and the peak o f the N-S ridge
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Figure 5.2: T he  N H 3 (1 ,1 ) spectra observed tow ards the  H H 34 system . G rid spacings 
are 2 0 "t T he Effelsberg 100m telescope beam measures 40" a t 23 .7 G H z. T he  map centre
is a t « (1 9 5 0 ) =  5/ l33m03*.9 , <5(1950) =  -0 6 ° 2 9 '5 3 ” .
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50 0 - 5 0
R.A. O ffset (arcsecs)
F ig u r e  5 .3 : A  co n to u r p lo t o f  the NH 3 (1 ,1 )  antenna tem p e ra tu re , T\ in teg ra ted  fro m  5 
to  15 km  s-1  around HH34. T he fu ll con tours represent the  h igher levels; the  m axim um  
co n to u r is a t 0.21 K km  s-1  and the levels decrease in steps o f  0 .03 K km  s_ 1 . Sketched 
on are the H H 34 source ste lla r ob ject, a t approx. (0 " ,  60^); the  je t ;  H H 34S a t approx. 
( 2 0 " , —  4 0 ")  and the  re flection nebula fro m  B iih rke  et al. (1 9 8 8 ), a t approx. (0 " , 0 "). 
A ga in , the  m ap centre is a t a (1 9 5 0 ) =  5/i33m 03s.9, ¿ (1 9 5 0 ) =  - 0 6 o2 9 '5 3 ” .
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coincides with the VLA clump near the optical reflection nebula, marked on figure 5.3 
(see also Biihrke et al., 1988). Notably, neither NH3 peak is coincident with the exciting 
source nor with the HH object.
The main beam brightness temperature (=  T^/r]b) o f the Effelsberg data towards 
the northern clump is «  0.4K (see figure 5.5, and note here the temperature scale is T%). 
The VLA data give 0.7K (see the discussion below); since the clump, as determined by 
the VLA, fills ~  20 — 40% of the Effelsberg (40") beam, these results are consistent if 
beam dilution is taken into account. There is clearly no other major source o f extended 
NH3 emission near HH34IRS.
We may compare the Effelsberg NH3 map to CS J=3-2 and J = 2 -l observations 
(Cernicharo 1990, Cernicharo et al. 1991) and to 13CO J = l-0  studies of the same 
region (Reipurth et al. 1986). In figure 5.4 I have superimposed the map produced 
by Cernicharo (1990) o f the CS J = 3 -2 /2 -l ratio onto the NH3 contour plot o f figure 
5.3. As discussed in section 2.3.3, the ratio o f antenna temperatures in LTE is related 
to the excitation temperature via TjJ(3 — 2)/T ^ (2  — 1 ) oc exp( — hv32/kTex), where Tex 
defines the relative populations o f the J=3 to J=2 rotational levels via the Boltzmann 
equation. Large Velocity Gradient (LVG) models by Scoville & Solomon (1974) predict 
that for the rotational levels of CS Tex is dependent on the gas density. Providing the 
emission is optically thin (not unreasonable for the 3-2 and 2-1 CS lines observed in 
HH34 since the jet, source and HH are optically visible), then Cernicharo (1990) also 
maintains that for a kinetic temperature o f 1 0 K, the C S (3 -2 )/(2 -l) ratio is also strongly 
dependent on density. However, if the emission is tliermalised then Tex is sensitive to 
the gas kinetic temperature also. Thus, although Cernicharo attributes the observed 
peaks in the C S (3 -2 )/(2 -l) ratio to high-density features, I add the cautionary note 
that gas heating may produce an additional enhancement in this ratio; the CS ratio is 
notably high towards the source, the optical jet and the HH object, regions where gas 
heating is likely to occur.
From the comparison o f CS and NH3 data in figure 5.4 then, notably the northern 
single dish (and VLA) NH3 emission peak at relative position (+20", +80") does not 
coincide with the CS 3-2/2-1 peak at the central source. Nor do we see an NH3 peak
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NH3 (1 ,1 ) Ta* integrated around HH34
R.A. O ffset (arcsecs)
Figure 5.4: C ontours o f  the  CS J = 3 - 2 /J = 2 - l  ra tio  taken fro m  C ern icharo  et al. (1991) 
superim posed o n to  figu re  5.3. T he CS peaks tow ards the source and to  the  south o f  H H34S, 
and appears to  show  a ridge connecting  these tw o  peaks.
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towards the two CS peaks below the HH34S bow-shock (this situation is similar to 
that in HH2, where the NH3 peaks are offset from the molecular peak traced in HCO+ 
J=3-2; see chapter 3 o f this thesis). Equally, the weak CS ridge between the source and 
HH34S does not peak near the reflection nebula (marked on figures 5.3 and 5.4); the 
NH3 contours clearly peak at this position. The CS does seem to follow the north-south 
extension o f the NH3 “ ridge” however.
Lower resolution 13CO observations conducted by Reipurtli et al. (1986) also ap­
pear to differ from the NH3 results. Reipurth et al. again observe a molecular peak 
towards the central source HH34IRS. The non-correlation with the NH3 observations 
may however be due to the larger 100 arcsecond beam used for the 13CO observations: 
From the NH3 contour plot in figure 5.3 we see that a fully sampled 13CO map, centred 
on HH34IRS with 50" spacings, would show a peak coincident with the source if the 
13CO emission coincides with the NH3. Higher resolution 13CO observations are clearly 
needed to establish whether the 13CO is confined to a distinct clump centred on the 
source, or whether the 13CO does in fact peak towards the NH3.
In short, the low-resolution NH3 results o f figures 5.2 and 5.3 do not correlate well 
with the CS 3-2/2-1 ratio maps towards either the source or HH34S, though both the 
NH3 and CS single dish observations do show the presence o f a north-south ridge ex­
tending roughly along the outflow direction. The offset of the 13CO peak from the 
northern NH3 clump may conversely be due to the low resolution o f the 13CO observa­
tions.
5.3.2 N H 3 Column Density Estimates
From our observations we may estimate gas column densities in this HH system; towards 
the NH3 peak situated ~  40 arcseconds east o f the HH34 source, but also towards the 
source itself where the contours in figure 5.3 are decreasing. The NH3 column density 
is once again given by (chapter 3);
3 1 +  exp(—Tq/T) j)  6v Tj j
N n h 3 =  1.48 X 101 3    "LHHL iff
1 -  exp(—Tq/Tj j )  / j  x
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where T0 =  hu11/k, Sv is in km s_ 1  and N NH3 is in cm -2 . Reipurth et al. (1986) 
estimate a value o f 25K for the CO excitation temperature towards their molecular 
clump in HH34. Adopting this value for excitation temperature, TX i, then the fraction 
o f NH3 molecules in the (1,1) rotational state is / x j =  0.44 (Martin & Barrett 1978).
In figure 5.5 I show the spectrum towards the NH3 intensity peak at (40",60"). 
Although the line intensity appears to peak at approximately (20")80") in figure 5.3, in 
the discussion below we see that the optical depth and the column density is greatest 
towards (40",60"). Also, the northern VLA peak observed by AERTCH is found at this 
position. Consequently, I choose to calculate N NH3 towards (40",60"); via equation 
1.19, rlfl =  1.2(±0.2), and since the line width is Sv =  1 .0(±0.3) km s_1, then the NH3 
column density is N NH3 =  2.4(±0.6) X 1015cm-2 .
Toward HH34IRS at (0 ",60"), the spectrum in figure 5.5 gives ri a =  0.2(±0.04) 
and Sv =  0 .6(±0.3) km s- 1 , resulting in a lower column density o f NNH3 =  2 .0 (±1 .1 ) X 
1 0 14cm~2. Ungerechts et al. (1980) suggest an abundance ratio ([NH3 ]/[H 2]) o f ~  1 0 - 7  
in small dark clouds, though the interstellar cloud models of Viala (1986) predict a ratio 
o f ~  2 X 10~8. Similarly, Herbst & Klemperer (1973) favour a value o f ~  10~8, whilst 
Marcaide et al. (1989) use a value of ~  3 X 10~ 8 in their analysis o f their observations 
o f the HH1-2 system. Collectively, these values imply an H2 column density o f between
2.4 X 1021 — 2.4 x 1022cm - 2  towards the NH3 intensity peak at (40", 60"), and a lower 
H2 column density of between 2 x 1020 -  2 X 1021cm “ 2 towards HH34IRS.
From their CO data, Reipurth et al. (1986) also calculate the column density of 
gas towards the HH34IRS source. They arrive at a value not unlike that derived above, 
Njj =  5 X 1021cm - 2 , though this of course is a mean value for the region covered by 
their larger 100" beam which when centred on HH34IRS also includes the northern 
NH3 clump.
By smoothing the VLA map to the 40" resolution of the Effelsberg observations -  
using a deconvolved beam size o f 9 =\/402 — 42 ~  40", we may estimate the percentage 
o f emission observed in the 40^ beam towards HH34IRS that is due to the nearby dense 
d umps seen with the VLA. From the VLA contour plot of AERTCH I have obtained 
values for the NH3 flux density at 8 " spacings (twice the VLA beam size) and converted
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NH3 (1 ,1 )  towards HH34 (2 0 ,80 )  NH3 (1 ,1 )  towards HH34 (4 0 ,6 0 )
NH3 (1 ,1 )  towards HH34 (0 ,60) NH, (1, 1)  towards HH34 ( 2 0 , - 4 0 )
Velocity (k m /s )
10 20 
Velocity (k m /s )
F ig u r e  5 .5 : Spectra, each binned over tw o  channels, taken fro m  th e  NH-j (1 ,1 )  map 
around H H 34. T he tw o  inner hyperfine com ponents are evident at VLSR ~  1km  s and 
17km  s_ 1 . T he  tem pera tu re  T ^  has no t been corrected  fo r  the  telescope beam effic iency 
nor fo r the  beam  fillin g .
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these to an equivalent (peak) brightness temperature, Ti from equation 1.13.;
-  A  1  f  S d v x  10~ 29 =  0.037 X /  5 o«' dv
[K] 2ku2 Qm A v j  ° ! [mJy.beam_ 1 .km.s-1 ]
where Soi is the VLA flux density, A v  the velocity range over which Soi is integrated 
and f lm the synthesised VLA beam (4.1" X 3.5") in rad2 . Assuming a gaussian beam 
profile for the Effelsberg antenna, and so using a gaussian weighting function, W i =  
exp (—4 ln2 d2/02), where d is the distance to each VLA cell position, we may obtain a 
value for the flux contribution from each VLA cell to the total flux within a 40" beam 
that is centred on HH34IRS. The main beam brightness temperature (in K) towards 
HH34IRS is then given by summing these weighted values;
T  Tj)
b E H )
where the summation is over all cells to a distance o f 30" from HH34IRS. We eventually 
arrive at a value Tb =  0.08K. This value is subject to the Effelsberg beam efficiency, =  
0.4, and so the contribution from nearby clumps to the equivalent antenna temperature 
that would be seen at Effelsberg is T*A =  0.032K. This compares to an observed TA =  
0.16K from the spectrum in figure 5.4: Evidently, only ~20%  of the emission towards 
HH34IRS in figure 5.4 is due to the nearby dense clumps; the column density estimate 
calculated above for HH34IRS is therefore an accurate measure o f NNH3 towards the 
source and we may safely conclude that the NH3 column density is a factor o f ~  10 
greater towards the northern peak, at (40", 60"), than towards HH34IRS.
5.3.3 N H 3 Optical Depth M ap
Since the NH3 and C S (3 -2 )/(2 -l) peaks do not coincide (figure 5.4), there is some 
evidence that in HH34 the NH3 (1,1) integrated intensity map does not fully illustrate 
the high-density features associated with not only the HH34 source, but also the optical 
jet and Herbig-Haro shocks: Is the NH3 optically thick towards the density peaks traced 
in the C S (3 -2 )/(2 -l) ratio?
I have produced in figure 5.6 a grey-scale map o f the distribution in main line optical 
depth, rx x, calculated from the main to hyperfine line ratio using equation 1.19 (see
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also Ho et al. 1983). Four o f the spectra used are shown in figure 5.5. The complete set 
o f optical depths used are listed in table 5.1. The optical depths measured increase from 
0 .0  (shaded grey) to a maximum value of 1 .2  (shaded black). I have only calculated 
values towards positions where we made at least a 3-a  detection o f each hyperfine 
component; consequently the white areas on the map represent regions where rx 1 was 
not calculated. From the observed noise level, I estimate an error of between 1 2  and 
2 0 % in rx l (the higher error being towards positions where the emission is weakest).
T a b le  5 .1 : O p tica l depths used to  cons truc t the  map in fig u re  5.6.
Position ri,i Position ri,i
(40,100) 0.14 (20,40) > 0 .0
(2 0 ,1 0 0 ) 0.25 (0,40) > 0 .0
(40,80) 0.90 ( 2 0 ,2 0 ) 0.46
(20,80) 0.47 (0 ,2 0 ) 0.90
(0,80) 0.40 (2 0 ,0 ) 0.80
(40,60) 1.18 (0 ,0 ) > 0 .0
(20,60) 0.77 (-2 0 ,0 ) 0.27
(0,60) 0 .2 0 (20,-40) 1 .1 2
As one might expect, the optical depth is high towards the more northerly peak in 
figure 5.2b -  particularly its eastern VLA rim at (40", 60"), thus confirming that the 
“hole” toward the exciting star is not due to high optical depths. The VLA and single 













4 0  2 0  0 - 2 0  4 0  2 0  0 - 2 0
R.A. Offset (arcsecs) R.A. O ffset (a r c s e c s )
F ig u r e  5 .6 : A  grey scale map show ing the  va ria tion  in N H 3 (1 ,1 )  o p tica l depth around 
H H 34 com pared to  the  co n to u r p lo t in figu re  5.3. The six shades o f  grey increase fro m  
r1 l — 0.0 to  1.25 (b la c k ) in steps o f 0.25. l\lo m easurem ents o f  tx 1 were made tow ards 
the  w h ite  background regions. M ap centre as fo r  Figure 5.2.
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Conversely, the emission is optically thin towards (0 ",40"), coincident with the optical 
jet and a dip in the NH3 contours, though towards HH34S (2 0 ", —40"), where we also 
see a decrease in the NH3 integrated intensity, ra x is notably high. The 40 arcsec beam 
used in our NH3 observations should be sufficiently small to resolve the CS clumps 
south o f HH34S recorded by Cernicharo et al. (1991), but no corresponding NH3 
peak was detected. Thus, even though the NH3 integrated intensity contours drop off 
towards HH34S, the NH3 (1,1) emission is still optically thick; evidence for the existence 
o f dense, though unresolved clumps. The primary beam o f the VLA observations of 
AERTCH did not cover this region, so any proposed small clumps remained undetected. 
Such clumping has similarly been observed in the region o f HH2  (Davis et al. 1992; 
discussed in chapter 3) and in HH7-11 (Rudolph & Welch 1988).
Finally, for comparison with the values calculated above we may similarly estimate 
the NH3 column density towards HH34S and towards the Effelsberg and VLA peak 
at (0 ",20"); in the HH object HH34S (2 0 " ,—40") where Tj 3 =  1 .1(±0.2) and 8v =  
1 .5(±0.3) km s- 1 ,1  calculate NNH3 — 2 .8(±0.7) x 1015cm- 2 . Towards the NH3 peak at 
(0 ",20") rx j =  0.9(±0.2) and 6v =  1 .0(±0.3) km s_1, I calculate NNH3 — 1 .8(±0.8) X 
1015cm~2. A  comparison is made with column densities calculated earlier in table 5.2. 
Again both values are roughly a factor of 10 greater than towards the source; notably, 
in HH34S the NH3 column density is highest towards the HH object.
5.4 D ISC U SSIO N  - A N O M A L O U S  N H 3 A B U N D A N C E S ?
5.4.1 Is N H 3 Underabundant Towards the Exciting Stars o f Outflows
The above observations show not only an offset in the NH3 peak from the exciting 
source in the HH34 system (by some 40 arcseconds), but also an apparent reduction, 
by a factor of ~  1 0 , in the NH3 column density towards HH34IRS compared to other 
NH3 peak positions and in particular compared to the HH bow-shock HH34S (table 5.2). 
Moreover, since the C S (3 -2 )/(2 -l) line intensity ratio map o f Cernicharo (1990) peaks
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T a b le  5 .2 : O p tica l depths and co lum n densities in HH34.
Position coords T\ Sv rl,l NNH3
(arcsecs^) (K ) (km s“ 1) ( x l 0 15cm~2)
Source (0,60) 0.15 0 .6 0 .2 0 .2
NH3 peak (40,60) 0.18 1 .0 1 .2 2.4
(VLA peak)
NH3 peak (20,80) 0.24 1 .0 0.5 1 .0
NH3 peak ( 0 ,2 0 ) 0 .2 0 1 .0 0.9 1 .8
HH34S (20,-40) 0.06 1.5 1 .1 2 .8
towards the central star, it would appear that the NH3 does not trace the underlying 
H2 density towards HH34IRS. However, whilst a similar, seemingly anomalous NH3 
abundance in HH2 was believed to result from excitation effects, towards HH34IRS the 
NH3 appears to be underabundant.
We may enquire as to whether NH3 peaks are frequently offset from embedded 
outflow sources and associated molecular gas peaks. Low-resolution (1.4 ’ ) NH3 mapping 
by Anglada et al. (1989) has recently been conducted around suspected outflow sources. 
Of the 12 regions mapped, NH3 peaks were detected towards only five o f the suspected 
sources, including HH34 (as well as Haro4-255 FIR, L43, RCrA and V l331C yg). The 
observed NH3 peaks were more frequently offset from the known IR sources in each field; 
in L1524 and HH38,43 for example the NH3 peaks are approximately 3 arcminutes away 
from the proposed sources. The authors suggest that these clumps may indicate the 
true locations o f the exciting sources associated with each system, though as we see 
here for HH34, it is equally likely that the NH3 peaks are offset from the actual density 
peaks towards the known IR objects.
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Earlier NH3 studies by Torrelles et al. (1983) have produced similar results, with 
anomalies evident towards HH26 IR, Mon R2, V645 Cyg and perhaps most strikingly 
towards the visible bipolar nebula S106, where the double-maximum NH3 structure 
peaks either side o f the exciting source. The same double-peaked NH3 structure has 
also been detected around SSV 59 (HH25-26) by Menten et al. (1987), whilst in the 
luminous outflow sources NGC2071 and G35.2N, Zhou et al. (1991) and Little et al. 
(1985) used high-resolution VLA observations to show the existence of “rings” o f NH3 
emission around the central energy sources. Observations of mm-wavelength emission 
from dust in these latter objects showed no evidence o f such rings; in both cases, there 
are unresolved cusps in the dust density distribution towards the central sources (Dent 
et al. 1989).
In LkHa234, the star is again offset from the NH3 peak, though it is coincident with 
CS and dust emission peaks. The CS and dust observations suggest that the source is 
at a peak in the H2 density (Gusten & Marcaide, 1986; Dent et al., 1989). Similarly, in 
the well-studied bipolar outflow source L1551, VLA observations have detected no NH3 
emission towards the dust/CS core. Instead, two peaks are detected near HH-objects 
and along the CO outflow (Torrelles et al. 1985). We took an additional high-sensitivity 
NH3 (1,1) spectrum of L1551 using the Effelsberg 40 arcsecond beam (figure 5.7) for 
comparison with published CS, C180  and HCO+ data (Menton et al. 1989). These 
other molecules all peak near IRS5 and in velocity space all appear to have maxima 
at 6.5 km s-1 ; from figure 5.7 however we see no corresponding component in NH3 (in 
fact no emission is detected at all above the noise level ~  0.03K). The NH3 therefore 
seems to trace a different molecular gas component to that seen in CS, HCO+ or C 180 .
5 .4 .2  N H 3 T oro id s
Clearly then, in outflows from young stars, NH3 integrated line-intensity peaks do not 
coincide with peaks in dust and other molecular gas tracers, which themselves peak 
towards the outflow sources. Instead, the NH3 is most often confined to clumps either 
side o f the source whilst being depleted near to the star; this structure is usually 
interpreted not in terms o f a disc, but rather as an NH3 toroid which encircles the 
source (Rodriguez 1987). This scenario is further supported by the fact that the axis
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NH3 (1, 1)  towards L1551 IRS5
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F ig u r e  5 .7 : S pectrum  o f N H 3 (1 ,1 ) tow ards L1551 IRS5.
that connects the NH3 peaks often lies perpendicular to the outflow direction. The 
sketch in figure 5.8 shows the proposed model.
The lack o f CS, HCO+ and HCN emission from the relatively Zory-density NH3 toroid 
is thought to be due to excitation effects (see the discussion in chapter 3): The inversion 
lines o f NH3 observed here become thermalised above gas densities o f 1 0 3 -  1 0 4 cm - 3  
(at temperatures o f a few 10s o f K). At similar gas temperatures the rotational lines of 
CS, H CO+ and HCN are sub-thermal. Consequently the emission will not peak towards 
these NH3 toroidal features, but rather will illustrate the increasing gas density closer 
to the source, labeled the inner disc in figure 5.8. (Rodriguez 1987). The CS line ratio 
towards the source in HH34 implies a gas density ~  106cm ~ 3 (Cernicharo 1990).
However, excitation effects alone do not account for the lack o f NH3 in the inner 
disc. One would still expect to see emission from this higher density region (note that 
in HH34 we see a distinct reduction in the NH3 column density towards the outflow 







F igu re  5 .8 : A  to ro id /d is c  model fo r o u tflo w  sources.
the inner disc is required to produce the apparent NH3 depletion near to the source 
(and so the observed toroidal structure).
Possible mechanisms include the selective fractionation o f NH3, via shocking or 
photodissociation, or a restriction on the formation of NH3. The former process seems 
unlikely since it requires a system that does not affect other molecules such as HCO+ , 
CS and HCN and yet depletes NH3; the photodissociation cross-section for NH3 is 
quite similar to the measured values for these other species (van Dishoek 1988). Also, 
the chemical models o f Pineau des Forets et al. (1990), which consider the effects 
o f low-velocity shocks ( 1 0  km s-1 ) in dense clouds, predict no reduction in the NH3 
abundance but rather favour a slight enhancement, since NH3 is thought to be formed 
through endothermic reactions involving nitrogen-bearing ions. Shocking will addition­
ally enhance the NH3 abundance through the desorption o f dust grain mantles (Sweitzer 
1978); Jones & Williams (1984) suggests that 5% of the mantle mass is NH3. Indeed, 
NH3 from grains is thought to contribute very significantly to the gas-phase abundance 
(Nejad et al. 1990).
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It seems more likely therefore that the underabundance of NH3 towards outflow 
sources is due to a restriction on formation. The synthesis o f NH3 in dark clouds is 
not well understood, though the decreased ionisation fraction in cloud cores is likely to 
result in a depleted NH3 abundance (Herbst et al. 1987, Prasad et al. 1987). If this 
process does indeed account for the observed depletion, then the anti-correlation in CS 
and NH3 maps in outflow regions is not a direct result o f active star formation, but 
should also occur in quiescent, cold dark clouds. Notably, Sokolov & Suu\!a<a (1990) 
report such an anti-correlation in the dark cloud L183.
If the aforementioned NH3 peaks do indeed represent toroids around dense, star- 
forming cloud cores —  rather than simply a chance alignment o f random clumps —  
then one would expect to see a relationship between the luminosity o f the central source 
and the mass of the toroid. In table 5.3 I list parameters taken from the literature for 
outflows which derive from both low and high-luminosity sources, and for which high 
resolution NH3 studies imply a toroidal structure. Single dish NH3 observations are
used to measure the NH3 column density towards each source. These values are then
/  _ 7  el&l-
converted to N H2 using an abundance ratio N NH^j N  H2 — 10 (Ungerechts 1980). We
may therefore estimate the torus mass for each source ; oc N H2 X R2 ( =  nH2 X R ).
The plot in figure 5.9 shows a reasonable correlation, further evidence that the 
observed NH3 peaks are linked to the star-formation process.
5.5 CONCLUSION
The observed NH3 (1,1) integrated line-intensity peaks in the HH34 region do not 
coincide with peaks seen in the CS J = 3 -2 /J = 2 -l line ratio map o f Cernicharo (1990). 
Instead, the NH3 is confined to a peak ~  40" east of the source and a ridge which 
extends in a north-south direction and peaks ~  2 0 " south o f the end o f the optical jet. 
Furthermore, towards HH34IRS the NH3 column density is less by a factor o f ~  10 than 
towards other NH3 peak positions in HH34. There is thus clear evidence that the NH3
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T a b le  5 .3 : IR -lum inosities, am m onia  disk rad ii and H2 co lum n densities (derived fro m  
N H 3 single-dish observa tions) tow ards IR /o u tflo w  sources.
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(n „2  R2)
Refs.
L1551 29 0 .0 2 1 2 " / 0 .0 1 8 x l 0 21 55.5 1,2,15
SSV59 40 0.08 40"/0.1 4 .8xl0 21 56.4 1,5,15
NGC2071 570 0 .1 10"/0.03 3 x l0 21 56.4 1,6,15
Cep A 15,000 0 .1 1 12"/0.04 7xl0 21 56.9 1,2,15
S106 19,000 0.16 40"/0.1 8 x l 0 21 57.2 1,18,18
Mon R2 28,000 0.5 40"/0.2 1 .8 x l 0 21 57.6 1,4,15
G35.2N 2 0 ,0 0 0 0.16 7"/0.07 5x l0 22 58.1 17,3,3
HHl-2 50 0.03 4"/0.01 6 x l 0 21 55.7 13,13,16
IRAS 27 0 .0 1 2 6"/0.005 2 x l 0 22 55.4 7,8,8
16293-2422
AFGL 70,000 0.04 6"/0.06 1.5xl021 55.3 9,10,15
2591
HH34 0.5 0 .1 4"/0.01 2 x l 0 21 - 11,12,19
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F igu re  5.9: P lo t o f  source b o lo m e tric  lum inosity  against N H x R 2. T he  e rro r bars represent 
the  u n ce rta in ty  in to ro id  radius due to  the telescope beam  size. W here  a b o lo m e tric  
lu m in o s ity  was no t know n, an IR lum inos ity  was used.
is underabundant towards the central exciting star in HH34; caution should certainly 
be exercised when using NH3 as a tracer of gas density towards outflow sources.
The observed offset in the NH3 peaks from the source in HH34 (the clump observed 
in C S (3 -2 )/(2 -l) and so presumably the underlying H 2 density) is not uncommon; 
NH3 peaks are frequently observed either side of the source in outflow systems, whilst 
dust and other gas density tracers peak on the source position. This morphology is 
interpreted in terms of an outer, low-density toroid which encircles a higher-density 
inner disc; both are centred on the source and the polar axis o f each is parallel to the 
outflow direction. The lack o f CS, HCN and HCO+ emission from the outer toroid is 
thought to be due to excitation effects, whilst the accompanying lack o f NH3  emission 
from the dense, inner disc is believed to result from a depleted NH3 abundance (possibly 





6.1 C O N C L U SIO N S
The research work presented in this thesis is largely concerned with studying the molec­
ular structure o f energetic outflows and stellar winds, Herbig-Haro (HH) objects and the 
ambient cloud in star-forming regions. Observations at millimeter and sub-millimeter 
wavelengths allow us to examine the structure and dynamics o f the molecular cloud 
environment and precursor (or pre-shock) HH gas; conversely, studies at optical and 
infrared wavelengths probe only the hot, shocked or fluoresced gas in outflows and 
towards young stellar objects. Thus, the longer-wavelength observations are comple­
mentary to the erstwhile more common optical and infrared studies, providing a more 
complete picture o f the star-formation process.
6.1.1 Molecular Outflows
Sub-millimeter observations of the outflow from GGD27 IRS in CO J = 2 -l, though 
not unusual, complement earlier CO J = l-0  observations (Yamashita et al. 1989) and 
further illustrate the need for care when analysing the data; particularly, mass and sub­
sequent momentum and kinetic energy estimates for the outflow are found to be strongly 
dependent on the excitation temperature o f the observed transition. Simply obtaining 
Tex from the peak line brightness temperature, as is usually the case, is clearly not suf­
ficient. Instead, sensitive multi-isotope and multi-wavelength observations are required 
to establish accurately the opacity, filling factor and then the excitation temperature 
in the high-velocity line-wings (the outflow gas). Only then may we be confident that 
estimates o f outflow mass and energetics are accurate.
Detection o f the CO 2-1 line-wings to high outflow velocities also allows us to as­
certain the orientation o f the flow: Here the outflow lies close to the plane o f the sky 
since the rear side o f the conical blue-shifted lobe is slightly red-shifted and vice-versa. 
Furthermore, the observed molecular outflow is not sufficiently powerful to excite the 
HH objects HH80/81. Instead, an associated atomic wind component to the outflow is 
the likely power source.
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6.1.2 Herbig-Haro Objects
Attempts to observe dense, molecular features in Herbig-Haro objects kave met with 
some success, even though the emission from the low-J transitions o f density tracers such 
as HCO+, CS and NH3 is notoriously weak near HH objects. A  quiescent, stationary 
molecular peak has been observed ahead o f the rapidly moving HH shock in HH2. 
The narrow molecular line widths (observed in HCO+ and NH3) and the low peak 
LSR velocities imply that this well-defined clump does not represent a high-velocity 
bullet or a layer o f swept-up gas but instead seems to be a stationary, shocked, dense 
clump within the ambient molecular cloud. Similar quiescent molecular emission has 
been observed towards other HHs (HH1 , HH34). Moreover, this scenario does not 
fit into current popular jet-working-surface/buUet HH models, but rather favours i) a 
“ shocked-cloudlet” HH model in which a stellar wind impacts small, quiescent, dense 
clumps o f ambient cloud gas (the optical knots that comprise HH2  thus being shocks 
around individual dense clumps), or ii) a “light” -jet-working-surface scenario where the 
stellar wind impacts a much larger ambient cloud feature; a dense, stationary cloud core. 
Notably, the molecular clump in HH2 is of comparable size to cloud cores seen in dark 
cloud surveys. A  more detailed analysis o f this clump and a search for similar features 
in other HH objects is required. Further, observations of molecular bullets or swept-up 
layers will also be possible when more sensitive receivers and higher resolution imaging 
(sub-millimeter interferometry) become widely available. Are HCO+ peaks common 
to many if not all HH objects, and does the HCO+ accurately trace the underlying H2 
gas density?
6.1 .3 Stellar W inds
A search for infrared counter-parts to optical stellar jets in molecular outflows has 
revealed a remarkable jet-like feature associated with the high-velocity CO outflow in 
L1448. The blue-shifted CO outflow lobe lies on the outer edge o f the curved L1448 
jet, imaged in the v = l - 0  S( 1 ) ro-vibrational line of H2. This near-infrared emission 
seems to derive from oblique, planar shocks produced along a cavity wall which may 
well represent the interface between a stellar wind and a swept-up molecular shell 
(observed here in CO J = 2 - l ) .  These observations certainly add credence to models in
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which molecular outflows represent ambient material that is entrained by a collimated 
stellar wind. Indeed, HCO+ and CS mapping o f L1448 reveal a molecular cloud core 
to the north o f the outflow source; a stellar wind impacting this cloud and entraining 
ambient gas would account for the H2 shock-structure and the co-located high-velocity 
CO outflow.
We also see strong bow-shaped features, o f decreasing size, and at equal intervals 
along the extent o f the jet. These may be the result o f high-velocity molecular “bullets” 
within the outflow, or else internal working surfaces along the flow, produced by a time- 
dependent outflow velocity. There is certainly evidence for such high-velocity clumps 
along the outflow from CO 2-1 observations and later J = 2 -l v = 0  SiO studies o f this 
region (Bachiller et al. 1990, 1991b).
Clearly further imaging and spectroscopy o f the above outflow /jet system is war­
ranted, particularly to establish molecular line widths, proper motions and line ratios 
at various points along the jet length. Futhermore, with the advent o f ever-more sensi­
tive infrared array cameras, near-infrared imaging of other molecular outflows, situated 
deep within molecular clouds, will likely provide observations o f similar “stellar jets” 
associated with most, if not all, CO outflows.
6.1 .4  The Ambient Cloud; Chemistry
I have also investigated the reliability of a number o f molecular gas tracers, commonly 
used to illustrate the underlying H2 density and dynamical structure in clouds and 
outflows associated with young stellar objects. Notably, I observe a distinct lack of 
correlation between the spatial morphologies of HCO+ , NH3 and C180  in HH1/2 and 
in other outflow/HH systems: Towards HH2, peaks in HCO+ J=3-2 do not coincide 
with peaks in NH3 (1,1), whilst the C180  J = 2 -l emission appears evenly distributed 
throughout the HH region. The HCO+ /C lsO anomaly is attributed to the different 
excitation conditions required by each observed transition, though the NH3 distribution 
seems more difficult to explain: Is the NH3 underabundant (with respect to other 
molecular species) in HH2? Shock models predict an increase in the NH3 abundance, 
though in HH2 we see a distinct decrease in the NH3 column density towards the optical 
HH nebula (the shock front) —  where the HCO+ clearly peaks. Further abundance
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measurements o f this and other species, in HH2  and in other HH objects, are plainly 
required.
Observations towards the HH34 jet and HH system again show that NH3 integrated 
intensity peaks do not coincide with peaks seen in other molecules. Indeed, a search 
through the literature shows that this trend is observed towards many other outflows 
and associated exciting sources: Often two NH3 peaks are observed either side o f the 
source, whilst the emission from dust and other molecules peaks very precisely on the 
source. This curious NH3 structure is believed to result from an underabundance of 
NH3 towards outflow sources, the NH3 being confined to a large scale outer toroid that 
encircles each source; observations of high-density gas tracers such as CS, HCO+ etc. 
are required to probe the inner, high-density disc regions around young stellar objects. 
Hence, NH3 is not deemed to be the best tracer of the underlying gas density towards 
sites o f stellar formation.
In summary, sub-millimeter observations o f the ambient molecular cloud/precursor 
gas in HH objects and along stellar “jets” complement earlier optical studies. Indeed 
they allow us to establish the true nature o f the shock process in each case: In HH2 and 
HH34S the optical shock structure clearly precede-s a dense ambient cloud core, and 
in L1448 shocking o f the stellar wind is only observed where again the wind impacts 
a dense cloud core (no shocks are seen along the southern CO outflow lobe were the 
gas density decreases). From this one may conclude that the brightest shocks along 
an outflow from a young star, what are usually termed the HH objects, occur as the 
flow collides with a density peak in the surrounding cloud envelope. Moreover, it seems 
likely that this is the case in many, if not all bright HH objects.
6.2 F U T U R E  R E S E A R C H  G O ALS
Mass outflows from regions o f star formation are observable via molecular tracers, typi­
cally CO rotational lines, and via the optical and infra-red emission produced in shocks 
within the outflow and as the flow interacts with the ambient surroundings. We know 
these shocks as the optical emission-line nebula, Herbig-Haro Objects (HHs), though
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many HHs are now thought to be simply the brighter knots within more continuous 
high-velocity, highly collimated optical (stellar) jets.
A  sizeable number o f molecular outflows are now known to exist and a similar num­
ber o f optical jets and HHs have also been identified. However, if we are to understand 
the outflow process, its origin and driving mechanism, the relationship between molecu­
lar outflows and optical jets and the interaction between energetic winds and the parent 
cloud we require additional coherent observational support: Whilst detailed studies of 
a relatively small number of flows exist (L1551, HH7-11, HHl-2, DR21 etc.), there are 
still many fundamental questions concerning all outflows that remain unanswered:
• Are molecular outflows and stellar jets intrinsically linked? Do both CO 
outflows and “optical” stellar jets occur at the same time in the early stages o f a 
young stars evolution? High velocity jets have been observed towards a growing 
number o f T-Tauri stars and embedded IR sources. However, whilst molecular 
outflows are more commonly associated with IR sources, stellar jets usually derive 
from T-Tauri stars (believed to be a later stage o f a stars early development, when 
the star becomes optically visible). Indeed, towards the archetypal jets HH34 and 
H H l/2  no molecular counterpart has yet been traced (Matthews 1991 private 
communication, Davis et al. 1992). This is perhaps not surprising since towards 
the more heavily embedded sources, where molecular outflows are observed any 
optical emission from a jet (internal of a CO flow) will be heavily obscured. 
Clearly, the way forward is to search for the IR counterparts of optical jets within 
molecular outflows; sub-arcsecond imaging is now possible in the near-IR. Initially, 
the best candidate sources are those where extremely high velocity (EHV) CO 
wing emission has been discovered and mapped (where the line wings extend 
to >  50 km s_1; e.g. Bachiller et al. 1990). IR jet counterparts are likely to 
derive from these outflows since the presence of EHV molecular gas implies the 
existence of a similarly energetic driving stellar wind. The more classic, less 
energetic CO outflows should however also be considered. Additional IR long-slit 
spectroscopy would provide complementary velocity information; for comparison 
with molecular outflow velocity data.
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• A re all molecular outflows actually hollow? There is some evidence that 
molecular outflows represent a swept up shell o f ambient molecular material, en­
trained by an energetic atomic/ionised wind. A number o f outflows exhibit quite 
obvious “limb-brightening” . However, many outflows do not appear hollow. This 
is probably due to a lack o f angular resolution and signal-to-noise. A  systematic 
survey o f a number o f known, CO outflows is needed, at highest possible spatial 
and velocity resolutions. A  small number of points at positions across the width 
o f each flow lobe, preferably in an optically thin CO isotope towards outflows 
where each lobe is clearly separated, would provide the necessary spatial/velocity 
information to distinguish between hollow or filled outflow models (high signal- 
to-noise observations may reveal the rear edge o f the molecular shell, the edge 
that in flows in the plane of the sky is expanding away from us). W ith the advent 
o f sensitive SIS receivers, this project is now possible.
• Are molecular outflows driven by ionised/atom ic energetic winds? There 
is growing evidence that CO outflows are driven by stellar winds, not least the 
optical jets discussed above. However, the entrainment o f ambient molecular gas 
should result in shocks along the interface between the stellar wind and the en­
trained molecular material; i.e. a shocked, cavity wall should be observable. There 
is some evidence for this at optical wavelengths, but again due to the high extinc­
tion towards CO outflows observations in the IR are preferable. The shock angles 
that result as a stellar wind entrains ambient gas will furthermore be oblique. The 
shock velocity component perpendicular to the stellar wind/molecular flow inter­
face may thus be too low to produce strong optical recombination-line emission. 
Instead, ro-vibrational line emission from H2, lines that occur in the near-IR, will 
result and may be imaged. Additional spectroscopy will provide velocity informa­
tion and line ratios for comparison with current shock models. A  survey o f known 
molecular outflows is clearly needed, though once again Bachiller’s detailed maps 
o f EHY molecular outflows present excellent initial candidates for examining the 
entrainment process (via observations of the stellar wind/molecular outflow in­
terface).
• Are molecular outflows driven by accretion? Accurate measures o f optical
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depths, gas temperatures and consequently outflow masses lead to accurate ki­
netic energy estimates for, again, known molecular flows (mapping o f the entire 
flow would not be necessary). These may then be compared with estimates of the 
energy released by accretion (from accretion disk masses and ultimately observed 
mass infall rates). If outflows are driven by accretion, we would further expect 
the accretion time scale to be comparable to (or longer than) the dynamical time 
scale for outflow; would a plot o f accretion period vs. outflow period for both low 
and high-mass star forming systems show a correlation?
• W hat is the effect of the ambient cloud envelope on the outflow pro­
cess? We know little o f the detailed structure of ambient cloud envelopes that 
surround star-forming systems. CO mapping suffers either from optical depth 
effects (simply probing the outer layers of the cloud) or excitation effects (the 
low-J rotational lines of CO are excited in relatively diffuse, cool environs -  thus 
even CO isotopes do not trace the dense cores and clumps associated with star- 
forming regions, but simply illustrate the overall gas column density). Detailed 
mapping —  obtainable with mm/sub-m m  interferometers —  in reliable density 
tracers; HCO+ , HCN, CS, dust etc. is required to search for density gradients 
or ambient clumps that may result in obscure HH nebulae (HHs that do not 
conform to the stellar jet/working surface scenario of Mundt 1988), or curved, 
obstructed or indeed ambipolar outflows. Additionally, it is becoming easier to 
observe high-velocity bullets or swept-up molecular layers in tracers other than 
CO, and this development should be followed up also.
Quite plainly, there is a wealth o f information to be gleaned from molecular studies 
o f outflows from young stars. In particular, line observations offer velocity information 
as well as detailed information on the spatial distribution o f the molecular material. 
There is however a distinct need to consider radio and millimeter/sub-millimeter obser­
vations and infrared and optical studies together. Notably, when analysed separately 
they often yield quite different results.
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Appendix A
Gas Column Densities from Radio & Millimeter Observa­
tions
The absorption coefficient is directly related to the gas density, ntot and optical 
depth tv and so may be used to establish a relationship between these two quantities. 
The following treatment is outlined in Rohlfs (1986, Chapter 13), and Chandler (1990).
For a transition in the rotational ladder o f a linear molecule, i —> j  ( j  being the 
upper rotational level), /cv is related to the occupancy of the two levels {n i and n ■) and 
the rates for stimulated transitions between these levels (B -  and B-)\
where </> is the line profile function (discussed below). Now, in thermodynamic equilib­
rium, B f- • and B:i are related to the spontaneous transition rate, A  -  by
Also, since the level populations ni and n- are related to the statistical weights g{ and
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gj by the Boltzman equation
—  =  — exp 
ni 9i
(A .l)
then our equation for becomes
(A .2)
At this point we must substitute for From the Boltzmann equation, A .l,
above, we may estimate the fraction  of molecules excited to level i
where hvl0 is the energy o f level i above the ground level and Q is the partition function, 
which for the rotational states of a linear molecule is given by (Rohlfs 1986 p .279)
the lower lying /-states (up to about hv =  kT). For simplicity, we shall evaluate the 
sum as an integral and further assume that Tex is the same for all /-levels, and that 
huj0 <C kTex. Substituting also for the molecular rotational constant, Be 
(a constant for each molecule; here j  is the higher rotational state) then the above 
reduces to
(A .3)
In the low-temperature environment of molecular clouds, molecules will only populate
Substituting for Q in equation A .3, multiplying both sides by gj/gi and rearranging 
gives
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9 i
9j (  hBe 
gl 9'ntot \kTea
exp
=  (2 j +  l)n tot M ekT exp
kT..
-hBe i(i +  1 )
k f Z
I have here also substituted for the statistical weight, which for linear molecules is given 




( 2  j  +  1 )n tot
hB
kT.[
e , , -h B  i(i  +  1)
' exp 1 e v '
kT
i hvH
^ e x p | l r :
4, (A .4)
Finally, since is related to the optical depth by
T‘' = JK„dx ~  k„L
where L is the depth into the molecular region, and of course with the column density 
o f the gas N  — ntotL, then equation A .4 becomes
—hBei(i +  1 ) '=  dc£Î(2,- + 1)fTâL
S w p 2l +  1> {k T
I exp kTex
i hvA
1 - e x p |  w i T
<pN (A .5)
This relates the op tica l d ep th  to the co lu m n  d en s ity  of gas, though because o f the 
value of Q chosen, the above only applies to low-J transitions in linear molecules (e.g. 
CO, HCO+ , HCN, CS etc.) in the cool environments typical o f interstellar molecular 
clouds.
E x a m p le  1: r  <  1 ,h u  <  kT ,T ex >  Tbb
To finally measure the column density N , we must establish a relationship between 
N  and the brightness temperature (derived from T\). Now, at radio, mm and sub- 
mm wavelengths, the optical depth o f an observed line is not always known. However,
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it may often be assumed to be < 1 . The source brightness temperature is given by 
equation 1.14 (chapter 1), and in the optically thin limit
Th ~  t  (T  -  Til) ~  r  To i/ V ex  -LbbJ —  ex
The observed line profile is determined by Doppler broadening. Consequently, (¡>.dv 
is the fraction of molecules whose radial velocity lies within the range dv =  (c/u)du 
(Spitzer 1978 p.36). Over the whole line f  (fr.dv normalises to unity. Thus, substituting 
for t v in equation A .5 and integrating relates Tb to N
J - ^ .d v  =  ^  87Tul ( 2 j  +  1 )3* hBekT exp -hBei(i +  1 ) kT ~ exp kT N J  (p.dv
and finally re-arranging
N 4
i exp ( * * $ & ! )
A# ( 2  j  +  1 )B e I1 exP ( l b f ) ]
j  Tt .dv
-  (1-94 X 10
- 1 4 ) 4  1 exp |
( hBei(i+l) \ 
I, kTex J I




E x a m p l e  2 :  r  >  1,  a n d  a  k n o w n  q u a n t i t y
Once again, from the equation that relates optical depth to the gas column density, 
equation A .5 becomes
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We have here multiplied both sides by the FW HM line width A v, substituted A u  =  
(v/c)A v  on the right-hand side and again assumed the following
J  (j>.du ~  <j)Au =  1
Re-arranging again leads to
N  = 4 Tex
a a (2 j  +  1 )B e I1 exP (T r e ) ]
Tu A v
, .3  rp exu (
- (i 94 x lCF14') -H  ex_______ ^
-  W 4 X 1 °  ) a , (  2 J +  l ) B c [1 _ e I p ( i & ) ]
r„ A v
(A .8 ) 
(A .9)
Appendix B
Emission from an Ovoidal Shell.
Figure B .l shows a cross-sectional cut through an ovoidal shell of shocked gas similar to 
that proposed by Canto (1980). If the shell is spherically syiometric about the axis along 
the outflow direction (here the outflow is directed out o f the page), and the emission is 
uniform throughout the shell, then the ratio of shell volumes covered by the telescope 
beams pointing towards the edge of the shell and towards the centre, V1 and V2 +  V3, 
will equal the ratio o f observed brightnesses.
I. If the telescope beam b (the full width at half power) is greater than the thickness 
o f the shell, d: The angle 9 is given by
R -  b/2cos 9 =   —-----
R
where R is the shell radius. The volume o f the cylindrical shell V1 covered by the 
telescope beam is then
V1 =  2 X +  d/2)2 -  ir(R -  d/2)2} d
Substituting for 9 gives
cos ' ( t )
y‘ =  I — 1 so°'*~ ~  1 M *  +  )2 -  -  d/2? }  <1
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F ig u r e  B . l :  Cross-section th rough  an o vo id a l shell. 
Similarly, <f> and so V2 are obtained from
• a b! 2 
Sm R
( sin- 1  \
^  =  (  180° )  W J i +  d) ~  ’ {R  ~ d /2 ) 1 d
T be ratio o f volumes covered by beams 1 and 2  is thus given by;
y . - - 1 m
V2 +  V3 2 x sin- 1  ( ^ f )
I I . If b is less than the shell thickness d then from figure B.2
u  =  21 X JT =  2{R2 +  (R  + d /2 )2? '1 X r  ( f ) 2
(B .l)
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F ig u r e  B .2 :  As fo r  fig u re  B . l ,  bu t w ith  a larger s o u rce /b e a m  size ra tio .
and
, , 2
V> =  ¿7r 6)‘
Thus
V , 2[ii2 +  (.K +  d/2)2]1/ 2
-  2 d (B '2)
If the extinction towards the rear cavity wall is high then the emission from this surface 
is ignored and the factor o f 2 in the denominator dropped from equations B .l and B.2.
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S U M M A R Y
Recent observations, made in the / =  3 -  2(267.557 GHz) rotational line of HCO+ of 
the HH1-2 bipolar outflow region, have detected the presence of a dense, stationary, 
ambient clump of H CO+ associated with the Herbig-Haro object HH2. HCO was 
also detected around HH1 and the probable central exciting object, VLA1. The 
downwind offset of the clump of HCO in HH2 from the peak optical, bremsstrah- 
lung and molecular hydrogen v — 1 — 0 5(1) emission, together with the low H CO+ 
radial velocity measured (essentially CLSR — Kimh ~ 0) and narrow FWHM line widths, 
imply that HH2 represents a ‘shocked cloudlet’.
1 IN T R O D U C T IO N
Over the past ten years or so a number o f models have been 
proposed to explain the semi-stellar emission nebulae, first 
observed independently by Herbig and Haro nearly 40 years 
ago (Herbig 1951; Haro 1952), that appear to reside near 
regions of star formation. The brightness of these Herbig- 
Haro objects in low-excitation forbidden lines such as [Oi], 
[Sii], [Ni] and [Fen], together with observations at infra-red 
and millimetre wavelengths of molecular hydrogen and other 
molecular species leave us with little doubt that they are the 
direct result o f some process o f shock excitation that occurs 
as a wind or outflow, driven by a young star, interacts with 
the ambient surroundings (Schwartz 1983).
Proper motion studies, together with the bow-shaped 
structure often seen in HH objects (HH1, HH34), have led 
many observers to believe that the HH phenomenon repre­
sents the head or ‘working surface’ o f a wind or outflow as it 
ploughs into the ambient medium, or a dense ‘bullet’ driven 
by the wind that similarly shocks the surrounding material 
(Norman & Silk 1979; Bohm & Solf 1985; Hartigan, Ray­
mond & Hartmann 1987; Blondin, Konigl & Fryxell 1989). 
Recent observations, however, have detected the presence of 
dense, stationary clumps o f H C O + associated with four of 
the five HHs that comprise the HH 7-11 system (Rudolph & 
Welch 1988). These clumps were all found to be downwind 
of the optical HH objects and essentially stationary with 
respect to the ambient surroundings. The results were in 
direct contrast with existing ‘jet’ models (Blondin et al. 1989) 
and earlier ‘bullet’ models (Norman & Silk 1979), instead 
implying that the HHs in HH 7-11 represented stationary 
cloudlets that were shocking the wind. Consequently, the
impetus behind the project presented in this paper was to 
determine whether such stationary clumps of H C O + are 
present in other HH objects and indeed a feature common to 
all such objects.
We report here observations made of the bright HH 
objects 1 and 2, and also the central radio source, VLA1 
(first identified as the probable exciting source for the HH 
objects by Pravdo et al. 1985) in the 7 = 3  — 2 rotational line 
of the H C O + ion. Recent studies have been made of this out­
flow region in the (1,1) and (2,2) inversion lines of NH3 
(Torrelles et al. 1985; Martin-Pintado & Cernicharo 1987; 
Marcaide et al. 1988) and in molecular hydrogen at 2.12 pm  
v = l  — Q 5(1) (Harvey et al. 1986). Previous attempts by 
Edwards & Snell (1983, 1984) to observe this region in the 
7 = 1  — 0 rotational lines of 12CO and 13CO have failed to 
detect any line emission that must obviously be associated 
with either HH1 or HH2. A  distance of 500 pc is assumed 
throughout (Torrelles etal. 1985).
2 O B S E R V A T IO N S
The observations were made using the 15-m James Clerk 
Maxwell Telescope (JCM T) on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, during 
1988 October. With a beam width of 19 arcsec and beam 
efficiency of 0.79, grid maps o f HH1 and HH2 were taken 
with a 15-arcsec spacing using the RxA heterodyne receiver 
and a wide band acousto-optic spectrometer (bandwidth 500 
MHz with a resolution of 1.0 MHz or 1.1 km s“ 1). The 
H CO +7 = 3  —2 rotational transition lies at 267.557 GHz. 
Typical SSB system temperatures were 800-1000 K. An 
integration time of 10 min was required for each spectrum. 
For each spectrum, linear baselines were removed and inte­
grated line intensities then calculated using the SPECX data- 
handling package.
3 RESULTS
3.1 HCO + observations
We obtained H CO + spectra around the outflow regions 
known as HH1 and HH2. A  spectrum was also taken 
towards the central continuum source, VLA1, now thought 
to be the driving force for the outflows (Pravdo et al. 1985). 
All the plots obtained for HH1 and HH2 were averaged to 
give the top two spectra shown in Fig. 1. These plots thus 
represent the large-scale H CO + emission in the two HH 
regions. Also shown is the single spectrum recorded for 
VLA1 (Fig. lc). From these, the peak LSR radial velocities 
have been measured and recorded in Table 1. A  comparison 
is made here with the velocities o f various molecular lines, as 
measured by other authors. Table 3 shows the HCO + 
FWHM velocities and the line widths (AFmax) measured at 
0.1 K.
It is interesting to note at this point the discrepancy in the 
peak velocities, especially between the ammonia data, as
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Table 1. A  comparison of the peak LSR radial velocities for HH1, 
H H 2  and VLA1. H H 2  optical and H, velocities correspond to the 
H H 2 A  clump. Note that the H/J velocities quoted are heliocentric 
and not LSR. All velocities are in km s 1. References: (a) Torrelles 
etal. 1985, (b) Schwartz 1978, (c) Zinnecker et al. 1989.
Object HCO+ RL5/i a)NH3 VLSR C)H„ VLSR ‘ ’ H,, VLSR C,H2 VLSR
HH1 10.5 8.5 -6 1 5
HH2 8.0 6.9/9.5 7 17 7
VLA1 11.0 8.1/9.9 - - -
recorded by Torrelles et al. (1985) and the H CO + velocities 
presented in this paper (Table 1). Within HH1 and VLA1, 
the H C O + velocities are markedly larger than those 
associated with the NH, emission. For HH2 however, the 
two NH, peaks (see the discussion below) measured are 
fairly symmetrical about the single H C O + line. The HCO + 
velocity in HH2 is in fact very nearly equal to the velocity of 
the ambient material, km s_1 (Edwards & Snell
1983). The H C O + found in HH2 thus appears to be essen­
tially stationary ( FLSR -  K,mb ~ 0).
We also note that the remarkable splitting of the central 
NH, peak, found by Torrelles on his spectrum of VLA1 and 
especially his HH2 plot, is not apparent on any of our HCO + 
spectra, though the red wing found on the HH1 plot, extend­
ing 4 km s~‘ from line centre, could be due to two separate 
overlapping velocity components. This becomes more 
evident if we consider the individual spectra of the HH1 grid 
map (Fig. 2a). We note here that the velocity maxima corre­
sponding to the two H C O + peaks on HH1 ( TA~ 0.44 K and 
0.16 K, respectively), FLSR= 10.5 km s_l and 13.5 km s_1, 
are again both significantly higher than those obtained from 
Torrelles’ NH3 data.
Turning our attention to HH2, we see even less evidence 
of such line splitting, though a red wing extending 3 km s_l 
from line centre is discernible. This contrasts with the NH, 
results where the splitting o f the (1,1) inversion line obtained 
by Torrelles is very clear, resulting in two peaks of near equal 
magnitude split by 2.6 km s " '. Edwards & Snell (1983) have 
also found a similar red wing on a CO J =  1 — 0 spectrum of 
HH2 recorded in 1983, though surprisingly little other CO 
emission seems to have been detected around either HH1 
or HH2. In their paper they comment on the wing being 
“weak, but definite, extending 8 km s_ 1 from line centre” .
It should be noted at this point that the beamsize of 19 
arcsec used with the JCMT for the results presented here is 
much smaller than the 1.4-arcntin beam used by Torrelles to 
obtain the NH, data. The average H C O + spectra (Fig. 1) 
correspond to beamsizes of approximately 1.25 arcmin for 
HH2 and 0.75 arcmin for HH1, smaller than the NH3 beam­
size. Also, the grid maps cover areas “leeward” of the optical 
HH coordinates, beyond the lobes of highest (optical) excita­
tion, where velocities may be lower. However, the dis­
crepancy between the H C O + 1.25-arcmin beam and the 
NH3 1.4-arcmin beam used by Torrelles is not so great as to 
result in such drastically different line profiles. Nor can the 
NH, splitting be a result of an optical depth effect, as the 
hyperfine lines also show double peaks. This phenomenon 
may instead be a result o f two clumps of dense NH, gas 
moving at different velocities in the HH2 region. The less 
distinct line splitting observed in HCO + for HH 1 and the red 
wing seen on the HH2 H C O + spectrum could then be due to 
two or a number o f clumps, of varying densities, also being 
accelerated to different velocities. It is, however, clear that 
the motions of the NH3 and H CO + clumps associated with 
HH1 and HH2 are in effect independent of each other.
3.2 Calculation of HCO + column densities and source 
masses
From the H CO + data presented in this paper it is possible to 
calculate column densities, NHCO+, and masses for HH1, 
HH2 and VLA1.
V e l o c i t y  ( k m s ‘ 1)
Figure 1. The H C O +7 = 3 - 2  emission from HH1, H H 2  and 
VLA1. The three spectra represent (a) the average of the seven 
spectra shown in the grid map of the HH1 region, (b) the average.of 
the 18 spectra shown in the grid map of the H H 2  region, and (c) the 
H C O + emission from the probable central exciting source for the 
H H  1-2 system. VLA1.
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Figure 2. (a) A  grid map showing the distribution of H C O + in 
HH1. The points correspond to the peaks of optical emission and 
the contours to molecular hydrogen at 2.12 /¿m. The arrow shows 
the direction of the assumed outflow from VLA1. (b) A  grid map 
showing the distribution of H C O  + in HH2. The points and contours 
again correspond to optical and molecular hydrogen emission, with 
the arrow indicating the direction of the outflow.
Using a dipole moment of 4.07 debye (Cox et al. 1987), 
which gives a squared value for the dipole matrix element of 
9.93 debye2 for the 7 = 3  — 2 rotational transition of the 
HCO+ ion (Townes & Schawlow 1975), and assuming opti­
cally thin emission, the following equation can be used to 
calculate the column density (Dickman 1978):
/V„ 1.79 x 10 iThdv
(1 —e- 12.8/\ e - > 2.8/r„ ( 1)
From the line temperatures recorded by Edwards & Snell
(1983), kinetic temperatures o f 17 K for HH1 and 16 K for 
HH2 can be calculated (Evans 1980), whilst Martin-Pintado 
& Cernicharo (1987) give a rotational temperature of 23 K 
from their NH, observations (assumed to be a lower limit for 
the excitation temperature, Walmsley & Ungerechts 1983). 
Throughout the calculation an excitation temperature, Tex, of 
25 K is assumed. It is then a simple matter to obtain the 
integrated line intensities, ITbdv, corrected for a 0.79 beam 
efficiency, from the two average plots for HH1 and HH2 and 
the VLA1 plot (Fig. 1) and so calculate the column densities 
averaged over the map areas.
For HH 1 ,1Thdv = 2.33 K k m s '1; 
so Nhco+ — 1.74 x 1012 cm -2.
For HH2, J'7hdv =  3.27 K km s-1; 
so (VHC0+ = 2.42 x 1012 cm - ’ .
The map sizes of the H C O + sources observed were taken to 
be (45"x30") + (15"x 15"), giving at 500 pc a total area of 
8 .8x 10-’4 cm2 for HH1, and (75s x 4 5 s) + ( 15s x 60s), giving 
at the same distance a total area of 23.8 x 10 ’4 cm2 for HH2.
The peak column densities are also calculated, from the 
individual spectra recorded at the coordinates of peak 
HC.O+ emission (Fig. 2). For FIH1 the coordinates of the 
spectrum used were a(1950) = 5h 33m 56\ 5(1950)= —06° 
47'00", and for HH2, a(1950) =  5h34m01s, 5(1950) = 
— 06°49'30".
For HH1, JTb<7r = 4.14 K km s_
so NHC0+= 10.08 x 1012 cm 2.
For HH2, / 7j, cfc = 6.35 K km s~ *; 
so Nhco*= 15.45 x 1012 cm "'.
For VLA1,1 Tb dv =  6.43 K km s" 
so Nhco* = 15.65 x 1012 cm 2.
Following Rudolph & Welch (1988) the average HCO + 
column densities can now be used to estimate overall 
masses for the ‘large-scale’ HH1 and HH2 regions. The 
mass of each object is calculated from M  =  \ 3  x. jVhco+x. 
mHJ X hco+. where ../1/NC0+ is the number of H C O + ions (note 
the difference between this and N HCO+, which is the HCO + 
column density), X HC0+ is the abundance o f H C O + relative 
to H2, and m Hj is the mass o f an H, molecule. The factor of
1.3 here takes into account the mass contribution of elements 
other than hydrogen found in interstellar gas. Assuming a 
value of 2.3 x 10-9 for X HC0+ (Blake et al. 1987) the masses 
o f each emission region are thus calculated to be 0.14 
( ±  0.08) M 0 for HH1 and 0.55 ( ±  0.14) M a for ITH2.
For comparison, an upper limit to the mass of either 
HH object can be calculated from the NH3 data obtained by 
Martin-Pintado & Cernicharo (1987). For HH1 and HH2, 
the NH3 column density was given an upper limit of 
A NHj< 9 x l 0 L’ cm 2 (using a 40-arcsec beam). Assuming 
the abundance of NH,, 2fNHj ~ 10~7 (Benson & Myers 1983), 
then following the method described above, an upper limit to 
the mass o f either HH1 or HH2 is found to be 0.1 M 0 (note 
that the FWHM beam size and not the deconvolved source 
size was used in this calculation, and JVNHi is also very much 
an upper limit). This result is consistent with that obtained 
from the H CO + data.
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4 D I S C U S S I O N
The individual H CO + spectra obtained for HH1 and HH2 
are presented as grid maps in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The optically 
visible knots (Herbig & Jones 1981; coordinates from von 
Hippel, Burnell & Williams 1988) are included as points, as 
are contour lines of molecular hydrogen v = l  — 0 5(1) 
emission (Harvey et al. 1986). In addition, 6-cm continuum 
peaks (Pravdo et al. 1985) are found to be coincident with 
the optical knots.
A  consideration of the maps presented here may help us 
to pin down a Herbig-Haro model applicable to this system. 
Papers by Hartigan et al. (1987) and Bohm & Solf (1985) 
support Norman & Silk’s ‘interstellar bullet’ (1979) or 
Dyson’s later (1984) ‘jet’ model for HH1. In both cases, bow 
shocks are directed away from the exciting source (assumed 
to be V LA 1), the shocking being a result of either (i) a dense 
clump or bullet of material ploughing into the ambient cloud, 
or (ii) the head or ‘working surface’ o f an outflow jet 
burrowing into the surrounding medium producing the 
observed emissions -  the HH objects. Both models require 
high radial velocities, the optical emission representing either 
high-velocity bullet or jet material that is shocked as it 
impacts the ambient surroundings. As later discussed by 
Blondin et al. (1989), the ‘jet’ model specifies a two-shock 
system, the bow shock accelerating ambient material in its 
path and preceding a jet shock where deceleration of the jet 
itself takes place. As a result, radiative cooling occurs within 
the high-density gas between these two shocks producing the 
observed HH phenomena. The ‘bullet’ model shows a similar 
bow shock feature, though here the jet shock is replaced by a 
cloudlet or bullet shock that travels through the bullet 
shocking the dense gas.
When we consider CCD images of HH1 it does seem to 
have a bow-shaped structure that fits the requirements of 
either the jet or the bullet model (Herbig & Jones 1981). 
Also, proper motion studies conducted by Herbig & Jones 
have assigned velocities ranging from 150 to over 350 km 
s-1 for the individual knots that comprise the HH1 object. It 
is, however, difficult to fit the H CO + observations presented 
here for HH1 to either model, though the low LSR radial 
velocities and narrow FWHM line widths do suggest that the 
HCO+ observed in HH1 is essentially stationary and quies­
cent. Two peaks of H CO + are observed north-west and 
south-east, and slightly upwind of HH1, though the signai- 
to-noise is low (see the individual spectra in Fig. 2a). The 
grid map obtained for the HH2 region does, however, contain 
more positive information.
The peak H CO+ emission in HH2, shown in Fig. 2(b), is 
found to be clearly downwind of the optical knots, the H, 
peaks and the 6-cm bremsstrahlung continuum emission 
peak. The H CO+ results therefore tend to support a third 
model, Schwartz’s ‘shocked cloudlet’ model (1978), see 
Fig. 3. Here an inverted bow shock is produced on the 
windward side of a dense, stationary clump of ambient 
material by the impact of a high-velocity outflow; a second 
cloudlet shock propagates into the clump itself, resulting in a 
general heating of the cloudlet gas. Such a model is 
essentially the inverse o f Norman & Silk's interstellar bullet, 
though now we expect the H CO + to be stationary. We also 
expect to observe shock-ionized wind gas, stopped at the 
head of the cloudlet but also flowing around the sides of the
Figure 3. The shocked cloudlet model for H H  objects, initially 
proposed by Schwartz (1978), that seems to be applicable to HH2.
Table 2. A  comparison of the F W H M  
line widths for HH1 and HH2. All line 
widths are in km s_l. References: (a) 
Torrelles et al. 1985, (b) Sclwartz 1978, 
(c) Zinnecker et al. 1989.
Object HCO+ °>NH3 c)H a C>H2
HH1 2.6 1 50 81 38
HH2 4.8 - 120 72 44
Table 3. Velocity data obtained from the H C O  + 
observations for the H H  objects and the central 
excidng object, VLA1. All velocities are in km s~',
with A measured at 0.1 K.
Object HCO+ AVroaI HCO+ VFWHM HCO+ VLSR
HH1 5.9 2.6 10.5
HH2 4.5 4.8 8.0
VLA1 5.9 2.1 11.0
1
cloudlet. This would explain the large FWHM line widths I
and low mean velocities seen in H a and H ¡3 (see Tables 1 and 
2), if the outflow is nearly perpendicular to the line-of-sight.
Whilst Schwartz (1978) envisaged his cloudlets to be only 1
a few arcseconds across (at 500 pc), the clump of H CO+ £
seen in HH2 extends over nearly 1 arcmin. This larger cloud- f
let may, however, consist of many smaller clumps, too small 
to be resolved by the 20-arcsec beam used in these observ­
ations. Optical photographs of HH2 show it to be highly 
clumpy. Alternatively, we may be seeing ablation of the I
shocked face of a larger cloudlet, i.e. pieces being ‘chipped c
o f f ’ and similarly individually shocked by the wind. Further 
more, it may be these individual condensations, shocked 1
separately and accelerated to high velocities that explain the 
high (and varied) proper motions observed in HH2 by 1
Herbig & Jones (1981). As described above, we would (
expect the optical bow shock around a stationary cloudlet to t
be at rest, and so the apparent high optical velocities seen -
cannot be explained by a simple, single-shocked cloudlet. a
Post-shock H2 (cloudlet gas) may also be seen on the wind- s
ward edge of a stationary, shocked cloudlet. Down the sides c
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of the cloudlet, where lower shock velocities result because 
of oblique shock angles, the H2 may not be dissociated, 
instead being shock excited. This shocked gas may therefore 
be visible in the infrared. Also, H , will reform -  in excited 
states -  in the cooling, post-shock gas behind the cloudlet 
shock. This gas may similarly be observable. If we assume a 
pre-shock cloudlet density of ~ 105 cm “ 3 and a cloudlet 
shock velocity of the order o f 50 km s“ 1 (Wolfire & Konigl 
1989; Schwartz 1978; see also the discussion below), then 
radiative cooling of the post-shock cloudlet material will 
become possible very rapidly, and so the hot, post-shock gas 
will cool sufficiently to enable H , reformation in only a few 
days (Blondin et al. 1989; Spitzer 1978). Consequently, it 
will be impossible to resolve the region between the cool, 
high-density cloudlet gas -  the observable H2 -  and the 
cloudlet shock itself (Fig. 3), and so the H2 emission in the 
HH2 and HH1 clumps will thus show the position of the 
cloudlet shock (Fig. 2a). H2 with a low mean velocity is 
certainly observed windward of the H C O + clump in HH2. 
H, is also seen in HH1.
Does the H C O + observed in HH1 and HH2 represent 
pre- or post-shock cloudlet material? The contrasting 
structures seen in these two HH regions suggest we are 
studying two different mechanisms. The H C O + seen in 
HH2, found downwind o f the optical and H, peaks, may rep­
resent gas that has not yet ‘seen’ the shock. The H C O + asso­
ciated with HH1 may, however, be high-density, post-shock 
material, although the signal-to-noise ratio is low. It is clearly 
difficult to arrive at a firm conclusion.
At present only the HCO + molecule shows a clump that is 
clearly associated with HH2 or HH1. NH3 seems to be distri­
buted over the entire outflow region (Torrelles et al. 1985) 
and no CS data are yet available. H C O + has, however, 
recently been detected in another HH system. Observations 
of the HH7-11 system conducted by Rudolph & Welch (1988) 
have detected H C O + clumps downwind of four of the five 
HHs. Further studies though, using CS as a density tracer, 
have failed to detect any compressed regions coincident with 
the H C O + clumps.
Such results suggest that H C O + is unique in some way. 
Possibilities are (i) it represents shocked material and has 
been enhanced due to formation in the shock front by colli­
sions within the shock-impacted gas, (ii) it has not been 
shocked and is instead enhanced by a process of UV pump­
ing [Wolfire & Konigl (1989) have suggested that the gas 
ahead of an advancing shock-front in HH regions may be 
fluoresced rather than shocked], or (iii) the H C O + excitation 
temperature within the cloudlet has been enhanced, possibly 
because of the high ionic fraction in the shock (Elitzur 1983). 
The 6-cm continuum observations by Pravdo et al. (1985) of 
HH1 and 2 clearly show peaks coincident with both HH 
objects, indicating a high abundance of hot electrons. If this is 
the case, clumps of other ionic species, such as N ,H + and 
HCS+ should be observed in HH1 and 2.
Whether X HC0* is in fact enhanced, reduced or unchanged 
in shocks is, however, still unresolved. Wootten et al.
(1984) concluded that there was no real enhancement in 
the abundance of H C O + in the shocked region of NGC 
2071, and that ionization levels were similar in both acceler­
ated and ambient cloud regions. Loren et al. (1984) reported 
similar findings, whilst Mitchell (1987), in his study of the 
chemistry found in low-temperature clouds ( ~ 10-20 K)
excited by low-velocity shocks (shock velocity ~ 5 -2 0  km 
s “ 1 ), predicts a reduction in the abundance o f HCO +.
Finally, it may be possible to obtain a crude estimate of the 
lifetime o f the cloudlet in HH2. As described by Schwartz 
(1978), it is possible to estimate the velocity of the cloudlet 
shock in HH2 from the equation
where V„, p w, p c and Vcs are the wind velocity, the wind and 
cloudlet densities and the cloudlet shock velocity respec­
tively. Using values of V„ ~ 300 km s“ 1 (Pravdo et al. 1985), 
p c ~ 105 cm“ 3, and p w ~ 4000 cm “ 3 (Wolfire & Konigl 1989; 
Schwartz 1978), a Vcs ~ 50( ±  16) km s“ 1 is calculated. The 
temperature of the post-shock material behind such a shock 
will be of the order of 56 000 K (Dyson & Williams
1980) -  hot enough to dissociated H C O + and so perhaps 
also to destroy the clump. Assuming the clump is dissociated 
behind the advancing cloudlet shock, then the lifetime of 
HH2 may be estimated from the time it takes the cloudlet 
shock to traverse the length o f the H C O + clump. Assuming a 
diameter of ~45  arcsec (3 x  101'' m) for the H CO + clump, 
an approximate lifetime of 2000 yr is calculated for HH2.
5 C O N C L U S IO N S
From the H C O + observations presented here, we come to 
the following conclusions.
(i) There is H C O + emission associated with the regions 
collectively known as HH1 and HH2. H CO + has also been 
detected from the central exciting source, VLA1.
(ii) A  comparison has been made with spectra of the NH3 
(1,1) inversion transition as measured by Torrelles et al.
(1985) for the H H 1-2 outflow region. There appears to be 
no relation between the H C O + peak and the NH, peak LSR 
radial velocities for HH1 or HH2. However, the HCO + 
clump within HFI2 does appear to be at rest with respect to 
the ambient surroundings.
(iii) Definite red wings are found on both HH1 and HH2 
spectra, though the LIH1 red wing may be the result of two 
quite separate overlapping peaks corresponding to two inde­
pendent, dense clumps of H C O + moving at different veloci­
ties.
(iv) The H C O + data obtained for HH2 support the 
‘shocked cloudlet’ model for the HH phenomenon. H2, opti­
cal and bremsstrahlung emission originates on the windward 
edge of dense, stationary ambient clumps of H C O +. The 
presence of the observed emission may be explained as due 
to enhancement o f either the H C O + abundance or the 
excitation temperature. It is possible that shock compression 
of the ambient, stationary clumps to a density above that 
required for the excitation of H C O + may be occurring, 
though the absence of co-located NH3 and, in the case of 
H H 7-11,CS (Rudolph & Welch 1988) suggests that this is 
less likely.
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